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PREFATORY INTRODUCTION
TO THE NEW EDITION

The volumes of the work by Thomas Maurice, under re-

publication, should be considered as symptomatic of their

age and perhaps the dawn of an era of persevering research

and unbiased though sometimes frankly mistaken judgement

of the culture, institutions and religion of ancient India*

Their cannot be any question of the sincerity of the effort

or the competence of scholarly calibre involved. Indeed, it

shows a perspicacious interest in even some of the relatively

obscure aspects of ancient Indian life, and where it concerns

its intellectual and abstract thought, falls unerringly in line

with its orientation, and tends to delve into its subtleties

with caution as well as a benign interest. It is easy to cavil

at its lack of first-hand information. But then who has

learnt first-hand or fully about countries other than his own,

except by accident of circumstance? It is not difiScult to

dispute its lack of traditional insight, but can there be a

subjective appraisal of even the most noble and notable of

the institutions of mankind, making it a sort of a vested

interest of only the people concerned? It would be quite

unavoidable even to laugh at some of its inchoate attempts

to overread the symbolism of the religious trends of ancient

India, on the analogy of other near distant regions, but does

not civilization and its organization often inspire communi-

ties with like ecology, or where their quondam habitat had

been common with others?

It would be perceivable to the meanest understanding,

therefore, on a perusal of these volumes that here was

a representative of the West who shared a common

interest, an integrated heritage and an intellectual frater-
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nity with the Orient and was able to show both courage

and conceptual vigour, both linguistic and cultural

knowledgeability and an intrinsic purity of approach, who
had no axe to grind, no racial animus to uphold, no

intellectual arrogance to flaunt. He was a clear product of

his times, where the Orient was yet a mystery wrapped in an

enigma; was the right objective for altruistic research; was

iridescent in its universality of thought and tradition,

inscrutable in its symbolism and concepts, magnetic in the

attractions of its sublime religious and secular literature,

flamboyant in its temporal glamour in the halcyon days of

its glory. It was indeed the right pabulum for the intellectual

elite of any country. The author leaves none in doubt that

in his age, clime and country, he did belong to this rare,

animated and objective band of humanists who, like the

yogi of India, had to learn the truth of the universe and its

myriad processes, by perseverance, by respect to its leaders

whose wisdom he should imbibe, by a sympathetic and

discerning study of its ethos and institutional network, not

discarding the search, thoughtripping again and again. Here

was a scholar who had the right credentials, notwithstanding

the natural deficiencies in his inherited culture for under-

standing the technicalities of the culture which he was eager

to acquire, the deficiency made good by a disarming forth-

rightness and naiveti by which one tends to forgive most

amiably the deficiencies of factual argument. There is no

doubt, however, that he was in the very avant garde of the

oriental scholarship in the Occident, who was certainly not

touched nor tainted by the vagaries of the times when colo-

nial condescension could indeed work havoc with the sensi-

bilities of Indian culture.

One ofmany important aspects ofthe series of dissertations

involved in these volumes is the width of the canvas and the

consistent attempt at integrating and correlating the facts,

seen or taken as seen in the Indian situation with the data

found, or taken to be found in the other vital regions which

form the complementary parts, as in West Asia and the
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Mediterranean civilizations. It is also notable that the

evidence upon which the observations are based are clearly

set out by appropriate references to the authorities con-

cerned. It is very likely that in the situation existing in the

second half of the 18th century a.d. or a little later, it would

not have been possible for many scholars then dealing with

Indian studies to have a clear-cut perception of the elements

of Indian culture. This makes the study by the author of

these volumes doubly meritorious, notwithstanding flaws

which are apparently not of his making but of the knowledge

then available to scholars interested in the subject. The

alacrity with which the author wants to cross-check some

data with personal references to experts living in India some

of whom, like Sir William Jones, are of impeccable scholarly

calibre and fidelity of purpose, only goes to highlight the

total bonafides of the author. There is no need, in these

circumstances, to spare him for some of his more serious

blemishes which again are acquired by him from his voraci-

ous study of the most persistent and prevalent theses on the

vital aspects of Indian religion, culture and society—the

oblique and seemingly parochial tints of which are therefore

born of the ideas then fashionably current and which, one

may say, are even now flaunted with a seeming similitude of

substance by modern scholars who ought to know better.

Thus, we have no reservations in giving the author a clean

chit in so far as his intentions and competence are

concerned.

A most pervasive and inspiring part of the narrative is

the classic and romantic style in which the writings are

couched. We do certainly concede that in the 18th century

A.D., the Elizabethan English outlook on literary idiom has

not yet fully given place to the soft and mellifluous diction

of the ‘Nature poets' and thus the written style tends to be

a shade grandiose and long-winded. But it cannot be denied

its character nor underrated, and especially the parentheti-

cal use of secondary or afterthoughts, intertwined with the

crisp employment of prepositions does make the diction
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impulsive and vigorous. There is no doubt also that, being

the Johnsonian era—a fact doubly made patent by the close

fraternization of our author with that mercurial and majestic

celebrity to the extent of having one of his other works

adorned by a preface of Dr. Samuel Johnson—there is a

certain languorous understatement in the literary air, a wry

humour which offendeth not and a deliberate use of anti-

thesis in the periods of the sentence. All told, it is full of

nostalgic tinges and picturises the literary ethos of the

century in no uncertain terms. As the author avers, the style

indeed suits well the nobility of the subject matter and

therein he again vindicates himself as no lackadaisical

Mettante, nibbling with ennui, at the pastureland of the

Orient, with his nose in the air and head in the clouds. He
was indeed a serious and sympathetic student eager to un-

lock the prime keys to the unfolding of the oriental profun-

dity in thought, art and spirituality; and who shall not say

that, irrespective of quite a few digressions into mistaken

pathways, he had come out as an ardent researcher whose

thinking and writing alike will repay many times the labour

spent on it?

Nor can the blame of having been primarily less well-

informed on the Orient be laid at his doors too precipita-

tely. For, if we only scan the impressive array of works he

had consulted, under the eightfold categories of (a) geogra-

phical dissertations (of which there are seventeen works

cited, published between 1549 a.d. and 1971); (b) on Egyp-

tians and Ethiopians (of which there are fourteen cited,

published between 1600 and 1787 a.d.); (c) on Hebrew,

Phoenician, Chaldaic and Arabian antiquities (ofwhich as

many as thirty-three are cited, published between 1542 and

1766 A.D.); (d) Persian, Egyptian and Greek Mysteries (of

which fourteen works are cited, between 1602 and 1790 a.d.);

(e) antiquities of Persia, India, Tartary, Chiim and Japan

(of which as many as thirty-five are noticed, between 1659

and 1787 A.D.); (f) oriental astronomy (on which twenty

works have been cited, between 1653 and 1790 a.d.); (g) chro-
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nology (on which ten works are noticed, between 1658 and
1790 A.D.); and (h) classical, oriental and European history

(on which a wide range of sixty works are noted, from 1588

to 1788 A.D.), one would indeed pause with respect at this

altruistic votary of the Muses, who had found time, labour

and energy to spend on so much of the lore published during

a span of nearly three centuries prior to him, on technical

and documentational data and relating themselves to the

entire early periods pf the past of both the Mediterranean

and West Asian—with which he had so painstakingly corre*

lated with care, conviction and method, the ramified legacy

of the Orient, especially on India. Indeed, no one person

had undertaken to deal with so much material and had come

out with such singular success, especially when it is seen

that the scholar had not set his foot on the shores or the

soil of India, even once during his lifetime, probably due to

circumstances beyond his control. His dedication towards

the high ideals inherent in and the lofty spiritual and philor^

sophical lore so much an integral part of Indian antiquity,

has been so transparent in his writings spread over these

seven volumes, that one frankly wonders as to what higher

peaks of achievement in this research he would not have

scaled, if he were favoured with closer personal observations

in India. His originality of approach is writ large in every

section of the dissertations and even for the modern eye,

some of his observations are remarkably ahead of the times,

which goes to show the powers of assimilation that the

author was capable of and the finer angles of approach and

observation that such deep understanding of the topics impel

him to take, which his occidental birth and breeding had

not a whit obstructed him from taking.

It is indeed fortunate that he decided to (»mmit to pen

and ink his inner stirrings on a study of Indmn culture and

antiquities, with an avidity that would have honoured an

oriental scholar. It is here that we are bound to perceive the

total commitment he appears to have acquired for a detailed

consideration of the Indiaq way of life, as gleaned from its
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rich legacy which would indeed have been possible for or

well suited only a scholar with a difference from another

time and clime who like him voluntarily claims to be a

legatee of this universal heritage. Insuperable difficulties in

understanding or handling a comprehensive and rigorous,

language like Sanskrit would have indeed been inevitably

created in his studies, but he had brushed them aside with-

out any self-conscious shyness for his bizarre spellings and
by delving deep into the mysteries of these works throughi

the right type of translations of the original which he could

lay his hands on. His sound grounding in Latin and the-

classical western literature from which he appears to quote,

with facility, time and again—has clearly groomed him
towards an easy perception of geographical and astronomi-

cal literature (that he had also cited) and had, to that extent

qualified him for the difficult and hazardous assignment

which he had cast unto himself. It is perhaps one of the few

studies of its kind where historical, geographical, spiritual

and astronomical dimensions of the ancient centres of civili-

zation have been considered concurrently, in order to eke

out certain possible substratum considerations helpful ia

formulating mutual links. It is also a welcome surprise that

he had a capacity for selective absorption of affiliated data,,

without going over the whole ground of their other irrele-

vant though not unimportant features. One is touched by
his candour in admitting how deep an impact had been-

created on him by just three disparate but noble Indian,

compositions—three gems ofancient Hindu India virtually—
namely, the Bhagavat Gita, the Sakuntalam of Kalidasa and
the Hitopadesa; and had in fact moulded his thinking for-

venturing unfettered into the verdant pastureland of early

Indian literature and culture, well guided by the multi-

faceted norms that these have laid down for imbibing the

spirit of Indian culture. If his own favourite theme of'

metempsychosis had any relevance to himself, one may well
conjecture that, in a distant past birth, he would have been
a blessed gentile of Bharatvarsha, journeying through life’s.
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landmarks and gravitating single-mindedly towards obtain*

ing the purusharthas of human existence, as adumbrated in

the Indian holy texts. To give just a random sampling of

the unerring precision with which he was able to touch the

heartland of Indian thought, one may just refer to his em*

phasis on Ayodhya and Hastinapura having been the most

important cities of ancient India, or his passing footnote

reference to the fact that Ceylon is not the Lanka of the

Ramayana, but perhaps the Maldives deep in the Arabian

Seal He may well be a 20 th century scholar, parrying with

the topical headlines these have created in recent times; and

this he wrote nearly three hundred years ago, without

having seen India or felt the glow of Indian sun and air in

his lungs! His very close study, especially of the classical

geographers and chroniclers like Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny,

Ptolemy the author of Pertplus and others, enabled him to

rechalk out an itinerary that Alexander or others had

carried out in the centuries around Christ.

Notwithstanding his frequent and welbintentioned asser-

tions that he had been checking data or reassuring himself

by reference to his Indian scholarly colleagues like

Sir William Jones, anyone going through the volumes is,

struck time and again, by a seeming authenticity with which

he delineates Indian culture- entirely vicariously, nonethe-

less, for a fact. He is the finest example of the Shakespearean

dictum that “the appetite grows by what it feeds on” and

what an insatiable appetite he seems to have had for the

culture of India! It has been customary often to denigrate

the writings of westerners who may be dealing with Indian

religion, as an unnecessary exertion, being without any

commitment to the matrix of Indian culture. But, it should

be stated, regarding the volumes under release that despite

their obvious blemishes, genuinely caused, their primary/ecus

had been on the sublimity and spiritual impeccability of the

Indian view on life and on the supernatural principle, and

thus their wide circulation would go some way in dispelling

the self-righteous stance that an insider may take on matters
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connected with Indian culture and would convince him as to

how birth alone will not ensure the right type of equipment

for an Indian to delve into his precious ancient legacy, and

an outsider’s healthy interest and insight may even serve as

a corrective for his taking more than a mere proprietory

interest in his heritage. Thomas Maurice had rendered great

service by his writings to highlight the challenges that the

Indian heritage throws up to a westerner, and how by a

cultivated and disciplined scholarship one may acquire the

necessary bonafides for dealing with this lore in its abstract

as well as concrete formulations, and create a feeling almost

tantamount to the sentiments of a faithful votary of this

legacy. The re-publication, thus, of these volumes, is especial-

ly relevant to the modern times, when these values, long

cherished, are under strain against adverse onslaughts on

their suitability with the march of time. A detailed comment,

now is offered on his treatment of his onerous tasks.

In many of the volumes the author dwells variously on

the ancient geographical divisions, the systems of primeval

theology, the code of civil laws, the original form of govern-

ment, the commerce and the profound literature of India,

and compares these in the context of those of Persia, Egypt

and Greece.

Indian religion, when it crystallised, was seen based upon

the quadripartite entities of the immortality of the soul, the

constant defections that physical body made from the path

of rectitude (which gave rise to the doctrine of transmigra-

tion of the soul), its regeneration by penance, and the

reunion of the soul metaphysically with the cosmic Creator—

the Supreme guiding principle. In the elaborations of the

methods of active interrelation between symbolic godhead

and human sentience and conscience, the author saw consi-

derable analogy with various early communities elsewhere.

The Druids of England, for instance, according to Pliny and

others derived their origin and growth from Dera—the oak

tree—under which they performed their sacrifices as priests.

The triple leaves together forming a sacred- trefoil, were
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considered as the symbolism of the three-fold distinctions

in the deity. Homer, in the hymn to Mercury {Budha)

called it the Tripethaon, the golden three-leaved wand. It

is interesting in this connection, to note that, in the Indus

Valley civilization, the steatite statuette of a priest-king(?)

with a robe covering his body by being spread across the

left shoulders, has trefoil textile designs on it. It may

perhaps tend to be a symbolic religious motif, and stand

for some perception of the potential of pragna which is

overseen by Budha in astrology.

The author, firmly postulates, again and again, to use

partly his own words, that it was from the fountains of

Chaldaean, Persian, Indian and Egyptian learriing that the

Grecian sages derived their copious streams of the theological

knowledge which was afterwards through their disciples, to

widely diffuse through Greece and Italy. He shows how for

instance, Pythagoras, the noted philosopher-scientist of the

5th century b.c. had heard of the Chaldaean and Persian

Magi and the renowned Brahmanas of India and he was

impatient to explore the hallowed cases of the farmer and

the consecrated forests of the latter. In an extended discus--

sion on the theological system of India, the author gives out

his own proposition that the sources from which the con-

ception of Vishnu and Siva worship could have been derived

could be from the benevolent sons of Shem and the gloomy

progeny of Gush. He cites a parallel between the forehead

tilak marks of Vishnuite and Sivaite worshippers, in red

vertical line and saffron horizontal line, and the allusions in

Ezekiel, IX-4 where the Almighty commands His angels to

go through the city and set a mark on the foreheads of the

men (His servants and faithfuls), and to Revelations VII-31

“Hurt not the earth . . . till we have sealed the servants of

our God in their foreheads”. Even on the colour scheme of

the markings, he notes, how the Chaldaean devotees painted

their idols according to the colour of the planet or star

worshipped. He wonders at the festival ofBhavani, which

can be compared to that of Dea Syria of Chaldaea; the
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Festival of Veroal Nature, with that of Venus Urania of

Persia; the Festival of the Maypole with the Festival of

Bonfires in propitiation of Karthikeya, in the same month.

He is perplexed at the green, amber and black stone

salagrama of the solar Vishnu with its perforations and
chakra impressions with solar worship, how the temple tank

could be related to that of Medes and the Persian temples,

how Osiris and Isis bear the lunar crescent, as that of Siva

and how even the Greeks placed the crescent on the head of

Diana Lucifera, how Archimagus v/ith his sceptre displayed

on his right head a crescent of six-day*oid moon, how the

Greek goddess Cybele the personification ofmother earth,

with her eunuch priests who allude to the barren state of
earth without cultivation, can be paralleled by the furrow of
the earth from which the Indian Sita, the personification and
daughter of Earth goddess was bom. He is dismayed at the

devadasis of Indian temples, described by Herodotus, who
would be compared with that of Bayaderes of Syria and the

initiation ceremony into the mysteries of Mylitta at Babylon
where every woman of the district was obliged to undergo

the surrender of her body which hypothesis, if admitted,

according to him would only exhibit proof that throughout

the pagan world, universally, the system of gross physics pre-

vailed and the earth itself was adored, as much as, or

instead of its creator. Though he is appalled by the singing

women of India surrendering their chastity, in the name of
the cult, we should pardon him for his forthright, it errone-

ous assertions and praise him for admitting that such

differences have to be explained by an investigation into the

nature and attributes of the deities respectively adored in

these countries. The gods of India were gross physical

deities of nature and its various powers personified. He
sets out to compare the dances with bacchanalian import

in Indian religion as of Para, Siva and Parasakli and those

of the Almai of Egypt, the Pyrrhic dance of the Spartans

to the sound of martial music, the dance of Eumenides or

Furies on the stage ofAthens, and wonders if the smearing
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of the foreheads and body of Saiva devotees with the ashes

of cowdung, could be so because cowdung was the medium

by which the barren soil was rendered prolific, and recalls

the remarkable use of offerings of cowdung placed on the

altar of the Assyrian Venus, on the basis of the productive

principle which could have originated in the Galli. For him

the Indian astronomical god Budha is comparable with Fo

of China, Mercury of the west, the Hermes of the Greeks

and Woden of northern Europe, leading him even to support

the assertion of Burrow that the Stonehenge monument of

England was one of the temples of Budha, which in effect

lead to the contention that the Druids were Brahmins.

It may not be gainsaid that the author does not operate

in any fixed time-measure or chronological scales, and

perhaps students and antiquarians who set store by archaeo-

logical methodology for chrono-cultural sequences or

comparisons may find some of the hypothetical postulates

and speculations of Maurice at times tremendously.con-

fusing. But the fact of the matter is that in all his disserta-

tions, he states his premises, his presumptions and the

sources of information, however disparate in time and

space they may be, and certainly the nature of the spect-

rum and core of his studies are not indeed truly amenable

to purely archaeological studies alone, but ethno-linguistic

and socio-cultural models and homotaxial prototypes. Thus

one wonders sometimes if we have indeed any such book

where a single individual had cast upon himself the onerous

task of investigating into the highly complicated matrix of

the Indian legacy, the knotty problems of which, even two

centuries after Maurice, are still bedevilling the indologist

and the archaeologist, and often finds scholars arrayed in

two academically warring camps, the traditionalists and
pragmatists, and the crucial data for both is often not

susceptible to cross-checking being mostly literary in one

case and material in the other. The logical developments

and social transformations in art, culture and science in

India which had been witnessed by the authors of the very
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literature, the field archaeologists will often denounce as

unhistorical and imprecise, but he would not himself, truly,

be able to deliver the goods, except on the social philosophy

of economic compulsions. Interrelated studies of the eco-

systems have not been seriously pursued yet for tackling

such problems. In such a circumstance, the least one can

do is to peruse the volumes like those of Maurice, so that

the kaleidoscopic range of the culture spectrum—its diver-

sity in unity wrought by environment, geography and value

systems which have equations mainly with nature—will be at

least apprehended if not comprehended. Yesterday’s myth

is today’s confirmation and tomorrow’s legend. Intrinsic

truths about the long unfolding vista of the growth of

human potential, institutions and motivations cannot be

summarily tackled by only one set of data, however factually

sound they may be. They have to be fused on the anvil of

research, with a multiplicity of integrated data on the

environment, which then as now, is the only stable factor in

the argument. If this could be appreciated, it is knowledge

and cross-fertilizations of the vast pools of facts that will be

the guarantor of any worthwhile evaluation of and applica-

tion of mind to one’s distant legacy. One must indeed go

from the known to the unknown. What 18th century India

and the lands around and beyond looked like then was

and is unknown to many, and Maurice’s volumes give

just the type of appetizer that will whet one’s zeal for

the perceptions of the infinitely diversified facets of India’s

cultural mantle. This exercise ofgoing back by two centuries,

even if to enter a caveat against what was surely one of the

most avid and knowledgeable minds of that period, will

itself be a refreshing and productive one, and clear the

cobwebs alike of complacency and vested interest in culture.

The author sets the environment in one of his volumes for

the basis of the material prosperity of the nations of West

Asia and the Orient, in gold and silver and gemstones, which

enriched their life styles and was resultant in producing the

pageantry that gave satisfaction mentally and morally to the
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communities there, otherwise hidebound, conventional, ethi*

cally and morally conformist and spiritually austere and

sincere. The author gives what is probably the most factual

description to be found anywhere for the techniques adopted

for the extraction of these gold and silver ores. Enterprise,

as of Phoenicia and India in the early times, was based on a

combination of material skills and inner placidity. Much of

the wealth though doubtless spent on luxury of the monarchs

and the affluent, was equally lavished on the temples of their

gods which were spiritual institutions with a same regimen of

the potential of a temporal king, from carpets to ivory and

pearls, to silk, honey and wine. The gamut of life’s sophisti-

cated needs was constantly re-charged by the enterprise of

busy merchants and mariners who had the expertise for skirt-

ing and crossing the seas. Such a venture called for the finest

coordination of acumen, patience and sturdiness.

The author shows how the city of Babylon (the Indian

Bhaveru—of the early Buddhist Jatakas, as we know), though

itself not having any mines of its own, absorbed through the

machinery of enterprising trade contacts, all the wealth of

the vortex of which it was in geographically central position.

It enriched with it the statuary for God—not cast but

beaten as specifically mentioned— in gold for Jupiter, Juno

and Rhea, the universal mother. These were of astounding

height and girth, weighing several thousand talents of gold,

with elaborate altars, censers and ornamental decoration for

the structures. Thus, sustained and planned exploitation of

mineral wealth besides yielding a life of pomp was also

providing for the spiritual life and the worlds beyond. Social

virtues like hospitality, munificence, contentment and

integrity flowed only out of the surfeit of material acquisi-

tions for a prosperous life style for the entire community.

Individuals thus lived for the nation, and the nation itself

became a byword for individuality. Astronomy, instruments

for empirical operations, weights and measures and geometry

flowed out of these transactions as secondary requirements

and beneflts. Mascots and emblems like the serpent of the
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Tyrenians, owl of the Athenians, shell of the Peloponnesians,

bow and arrow of the Persians, the horse of the Thessalians,

the dolphin of the Thracians and the lotus of the Indians were

the creative bye*products of such an exultant and extrovert

impact and trade identity. Honourable indigence, strict

regimen and laborious exercises gave place in the Persians

to an indolent effiminacy and voluptuousness which had

already branded the Lydians in history markedly as

Philistines who enjoyed every source of enjoyment; and even

a public edict offered a reward for anyone inventing a new
pleasure. Susa and Ekbatana, as described by Curtinis and

Herodotus, show this truly. Under Alexander, with his

insatiable ambition to carve out his new empire, Alexandria

became the hub of all activity of collecting the best

resources to such an extent that his annual tribute from the

Persian, African and Indian empires was amounting to

3,00,000 talents of gold, equivalent to 58 millions of the

18th century money. The Thracian mines alone produced one

thousand talents of gold annually, equivalent to three

millions. The temples of Minerva and Elis were the ultimate

in pomp and splendour. From the indulgence of Alexander,

the author moves to the phallic festival of Bacchus in the

city of Corinth, where the golden image of Phallus— 120

cubits in length and six cubits girth—of the ensign of the

deity, was taken in procession. The festivals and sacrifices,

the sports and the games and the orgies glutted Rome, and

the appetite and prodigality of Rome during the early

Caesars was followed by the successors who ravaged Asia

and again Roman gold flowed into Indian marts, in

exchange of luxury goods, pearl and spices.

The author has his own great admiration for the art and

architecture of ancient India. All the same, these sections

were perhaps one of the weakest in these volumes, because

the lack of first hand knowledge in the evaluation of art

production will b: an unavailing job, as they are primarily

visual and besides any amount of description cannot really

produce the right . kind of aesthetic assessment and often
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may give a very subjective picture. But that the author

desired to show how these monumental architectural pieces

were an inevitable part of the ethos of the Indian community

is obvious. The literature pf the ancient Indians is another

theme that fascinated the aj^hor. He enthusiastically delves

deep, wanting explanations to be found for the common
origin of the Indian Sanskrit script (Devanagari) with those of

the Phoenicians, Chaldaic square letters and of the Ethiopian.

In a discussion on the early Vedic literature and the origin

and character of Sanskrit, the author quotes with objectivity

from Sir William Jones regarding how the hrst three Vedas

are over 3000 years before Christ and the Yajurveda in

particular may be about 1380 B.c. This was based on the

seeming contemporaneity of Moses and his departure to

Egypt. The author’s attunement to the subject is brought

at every step, and he opines that Indian science and history

are blended with an uncommon development of natural

history and mythology and thus are a compound of physics

and metaphysics; that the philosophical import of their

religion saw a direct tendency in nature to dissolution, and

also saw a power in nature capable of counteracting that

tendency and thus were created Siva and Vishnu, opposed

in nature.

In the astronomical lore of India, he picks up the concept

of Kaliyuga and the Deluge—which elsewhere are noted in

the Noah’s Ark and the ‘antediluvian’ events. He has

trenchant criticism to offer, however, about the observance

of traditions by the Indian in a highly conformist way with-

out even realising about the need to have exceptions to

any rule and quotes the rather ridiculous example of how

the Mohammadan chief of the Subha in mediaeval South

India exploited the Hindu tendency not to do any work with

instruments on the Auydha Puja day of Dusserah, and invad-

ed the fortified town of Gingee in Tamil Nadu on that very

day and found the garrison succumbing without any resist-

ance! Such a criticism is indeed forthright and salutary, and

should not be scorned. For, the objective manner in which
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the author accepts facts as he fouad them to be is also

shown by the candid manner in which he extols the Indian

astronomical mode of dividing the heavens into a table of

twenty eight lunar mansions, which he concedes the Greeks

did not know earlier to the Indians. He even speculates,

while discussing the iconography of Sani (Saturn) which has

a pair of snakes encircling like an orb over his head, and

feels inclined to see in this the observation of the rings of

Saturn, and muses how this feature which was discovered in

the West for the first time by Galileo, the astronomer scien-

tist in 1628 A.D. only had been known very much earlier in

India. He also complimentingly quotes the Tables of Tirvalur

(Tiruvarur in- Tamil Nadu) which M. Gentil published in

Europe much later, and in which the concept of Kaliyuga

(the aeon of dissolution) is fixed by an era the Kali era with

epoch at 3 102 B.C., on the basis of the position of Jupiter and

Mercury being in the same degree of the ecliptic (the relative

solar orbit line), with Mars distant by about 8 degrees of the

same, and Saturn by 17 degrees; and how when Kaliyuga

started, these planets successively disengaged themselves

from the rays of the sun which fact was subsequently con-

firmed by scientists at Edinburgh. A corollary of this very

postulate related to the length of the solar year which was

in the time of Moses reckoned at 365 days, 6 hours and 12^

minutes; which decreased to 365 days, 5 hours and forty-

eight minutes in the time of Hipparchus, and how this

discovery of the steadily decreasing length of the year is able

to show that the Hindu calendar was already aware of it

nearly 7300 years ago, and bow further the fixation of the

equinoctial coheres and solsticial points was known in India

already by the 12th century before Christ—a fact which

helped Sir William Jones in fixing Manu Smritl to that

century.

Similarly, on the science of medicine, chemistry, l^draulics,

and painting, sculpture and architecture, he brings out the

systematic approach of the Indian mind to acquire increasing

knowledge of heavenly bodies, through original approach to
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the orthodox applications in daily life. He closes one of the

volumes with the discussion on the structure and character of

the Indian system ofState and government which seemingly, in

a theoretical way, had been a theocratic pattern, with duties,

rights and privileges and immunities for the social group. He
notes how the rewards of adherence were flattering enough,

but the punishment meted out to the violation was often tend-

ing to be terrible. He compares these comments here with

those elsewhere and he finds himself quoting from a transla-

tion in one of the volumes of Manu Smriti and the counter-

part of the Levitical, seeing the brahmanical tribal as its

counterpart.

X X X X X

It is possible to have many approaches to the prefatory

comments on a book so conspicuously significant for its times.

One may, if he is a historian, wish to think aloud about what

kind of person Maurice who wrote it was and why he wrote,

delving for this purpose into a historical philosophy, con-

temporary thrusts and motivations, and even into the atti-

tudes of Britons of his times towards Indian culture. To a

student of culture, that may be skirting the issues. Or, one

may, if he is a litterateur, wax eloquent about what Maurice

himself wrote, other than these studies of the antiquities

of Hindusthan—which were indeed many and prolific

—

and weigh their content and intent. Contemporary Indo-

Anglian literature, from the time of Maurice till today, has

a surfeit of the variety of sentiments that English writers

and other anglopfailes and anglophobes churned out in prose

and poetry. That would certainly not inform us about the

volumes under discussion, which are another cup of tea,

notwithstanding the several references to his own contempo-

raries and bete-noires that the author had made in these

volumes. On the other hand, a study and comment on what

indeed|he specifically discussed in these very volumes and how

far they[help us in understanding ourselves better, would be

deemed more appropriate. Thus considered, Maurice, the
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archivist, the vicar and the daring documentarist of Eastern

religions and culture, would loom large on the horizon, and

despite many of his own unconscious and conscious errors

of reasoning, his is a production which tremendously rouses

the psyche of the Indian and is meaningful and uncommitted,

and was sure to produce a lasting impression on anyone

who cares to peruse them. One may, therefore, without

being the least apologetic, go through the wealth of infor-

mation assiduously collected and collated by Thomas

Maurice, and draw one’s own considered conclusions for fur-

ther studies and admit as much of the data as are welcome,

and leave aside such as are untenable—without any reflection

on the author’s integrity which is writ large on these prodigi-

ous pages.

Borne on the wings of past time, the reader is taken back

to a late 18th century India, when colonalism of the British

brand, after eliminating most others of the same ilk, was

gaining a firm foothold into the cockpits of political power.

Thomas Maurice, the author, the finest product of the aca-

demics in this period in Britain, was gazing in wonderment

at the resultsof the “Asiatic Researches” of his contemporary

and mentor. Sir William Jones, burning his midnight oil in

the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, for an ever widening research

into the mosaic of Indian culture and its Sanskrit lore. The

author had no wilful bias, no overweening prejudice for the

benighted oriental in his besotted environment, no self-

interest to further, but a firm commitment towards the true

comprehension of the mystifying as well as incredibly

advanced legacy of the Indian. Doubtless, he stumbled often

and was not sure if some of the facets of the religious prac-

tices would carry conviction to a modern mind, but was

never in doubt that its moorings were ever so resplendent

and deserved the deepest application and understanding. The
volumes he wrote from his well established perch in a

western Greek and Latin nurtured think-tank which had

examined the historical and cultural processes of West Asia,

Europe and the Orient, from the multiplicity of original and
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authentic sources he had access to as an archivist, often

verifying facts with the credulity of a child, and often mus-

ing to himself that he may be right or wrong, and using a

literary garb that was sometimes protestant, controversial

and piquant, but not allowing certainly his own linguistic

ken to demolish the traditional formulations of the Indian

religion or intellectualism. The result was these finite volumes

which lay bare what a Briton, without blinkers on, in the

mid-late 18th century a.d. thought of the whole universal

spectrum of culture of mankind, against the anvil of its

Indian metamorphosis. No one could think of a better criti-

cal apparatus, more copious documentation, more persever-

ing assessment and more candid lapses into error. If culture—

and Indian culture is but an environmental facet of universal

culture across the corridors of mankind’s progress—is learn-

ing by trial and error and listening to what others think of

us, here is a mine of informed commentary on the vicissi-

tudes of culture, most salutary for any knowledgeable Indian

to absorb, analyse and draw his own conclusions. A work

deserving re-publication by any standards.

K.V. SOUNDARA RAJAN

Additional Director-General (Retd.)

Archaeological Survey of India

New Delhi (India)

19 February 1984





PREFACE.

I
N the year 1785, a singular phaenomenoD

made its appearance, in the virorld of lite^

lature, under the title of Bhagvat-Geeta

or Dialogues of Creeshna and Arjoon. This

production was asserted to be a translation by

Mr Wilkins from a ^Sanscreet poem, deno^

minated the Mahabbaeat, or Great War,

of which poem it forms an episode, and the

public were informed that it is believed in In*

dia to be of the venerable antiquity of four

thousand years, and diat it contained all the

grand piysteries of the Hindoo Religion*

The Geeta was ushered into the world

with all the iiqpoitance which so invaluable a

monument of Indian science jseemed to merit

:

it was prefaced by a recommendatory letter

from the Gorernor-General of Bengal to the

Director!^ and published at the expense of

dm Company. The profound . theologies

A 4 and
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and metaphysical doctrines which were incuU

cated in it, with the date to which it laid

claim, roused the attention and excited the

curiosity of the public, whose eyes about

that period began, in a more particular man-

ner, to be directed towards the history and

literature of India. It fell into my hands at a

period, when, from being engaged in writing

upon a subject connected with an interesting

peiiod . of Persian history, I hdd recently

perused with attention the very learned

work o.f Dr Hyde, “ De Hi^oria Religi-

onis Veterum Pemrum,*' and, as I thought I

traced a surprising similitude in the theo-

logical systems of Zoboaster and Bbah-

JWA, particularly in the mutual veneration

of the Sun and Fire, 1 was gradually

led on to that more accurate investigation

and comparison of their principles, of which

tne Dissertation on the Religion of Hindostan

is the result.

From considering the Religion, I passed, by

an easy and natural transition, to an attentive

consideration of the History, the Philosophy,

and Literature, of this wonderful and remote

race of men. The light, which so strongly

radiates from the page pf Clascal antiquity

upon most other abstruse points pf literary re-

search.
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search, cast but a glimmering ray on this ob-j

scare subject; and indeed its assertions were,

in njany instances, diametrically ppposite to

what, from the information of modern tra-

vellers of high repute, is known to be the

fact. WliJttevcr genuine information could

possibly be obtained relative to India, its

early history and literature seemed only to be

acquired through the medium of faithful ver-

sions from the Sanscrcet, the antient original

language of the country, and the grand repo-

sitory of all its history and sciences ; but, un-

fortunately, at that period, there were only

three gentlemen who were supposed to be

t^horoughly acquainted with it, viz. Sir\Villian^

Jones, Mr Halhcd, and Mr Wilkins.

Mr Ilalhed had already presented to the

public that astonishing proof of the early

wisdom of the Indians, and their extensive

^kill in jurisprudence, “ the Code of Gentoo

Laws,” compiled at Benares, by a number of

Brahmins assembled for the purpose by Mr
Hastings from the most antient Sanscreet trea-

tises on the subject The Code bears, indeed,

strong internal evidence of the most profound

antiquity, and in general by the investigator

of the policy and manners Oriental nations,

as well as in particular the historian of

Indian
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Indian events must ever be considered as an

invaluable acquisition. The veil that covered

their theology, their metaphysics^ 4nd their

jurisprudence, was thus happily removed.—-

Their ethics, or system of morals, remained

still to be disclosed; and we wanted an un*

doubted original picture, faithfully drawn from

life, of Indian habits and manners in tlie most

antient periods of their empire.

Happily, to gratify the excited curiosity of

the public, the grand desiderata were soon

obtained, Mr Wilkins, who first sprang the

nune, and has ever since been indefatigable

in his efibrts to bring to light the inestimable,

but buried, treasures of Sanscreet literature,

in 1787, published a translation of' the Hee*

TOFAOES, or Amicable Instructions. This

work, which Sir William Jones denominates

** the most beautiful, if not the most antient,

collection of apologues in the world,” was

originally written in Sanscreet, about eleven

hundred years ago, by a venerable Brahmin

of the name of Veesbnu-Sarma. So highly

has the Hebtopades been esteemed for the

soundness of its moral precept, the judicious

it inculcates for the regulation, of

hqfnan cocduot, both in private and public

suto, and tbe beaut^ul lunplic;^ of many
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of the allegories in which diey are deliveredi,

that, under other nances, as the Fahles of Pil-»

pay, &c. &c. it has already been translated into

paore than twenty languages qf Europe and

Asia. In th«:(se translations, however, \t has

sudered much jnutilatlon, as well as consider-

able distortion in it^ primitive feature pi sim-

plicity; and it is only in Mr Wil|cins*s almost

literal version that we see the faithful por-»

trait of the beautiful original.

In 1788, Sir William Jones published ha
Translation of Sacontala, or the Fatal

Ring, an Indian Jlrama, written by Calidas,

an author of distinguished merit in that class

pf Indian literature, who flourished about 9

century before the commencement of the

Christian sppa.. In this publication we find

exltibited a genuine and lively portrait of In-

dian manners and sentiments, as tli^ actually

existed nearly two thousand years ago, and

possibly at a period far more indent ; since,

tkccording to the Brahmins, Dushmanta, thd

t:egal' hero of fhe piece and husband of

contala, sate upon the throne of India above e

diousand years before CSirist; and it isproha-

hie .rirat the poet would so ^ observe consist^

ency as to endeavour to represent the man-

|iers pf rile «gie in Dushpuiifa reigned.

It
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It Is, indeed, a most valuable acqubition to the

writer who would wish accurately to delineate

those manners, and throws considerable light

upon many points, relative to their customs

and opinions, with which the anti^nts were

very superficially acquainted, and which they

have, frequently, very grossly misrepresented.

These/oitr publications I have used as a sort of

commentary to rectify what was false or elu-

cidate what was obscure in Diodorus Siculus,

Herodotus, Strabo, Philostratus, and Pliny

;

and I trust the following pages, in which their

relations are contrasted, will evince both the

minute attention and the unwearied diligence

of the author, who first, in Europe, undertook

Ae arduous task of copiparing Sanscrcet and

Greek literature.

These various efforts, so worthy of a great

and enlightened nation, to investigate the

sciences, and develope the coifiplicated annals

of a pebple, concerning whom more has been

WRITTEN, and less really known, than any

other nation that antiently tenanted the vast

regions of Asia, were accompanied by the most

active and vigorous personal exertions, of a

^ilar kind, upon the spot.—The palmyra-

leaf, the papyrus, and even the inscribed vel-

lum, will perish in a few revolving centuries

;

but
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but the engraved tablet of copper or br^
and the solid column of marble, must, for a

far more extended period, defy the corroding

violence of time. -——These were diligently

sought for, not only in our own settlements in

the East, but through all the extent of Hin-

dostan, by that literary society of gentlemen

established under the auspices of Sir William

Jones, in Calcutta, denominated the Asiatic

Society. The scientific labours of these gen-

tlemen are displayed in that grand repository

of Sanscreet information, the two volumes of

Asiatic Researches, which have succes-

sively arrived in this country, the ministry of

which never did a more wise or prudent thing

than when they sent out the great Orientalist,

their president, to superintend thejurisprudence

of those Asiatic provinces, the prevailing lan-

guages and manners of which were so famili-

arly known to him. The early efforts of tliat

Society were crowned with signal success. The
buried tablet has been dug from the bowels of

the earth ; the fallen and mouldering pillar has

been reared ; coins and medals, struck in com-

memoration of grand and important events,

have been recovered from the sepulchral dark-

ness of two thousand years ; and the obsolete

characters, engraved on their superficies, have,

with
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\irkK immense toil, been tleciphered an^ e)t-

jpiained. It .is by the increaeang and Goticen-

tratcd light,which those preeioids remains throw

u^on the cla^c page, tliat the footsteps the

historian must he guided and his path diroiigh

the oI)scuie maze of aiitiquity illuniincd;

Abul Fazil, the learned Secretary of Ak-

bet, the most magniheent and powerful mo-
narch that ever swayed the Indian sceptre^

had previouslyi in the Sixteenth century, by

the most laudable arid strenuous exertions, in

Some degree explored that patii and pe'ne>

trated that obscure tnaxe; All the authoritjf

however of sovereign power* exercised in tlie

iflrildest manner, and employed to promote the

best purposes* by the most liberal of princes*

added to the weight of influence* which his

own distinguished talents and virtues gave him

over the grateful race of Brahma, introduced

that diligent Investigator of Sanscrcct antiqui*

ties little fartitcr than to the threshold of the

grand temple of Indian theology and science;

Of the vigour and extent of the Secretary’s

researches* the Ayejbn Akberit, or Mirror of

Akber* remains a Wonderful proof; and Mr
Gladwin, in obliging the Asiatic wwld with a

version of tliat work* in 1783, has much con-

tributed to mitigate the toil of the Indian Geo-

grapher
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grapher and Annalist. The first volume of^
Oriental performance treats rather of Moham*
medati than Indian manners; of the arritnge*

ment of the court of Akber ; and Of the eco«

nomy of his household* In the history Of that

emperoris reign it will be of infinite use, but

was foreign to the subjects more imiltediately

tinder discusrion. Of the second volinne, which

contains the geography of the Soobahs, and a

concise history of their several sovere^s, the

reader will find in the following sheets so cor*

rect an abridgement as cannot fail highly to

gratify his curiosity. Of the third volume,

which treats of the astronomical conceits, the .

theological, metaphysical, and other scientific,

speculations, as well as of the several degrees

and numerous penances of the Hindoos, be

will also find the substance interspersed through-

out the body of these extended Dissertations.

The great work of the Mahabbaxat, now
translating by Mr Wilkins, and of which

Abul Fazil himself antiently gave a Persian

veraon, notjbeing, as yet, in the possession of

the public, 1 can only, for the present, submit

to that public the epitome of its contents, which

is prefixed to Ferishtah's History of Hindustan,

compared throughout, udth great diligence,

wdth the Persian Annals of Mirkhond, with

the
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the Tartar History of Abulgazi Baliadur, and

such other Oriental Histories as ate in my
possession, of wiiich the number is not small;

nor have they been procured by the author

without infinite labour and research, or heavy

and accumulated expense. This chasm, how*

ever, shall hereafter be filled up, and the rea-

der will, I trust, find the dark period and events,

to which that voluminous detail bears refe-

rence, as satisfactorily elucidated, as I flatter

myself he will the obscUre history of the Ava-
tars themselves, or the ten descents of Veeshnu.

During these iiiquiries into the remotest histo-

rical antiquities of Asia, as I have constantly

kept the Sacred Volumes and the invaluable

fragments of Chaldaean History by Berosus be-

fore me, with all that Bishop Cumberland,

Stanley, Hyde, Athanasius Kirchcr, and others,

have written upon the Phoenicians, Chaldseans,

Persians, and Egyptians ; and, as I have dili-

gently contrasted them with tlie latter and more

profound disquisitions of Sir William Jones, in

the Asiatic Researches, relative tq the origin

and early history of those nations; 1 trust, I

shall not be thought presumptuous for offering

a decisive opinion with respect to that remote

period, and those apparently fabutbus events.

1 condder die whole as only a corruption of

antient
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atitient Chaldazan history and traditirjr.., afid

therefore have referred tlie incidents of the

Great War recorded in the Mahabbarat, and

all the romantic accounts, given in the same

volume, of the battles of the Indian Soors

and AssooRSj that is, the good and evil Genii,

to the contests of the sons of Shem and Ham
for tlic empire of the infant-world. In short,

I have the most confident hope of being able

to DEMONSTRATE, as I proCeed, that the wars

of the Giants and Titans of other nations are

known in India under that dcnominati.ai ; and

the evidence \vhich I shall adduce of the won-

derful similitude between tluj primitive theo-

logy and manners Of the Chaldajans and In-

dians will, 1 trust, materially serve to confute

tfic romantic ideas that have gone forth into the

w'orld of the unfathomable antiquity of the

Hindoos, and of the ark of Noah resting upon

the Indian Caucasus, instead of Mount Baris in

Armenia,

After having read with laborious attention

whatever has been written concerning India by

the Persian and Arabian historians, of whom
we have been favoured with elegant Latin

versions by Ppcock, Erpenius, Golius, Hud-
son, Reiske, and other great Orieptal scholars,

I sate down to the serious rc-perusal and cx-

voL. I. B aininatioh

Aalatic Society. Cal
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amination of what the aiitient authors, esteem^

ed classical, had delivered in relation to that

country ; but, from the little I already knew
of its native history, I soon found their ac>

counts, for the most part, to be replete with

.misconception, if not with gross error. Porus,

or rather Pourava, (for that. Sir W. Jones

has informed me, was the real name of the

undaunted opposcr of the great Alexander,)

the reigning rajah of a country, called the

Panjab, from the five rivers that water it,

seems to have been universally mistaken for

the Supreme Monarch of India, to whom,
probably, that prince was only one, though

not the least fcfrmidable, among many tribu-

tary princes; and the subjugation of a pro-

vince of that mighty empire was, with the usual

vanity of tlie Greeks, magnified into the con-

quest of India. By comparing, however, the

relations of the Greek and Roman writers witli

those of Per ISUTAH, and the other Oriental

historians, of whom a list of those in my
possession is added to this preface, I gradually

obtained that knowledge of the antient history

and manners of the Indians, which I have at-

tempted to exhibit in the volumes which will

successively solicit the attention of the indul-

gent public. Had there been wy work at that

time
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time published^ or had I knomi of znj work

intended to be published, that promised to in-

clude the antient and modem history of India,

according both to Sanscreet and classical wri-

ters, and present to the reader a comprehen-

sive view of the vironderful transactions per-

formed, during the period of near four thou-

sand years, on that grand theatre, I should

never have ventured upon an undertaking at

once so arduous and so hazardous.

As soon as I had formed the resolution, in

the best manner I might be able, to supply

that defect, 1 communicated my intention to

Sir William Jones, in India, with whose friend-n

ship I was honoured at an early period of life,

and who returned me such an answer as en-

couraged me both to proceed with vigour

and to aspire with ardour. He was at the

same time so obliging as to impart a few hints

for the conduct of the work, which I have

anxiously endeavoured to follow. I likewise

submitted the Proposals for my intended His-

tory to the Court of Directors of the East-

India Company, accompanied with a Letter,

in which 1 took an extensive survey of the

great outlines of that history. Nothing could

be more flattering to an infant-undertaking

than the applause which that Letter procured

Bii me
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me from the most respectable quarters : and#

indeed, as a proof that the distinguished body

of men, to whom it was addressed, thought

that the author had exerted laborious assi-

duity in the investigation of the obscure sub-

ject which he professed to elucidate, an imme-

diate answer was returned, andJorty sets of the

History subscribed for.

I frankly own to the candid reader that I

knew not, at the time, the full extent and mag-

nitude of the undertaking in which I had em-

barked. At my very entrance into the grand

historic field, through the whole ample circuit

of which it became necessary for me to range,

a field over-run with exotic and luxuriant ve-

getation, such a prospect unfolded itself, as, I

confess, at once disheartened and terrified me.

Such a variety of complicated and profound

subjects pressed for discussion, before the way
could be sufficiently cleared for an entrance

upon the immediate path of History ; so deeply

were the wild fables of Indian Mythology

blended with the authentic annals of regular

History ; that tlie proper execution of the ar-

duous work seemed to demand the exertion

of abilities, as well as the command of for-

tune, to which 1 could by no means lay claim.

It soon occurred to me, that, instead of the

solitary
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solitary exertions of an individual of moderate

talents, of confined and precarious income,

with no powerful patron in the high and

splendid circles of life to protect, and no opu-

lent private connections vigorously to promote,

flie work, the completion of so extensive a

plan as that laid down by myself required the

united efibrts of some considerable literary

society, combining a splendid assemblage of

genius and erudition, and embodied for the

purpose, with every public library in the king-

dom at their service, and, I might add, the

public treasury also at their command. The

stupendous system of the Brahmin Chro-
nology, extending back through millions of

years; the obstinate denial of a general
DELUGE by those Brahmins; the perplexing

doctrine of a Trinity in the Divine Na-
ture, for ever occuring in the operations of

the grand Indian Triad of Deity, Brahma,

Veeshmi, and Sceva, a doctrine not to be traced

to any immediate connection with the Jewish

nation, yet more conspicuous in India than

even in the Triple Mithra of Persia, and ike

Globe, the Wing, and the Serpent, which, ac-

cording to Kircher, formed tlie Trinity of

Egypt ; these were among the numerous, the

delicate, and abstruse, topics, which neither the

B 3 clerical
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clerical nor histprical function in which 1 had

er^faged would allow of being passed over in

silence.

I had not, at first, formed the remotest con-

ception, tliat, to enter into the sprit of the

Antient Sanscreet Hbtory of India, or to ren-

der that history intel|igible to the reader, it

would be necessary to engage in the deepest

astronomical speculations of the Oriental world

;

yet, as I advanced in my inquiries, I found

that kind of knowledge to be indispensable;

for, in fact, the primeval histories of all the

antient empires pf the earth amount to little

more than the romantic dreams of astronomi-

cal mythology, "^his is particularly evident

in Hindustan, from the two great and most

antient rajah-families being denominated Sur-

YA-BANs and Chandra-baxts, or Children

pf the Sun and Moon.

I have entered farther into these astrono-

mical disquisitions than my friends may think

was either necessary, or, in regard to the sale

of my book, prudent ; but this particular sub-

ject was intimately connected with others of

a higher nature and more momentous re-

search,—The daring assertions of certain scep-

fical French philosophers with respect to the

Age of the Worlds whose arguments J have

attempted
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attempted to refute, arguments principally

founded on the high assumptions of the Brah«

mins and other Eastern nations, in point of

chronology and astronomy, could their extra*

vagant claims be substantiated, have a direct

tendency to overtiun the Mosaic system, and,

with it, Christianity. 1 have, therefore, with

what success the reader must hereafter deter-

mine, laboured to invalidate those claims, with

all the persevering assiduity which a hearty

belief in the truth of the former, and an un-

shaken attachment, not merely professional, to

the latter, system, could not fail of exciting and

animating. While engaged in those inquiries,

the fortunate arrival of the second volume of

the.Asiatic Researches, with the various disser-

tations, on the subject, of Sir William Jones,

Md of Mr Davis, who has unveiled the astro-

nomical mysteries of the famous Surta Sin-

DHANTA, the most antient Sanscreet treatise on

diat science, enabled me to pursue with satis-

faction, with security, and, 1 trust, to de-

monstration, the plan which I had previously

formed, and upon which alone die difficulty

can be solved.

Guided 1^ such indisputable authorities, I

Ihist I have proved, in the first volume of my
History, that the personages, who are said to

B 4 have
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have flourished so many thousand years in the

earliest ages, were of celestial, not terrestrial,

origin ; that their empire was the empire of

imagination in the skies, not of real power on

this globe of earth ; that the day and 'year of

Brahma, and the day and year of mortals, arc

of a nature widely different; that the whole

jargon of the Yuos, or grand periods, and

consequently all those presumptuous assertions

of the Brahmins, relative to the earth’s anti-

quity, have no foundation but in the great so-

lar and lunar cycles, or planetary revolutions

;

and that Chaldea, and not India, was the

parent-country of mankind. In proof of this

last assertion, I have produced a few remark-

able instances which evince the primitive lan-

guages of Chaldaea and India not to be greatly

dissimilar; that the name Adim may be traced

to theSanscreet root, Adam, or the first', that

in the prophetic and regal title of Menu of

India may be recognized the patriarch Noah

;

that their great hero Bali, an appellative sy-

nonymous with the Bel, or Baal, of their neigh-

bours, is no other than Belus ; and that all the

prodigies of valour and W'isdom fabled of the

renowned Dionysius of India, if true, are only

true of Rama, the son of Cush. Whatsoever

partial objections may be urged against tlM;

system
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system thus adopted by me, I am convinced

tiiat it is the only basis upon which any solid

history ot’ Antient India can be founded;

and every fresh inquiry confirms pie in tliat

opinion.

-\mong tJic various kinds of evidence here-

afler adduced in corroboration of my idea, I

have appealed to oiu^ particular species, of

a nattire equally curious and ranote from

common investigation. If it h.appcn that Cri-

ticism should point a;ij^ severe, strictures on

that portion of my work, I sliali think my'sclt

cxce-.dii'gly ill icpaid for liu;rary toil, which

cost inc many nigiits of jjanu’ul vigil, and

Wi.ich, from the intense application I was

ci'inpeiicd to bestow upon tlie subject, matc-

ri..i:y injured my health. It was an attentive

and accui Jte iivrcction of the Solar and Lii-

iier Z.idi ics of india, inserted in the same va-

luaaie coll 'etion, the former consi-ting, like

that of Kgypt and Circccc, ol 'icclvc constella-

tions, similar in order and designation, e.vecpt

in the signs of Virgo and Gemini, and the lat-

ter of hcentj/streyi, resembling tht^ J^^A^^AzrL-

al-Kamar of l!ic Arabian-s tiir.t first sug-

gested to me the hypothesis upon which I have

bestowed indefatigable pains, and which I shall

pow cursorily unfold.

That
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That the ** antient history pf the illustrious

Ihmilies of Greece, during the poetical ages,

might be read in the heavens” was the opi>

ij’ion of the late Mr Costard, one of the most

profound Oriental astronomers ever born out

of Asia. But it is a fact notorious, and allow-

ed by all proficients in that noble and won*

derful science, that the Greeks, although they

carried astronomy to a surprising height of

improvement, were not the inventors of it.

They borrowed from the Egyptians their

Jrnowlcdge of its principles; and, in their

wild ambition to have themselves considered by

posterity as the most antient nation on earth,

and their country as the sole fountain of the

arts and sciences, they adapted to the con-

stellations, alreadyformed^ the various parts of

their own fabulous history. Sir Isaac New-
ton, indeed, in his least perfect work, ** the

Chronology of antient Kingdoms amended,’*

has afBrmed, that Chiron first formed the

sphere for the use of the Argonauts ; but even

a name so highly and deservedly eminent as

Newton’s cannot sanction a palpable error.

Dr Rutherforth, in one of the most ingenious

productions on the subject of natural philo-

sophy that ever was published, has in the

clearest manner evinced, that the constella-

tions,
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tionsy delineated pn the sphere, though appa<^

rentl\r allusive to the Argonautic expednion,

could not possibly be the fabripatipn of Chi«

ron, or any other Grecian, for that purpose;

since the greatest part of the stars in the con<>

stcllation Argo, and, in particular, Canopu^^

the brightest of thprn, were not visible in any

part of Greece; and po astronomer would

be so absurd as to delineate constellations to

direct the course of a vessel, the principal stara

in which could not be seen by the mariners^

either when they set out, or when they came

to the end of their voyage.”* Althougli, un-

doubtedly, many of the figures of the constel-

lations have the appearance of being antient E-

gyptian hieroglyphics, yet, that at least those

of the Zodiac could not be of genuine Egyp-

tian origin, among other evident proofs which

will be hereafter adduced by me, one or twd

only shall be stated at present. In the first

place, they are not adapted to the order in

which the seasons succeeded e^ich other in E-

gypt. For instance, the sign Virgo, which is

represented by a young female, with ears of

ripened corn in her hand, evidently points to

the

* I shail^ hereafter, have occasion to cite this curious passage

af Dr Rutherfbith more at length. It is in the second volume of

the quarto Edition^ page 850, Cambridge, 1748.
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the season of the harvest. Such, in fact, it is

in most cocutries when the sun enters into

that sign, that is, in September; but, in E-

gypt, where the fertility of the country de-

pends upon the annual overflowings of the

Nile, and where consequently the concerns of

agriculture are both managed on difl'erent

princijdes and directed by peculiar local regu-

lations, the period of the harvest is in March ;

or rather, as Pliny has recorded it, paulo ante

Cclendas Aprilis.* The same argument forci-

bly applies to the sign Aquarius, by which

arc meant the chilling rains of the bleak win-

ter-season ; wltcreas hardly any rain at all tails

in Egypt, and their winter is the finest season.

Hence it is evident, tl»at the Egyptians could

not have been the inventors of a form and

order of the constellations inapplicable to their

own climate, but must have brought a sphere,

already fabricated for the use of agriculture

and navigation, from some primeval country

inhabited by them, before their migriticn to

the banks of the Nile; and tb-
1

primeval

country, \vc arc informed from the most sa-

pred authority, was Chald,£A.

• Plinii Nat. Hist. lib. xviii. cap. xlvii. Aldi edit.

Impressed,
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Imprcsee<', tlicr-' toro, with idfas on the sub-

ject, simiia; to Uioic that s'saycd Mr costard’s

mind ; but, at tlie same time, convinced that

the history to be read in the heavens” nei-

ther alluded to the Grcci in, nor wholly to the

Egyptian, mythology, I have adventurously

launched into a new region of historical in-

vestigation, and have attempted to gii’C, from

the ample and recording tablet of the skicsr,

the real history of the first grand family of

the post-diluvian world. I have commenced

the history of the antient sovereigns of Hin-

dostan, that is, of the children of the sun and

moon, from the aetherial region whence they

probably emanated ; and a comparison, which

1 have been enabled to make, of all th(‘ Oriental

zodiacs, solar and lunar, that could be procu-

red by my researches into books of antiquity,

fully corroborates the system upon which I

have proceeded. Indeed, so wide has been the

range I have found myself compelled to take,

of such an extensive nature were the subjects

that continually rose and demanded elucida-

tion, that, in the former part of the work, I

seemed to be under the necessity of writing,

not so much the History of Hindostan, as

THE History of Asia itself, and of the
HUMAN RACE IN THEIR INFANT STATE.

Without
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Wtdiout taking this enlarged retrospect of an-

deiit periods^ the early history of an empire,

undoubtedly one of the first established upon

earth, blended as that history is with theolo-

gical and astronomical speculations, and iu-

Volved as it is in that of Assyria and Persia,

would be totally unintelligible.

While Dr Rudiertbrth combats tlic asser-

tion of Sir Isaac Newton, that Chiron formed

the first' sphere for the use of the Argonauts

in their voyage to Colchis, he yet allows, that

many of the constellatiims of the Grecian^

that is (as Mr Costard in another treatise has

proved) the ChaldSban, sphere, apparently al-

lude to that event ; but then he thinks tliey

were fabricated at a period subsequent to its

completion, and were intended only as memo-

rials of it. With respect to the event itself,

Mr Bryant, in the second volume of his Ana-

lysts of antient Mythology, has offered very

substantial aiguments to evince that it never

took place at all, and that the whole story

originally arose firom some misapprehended

traditions relative to the ark of Noah, and the

sacred personages that attended him on the

most important voyage ever recorded. Had
Mr Bryant more frequently directed his at-

tention to that Persian- and Arabian literature

which
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which l^r Richardson* in his DisBcrtation on

the Languages, Literature, and Manners, of

Eastern Nations, seems to think he treated

with too much contempt, be jn^ht have de-

rived a surprising support -to his assertions from

many of their astronmnical productions. Four

instance, in Dr Hyde's translation of Uluj9

Beo’s tables of the fixed stars, the sign Aaao
is simply -called Stelxa Navis, that is, iAe

smstellatUm of the shijp; and diere is reason

to suppose, that, in naming tlie stars, the royal

astronomer of Persia followed some very an-

tlent astronomical tables, known in his own
country; sinoe, had he copied those of Pto-

lemy, he would have denominated it, after

that writer, oft^fios, the asterism nf

Argo.

Mr Bryant has slightly mentioned, from

this author, that, by Orion, the Persians u-

sually understood Nimrod, and that m altar

formed part of the antient sphere; but he

n^ht have gone farther tlian this, and, in

the signs of die zodiac, and the constellations

of the Southern hemisphere in particular, liave

discovered many other striking circumstances

reladve to the early post-diluvian ages. The

ample notes, which^ Dr Hyde hm added to

this woik iq£ Ulvo Beg, upon every one of

the.
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the forty-eight constellations, into which th&

aiiticnts diiided the visible heavens, with thb

enumeration of their several Oriental appella-

tions in Chaldee, Hebrew, Persian, atid Ara-

bic, with large e:^tracts ffdm the writings of

various Asiatic astronomers, exhibit an inesti-

mable treasure of intelligenee in this line of

science, which seeftis never before to have been

sufficiently attended to by the Eastern anti-

quary or the historian of Asiatic events. Sure-

ly, if the antient Greeks had the policy to

adapt their mythologic details to constella-

tions totally irrelative to their history, the

moderns should have the honesty to restore

to the Chaldaeans what it is evident origi-

nally belonged to them, and what I am of

opinion can be proved to allude to the primi-

tive history of mankind. The whole of the

fifteen Southern constellations, probably the

first delineated on the celestial sphere, appear

to me to afford an illustrative commentary

upon, and to yield decisive testimony to, the

trutll of THE TEN FIRST CHAPTERS OF QeNB^
SIS. For, in memorial of what other events,

except of those important bne» thi^ engrossed

the grateful admiration of the post-diluvian

fathers of mankind, were placed in die hea-

vens, first, the constellation of navis, or the
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ship\ secondly, ara, or the altar, with its

vast body of (ire and smoke ascending ncao' the

Triangle, the remarkable Egyptian symbol of

Deity; thirdly, the sacrificer, whom the

Greeks (for a reason which I shall hereafter

explain) denominated Chiron, the centaur;

fourthly, the beast about to be sacrificed, im-

properly called lupm, since Ptolemy uses the

term 69^10;, and the Arabian appellative of the

constellation is translated fera by Dr Hyde;
fifthly, coRVVs, or the raven ; sixthly, crater,

or the cup of libation, called by the Egyptians

crater beneficus Osiridis, and I trust that no

truth can be more indisputably proved than

that which 1 have laboured to establish in the

following pages, that Osiris and Noah are the

same. Seventhly, eightly, and ninthly, with

respect to the Canis Major, the Canis Mi-
nor, and Lepus, that ii^ the greater and les-

irr dog, and the hare, situated so near to Orion,

the great and iniquitous hunter both of men
and beasts, I shatt take .the liberty of inserting

the illustrative words of my author himself^

Dr Hyde tells us, the Jews called this constel-

lation Gibbor, that is, gigas, the giant. He
then adds. Propter duos Canes et Leporem futc

sunt in vicinid, poetsefabulati OrUma fuisu ve*

nationis studUmm : isqua, in eeelo listens, fio*

VoL. I. C e7 it
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trit sipit Nimrodt Qibhr Sfijtd, i. e., Giggi,

seu ^otens venatic^ coram Domina. In this

place 1 cannot hut dissent from Dr Hyde, and

think there is far more truth than fable in the

supposition that Orion and Nimrod mean tho

same person. The whole of the remaining

constellations of the Southern hemisphere are

composed of aquatic objects or animals, and

may be considered as pointedly allusive to a

OKNBfiAL PEJLVOE, at least fls pointedly as

any of the others can be to the expedition of tho

Argonautst

So far Dr Hyde, in his profound astrono-

mical commentary upon Ulug Beg, was of use

to guide my adventurous step through this

dangerous ground, as far as I know, untrod-

den before; and from this author, and the

elegapt version of the astronomy of Alfraga-

nus, by the learned Golius, 1 acquired such a

knowledge of the Persian and Arabian astro-

nomy as enabled me to proceed with increa-.

sing confidence in this complicated inquiry*

The Egyptians, however, who, during the

revolution of so many centuriesi, devoted

themselves to the study of this science, and

who were so univecsally celebrated as the

most expert astronomers in the antient world,

appeared to merit stiU mote attentive examirs

natieo.
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nation. Fortunately, in the second volume
of Kircher’s CEdipus iEgyptiacus, there is

preserved that invaluable relic of antiquity,

the antient sphere of the philosophic proge*

ny of Mizraim, in many of the fabulous

characters and hieroglyphic delineations en-

graved upon it, totally different from that

of the Chaldseans, but still bearing . each to

the other such a general feature of similitude,

as to demonstrate their originating in the fer-

tile invention of the same race, and their cor-

respondence to the early events of one com-
mon country. In my observations upon this

sphere, 1 have remarked, that, though Kir-

cher might be, in some instances, what War-

hurton represents him, a learned visionary,

yet, as he was indefatigable in procuring, from

every quarter, the ..hieroglyphic symbols of

Egyptian knowledge, Aeir genuineness may
be depended on when his conjectures possibly

may noh I shall not, however,, prolong these

pages by dwelling at present on any parti-

cular instances that might be brought to illus-

trate the foregoing assertion, but shall pass on
to the cursory consideraHon of one or two re-

markable circumstances that struck my eye in

reviewing the s(dar and lunar zodiacs of India

:

in the former of which there is. in my opinion,

C2 a
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i strong corroborative testimony of the deluge.

It is in the sign of Virgo, who, as Sir William,

Junes observes on that zodiac, ** is drav'n,

standing on a boat in water, holding in one

hand a lamp and in the other an ear of rice>

corn circumstances which equally recall

to our remembrance the Egyptian Isis and the.

Eleusiniaii Ceres, with the nocturnal gloom in

which their rites were celebrated, as they do

the awful event, which I have united my
humble efforts with Mr Bryant to prove those

rites depicted.-f* With respect to the NaC
Shatra, or Mansions of the Moon, which

form the Lunar Zodiac, it is possible that t'io

argument I have brought to prove that t- <‘i

very curious mode of measuring out the hr-;'

vens, so totally foreign to, and unknown in,

all the systems of European astronomy, origi-

nated among the astronomers of India, may
be thought decisive : viz. that it could not be

borraeed from Chaldaea or Arabia, because the.

Lunar Zodiac of India consists, and ever did

consist, of twenty-seven mansions only; while,

according to Costard, that of CbaldSBa, and,

according to Hyde, that of Arabia, have ever

contained twenty-eight mansions: beside the

* See.the Aaiatie R^iearchet, yoL ii. p. 293.

f 6w vvL iL of theie HjTnjRtatiras.

cunoos
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curious catalogue of animals and objects^ al-

most all of them peculiar to India, by which

those mansions are distinguished^ such as the

head and teeth of the elephant, sacred conques,

an instrument used in their temples, and ./»-

dian tabors, affords additional proof of this as-

sertion. One, however^ of the asterisms of

that zodiac is not so peculiarly Indian, since

we find among the number an oblation to the

gods, noticed before ; which I as firmly believe

to be allusive to the offering of Noah when he

descended from the ark, as I am convinced the

two^aced image, delineated on another, does

to Noah himself, the only true Janus Bifrons of

the antient world. However, in my history of

the three first Indian Avatars, I have been able

to adduce far more decisive evidence, relative

to the general deluge, than can be collected

from any symbols or displayed in any hiero*

glyphics whatsoever.

One principal inducement, next to the

higher motives, explained above, for entering

into this wide astronomical range, was the an-

xious wbh by this means to throw light upon

the obscure annals and involved dironology

of antient India* an object which has been ef-

fectually (dmuned. hj it. To that important

point I have diiect^ all the scattered rays

C 3 of
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of information which I could collect in the

course of these researches ; and, although I

have by this means been enabled, 1 trust sue-

cessfuliy, to combat the claims of the Brah-

mins to such stupendous antiquity as (hat

insbted on by them, yet have I not neglected,

at the same time, to substantiate every just

and well-founded claim the Hindoos can urge

to superiority, either in regard to their early

civilization, or their rapid progress to perfec-

tion in arts and sciences, when those assump-

tions do not militate against all the received

opinions and traditions of mankind. Not-

withstanding their absurd geographical notions

which the reader will find exhibited, from

Sanscreet authority, in a future page of this

volume, yet there Is every reason, from the

doctrine of the seven superior Bobvns, or

purifying spheres, through which they sup-

posed the transmigrating soul to pass; and

from the circular dance, in which, ac-

cording to Lucian, in hb Treatise de Sal-

tatione, they worshipped the orb of the Sun

;

to believe they had, in the most early pe-

riods, discovered that the earth in form was

^haieal, and that the pUmeis rufolved round

the run. Besides the knowled|ge pf the true

solar system, which Pythagoras most probably

learned
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learned in India, there is eve^ reason to

think that they were acquainted with sphe^

rical trigonometry# and that something very

much like the Nett^toniah system of attraction

and gravitation was known among them. In-

deed, Sir William Jones seems to confirm this,

when he informs us# that ** the works of Ya-
VAN Acrarya are said to include a system of

die universe, founded on the principle of at-

traction and the central pontion of the

sun,** which i think it is far more likely Py-

thagoras learned of this philosopher in India

than thb Brahmin of Pythagoras in Oreece;

f6r# to have gone thither, he must have re-

nounced the self-sufficient character of that

haughty tribe and have violated a leading

precept of the religion and policy of Brahma.

This very, early knowledge of the great fun-

damental principles of astronomy seems to

be incontestably proved by a passage, which

immediately follows in the third discourse of

Sir William Jones, '' that the names of the

planets and zodiacal stars, which the Atabe

borrowed from the Greeks, are found in the

oldest Indian records.*** In short, udiile I have

anxiously' endeavoured to do justice to the su-

* AiiNie Resesicliei, vol. U p. 430.

C 4 perior
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perior claims to credit of the Mosaic systenii'

1 have been careful not to do the Brahmins

injustice. I have that kind of partiality which

every historian possesses for the nation whose

history he is probably induced by that very

partiality to record; but, I trust, it has sel*

dom misguided my judgement and in no in-

stances falsified my narration.

Our path, thus cleared through the snakes

of antient astronomical mythology, and the

history of the Ten Avatars, or descents of

Veeshnu in a human form, which seem to

be of a similar nature with the Ten Sari

of Chaldaea, and the Ten Sephiroth of the

Hebrews, extensively explained, the serious

body of classical history will commence to-

wards the middle of the first volume, with

an account of the successive irruptions of

die Assyrians, the Persians, and Grecians,

into that beautiful country, die delightful

survey of which has, in every age of the

world, awakened the envy, inflamed the jea-

lousy, and stimulated the avarice, of neigh-

bouring despots. The alternate operation

of these base and degrading passions has

too frequendy contributed to cover the most

fertile plains which Asia can boast with

sterility, and deluge them with the blood

of
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of the innocent native. Of the plan upon

which this portion of the ensuing history,

taken from the classical writers of Greece

and Rome, and the Persian and Arabian

historians, will be conducted, an ample pro-

spectus is given in my Letter to the Directors

of 1790 : to that Letter I must refer the

reader, and be will there find an abridged

account of most of the authors. Oriental

and European, cited in the course of the

History. I have neglected no means in my
power of making this work a complete ana-

lysis of Indian history. I have penetrated to

the fountain-head of all authentic intelligence

which concerns that region, and, commencing

my narrative at the remotest known acra of

great national events, have brought it down
to the latest that can at jail deserve the notice

of regular history ; even from that Semiramis,

whom Diodorus describes as pouring her mil-

lions upon its ravaged frontiers, to that dis-

astrous moment, when, according to the recent

relations of Mr Frazer and Sir W Jones, the

sanguinary usurper of the throne of the Sepi*s

planted the standard of Persia upon the battle-

ments of Delhi.

To an undertaking thus comprehensive in

its dengn and! important in regard to its

pbjecti^
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objects, ih undeitakiag generally allowed to

be, at this moment, tt dtditratwn in littra-

iure, it might naturally have been expected,

that not only the Court of Directors them-

selves, who, in feet, manifested by their re-

solution so early and so flattering an atten-

tion to the address of the author, but that

all those gentlemen in their service, or other-

wise, who from situation or connection could

not be indifierent to Indian concerns, would

have extended their powerful support and

patronage.

It was not unreasonable to suppose that

the man of business would be interested by

the faithful detail professed to be given of

commercial transactions during so many re-

volving centuries, and that the man of let-

ters would be induced decidedly to support

a production recommended by a circum-

stance equally novel and gratifying; that tVi

me work, of small expense^ was to be combined

the substance of all the most esteemed Persian

and Arabian historians upon die subject, of

whose productions correct and elegant verdons

have b^n yet presented ta die putdic; pro-

ductions mouldering upon the lludves of puh-

lie libraries or deposited in the hiaccesstble

museums of learned individuals rfSToduedons

equally
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equally high in value and difficult to be

procured.

For myself, conscious that I had, by con*

tinned inquiry, by extensive reading, and in*

tense application, endeavoured to prepare my-
self for the important task in which 1 had

engaged, I too eagerly indulged those san-

guine expectations of success which were en-

tertained by the private circle of my friends.

Enjoying from nature a very ample portion

of those high and volatile spirits, which as

they are oilen in early youth the occasion

of many errors, afterwards regretted, so in

riper years they too frequently buoy up with

false hopes the deluded imagination, I suffer-

ed those spirits to betray me into the most

fatal delusions. 1 exulted in the fair prospect

that a life early marked by the vicissitudes of

fortune, or rather continually passed in the

extremes of gay hope and gloomy disappoint-

ment, as it approached its meridian, was

likely to be cheered with the dawn of success

and a ^are of probable independance ; that

some moiety of the public, applause would be

the consequence of incessant efforts to merit

it, and that an adequate portion of emolu^

m^ Would be the reward of severe literary

toil. I therefore embarked in the purchase

of
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of the various books, charts, and engravings,

necessary for the composition or elucidation

of my work, a considerable part of a small

fortune, which fell to me by the untimely

death of a near and beloved relative, and, as t

was settled in the country, remote fmm the

convenience of a public library, and was con«

stantly in want of many expensive publica-

tions in regard to India, which, indeed, from

their recent date no public library could

furnish, I continued to accumulate expenses

of this kind, till a sense of prudence com-

pelled me to resort to the bookseller to know

the result of the distribution of my proposals

and the publication of my advertisements.

Let it for ever repre^ the ardour of romantic

ambition and die enthusiastic dreams of

authors unknown to fame, and unprotected

by patrons invested with the ensigns of power

and stationed at the helm of political emi-

nence, that, in the course of twelve months,

THE History of Hindostan, a work sanc-

tioned by the approbation of TtiB East-Indza

Company in England and Sir William
Jones in India, was able to obtiun only a

dozen subscribers!—'It was not, ^owever, a

litde flattering to the author, that amongst

that number of unsolicited subscribers was

the
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the Marquis of Landsdown, who sent an agent

to ini:juire concerning the author, and to ex«

press his Lordship’s hope that so fneritorious

a work might not sink for want of proper

suppt^rt.*' His Lordship could only form a

judgement of its possible merit from my Let<r

ter to the Directors
|
of which I printed a

thousand, at the expense of Forty Pounds^

ar j have since been obliged to distribute tbem

gatu.

However deeply wounded were my. fedinj^

at tins, 1 trust, unmerited neglect, espe-

cially from those high and eminent persons,

to wiiom 1 was from good authority informed

that a History of Hindostan, upon an en-

larged and comprehensive scale, would be of

all things the most acceptable; they were

still more deeply goaded, when, unwilling to

venture farther in an undertaking that seemed

to threaten total min to any individual, two

or three of the most respeetable booksellers^

to whom I immediatdy offered my work;

declined having any thing to .do with a pro-

duction which, it was predicted, the superior

pen and the transcendent alnlides of Dr

Koaertsom would not fail to cnidi in thq

eml^o.

To
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To names exidted into celebrity by the ve-

neration of vulgar ignorance and the cla-

mour of popular admiration, alwa3rs violent

but seldiMsi Just, the mind, accustomed to

think independently and liberally, disdains to

pay unmerited homage. But to a name so

deservedly eminent as that of Dr Robertson,

i bow with submission proportioned to the

real respect which 1 entertain for his writings

and his virtues. Had his Historical Disqui-

aition at all appeared to me to render un-

necessary an undertaking, proposed to be con

ducted on a far mere extensive scale, I should

bertainly have ;paid diat deference to him,

which t deem it not necessary to pay to others,

had ha!^ vdinquidied the field to so able a

writer of History. But» since our under-

takings han by no means be said to clash, and

are executed on principles widely different, I

trust shy perseverance will not be imputed to

improper Vanity nor mistaken for idle com-

petkioni The field is open to all, and the

lange is ample. If it should not be in my
power to obtain &e first laurel, a second, and

no ignoble pstlm, may yet be mine*

Disaiqioinled in my hopes and injured in

my {MToparty, my work treated with contempt

by some ne^ect by odwn, 1 sdll

relaxed
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relaxed not from the vigorous iprosccution of

it. I felt that the active spark of honest am«

bition, enkindled in my mihd» was far from

being extinguished ; nor was 1 entirely do*

serted, at this trying crisis, by those con-

stitutional spirits which I have sometimes

found to rise in proportion to the uigeney

of adversity; and which, amidst the various

scenes of a chequered life, baye often en*

abled me to trample qp greater difficulties than

even these.

In spite therefore of menaced ruin both to

reputation and fortune, 1 determined to per-

severe ; and, commencing those strenuous ex- •

ertions, which I had hitherto neglected to

make, in the hope that a work, so generally

deemed a Desideratum, would make its own

way, the scene, became suddenly and agreeably

changed. The friends who yet remained to

me at Oxford were pot deficient in their en-

deavours to serve me; and I was repeatedly

told to look to the Seat of Science for that

support with which it was humbly hoped an

effort in literature would be honoured. The

instant that my views were cuididly stated,

and the real otgect of this historical investi-

gation came to be more generally known, I

Ibad no |K9sq9 to complain of a want of due

encouragement
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eneouragem^nt from men of learning and

distinction.

Dr Wetherell, the Master of Unitersityi

College, ever anxious to promote the interest

of those who have been educated at the Col-

lege over which he has so long and honourably

pfesided, on my application to him, readily

and warmly espoused the cause of my book.

I had soon the happiness of proving that cha-

racters. so eminent in the path of genius and

erudition, as are Dr Parr and Sir William
fiicoTT, were by no means indifferent to the

success of their former pupil; since they at

once animated my desponding mind jby com-

laendation, and, by their personal exertions,

promoted the success of my work. The re-

sult of these united effort of my ffiends, to

prevent a publication, which they thought me«

fitorious,
. from being entirely laid aside, is evi-

dent in the respectable, though not numerous,

list of subscribers with , which I was honoured

;

which, however defective in names, celebrated

in the records of Indian fame, who disdain to

be instruced concerning India from Britain,

contains many illustrious by rank, eminent in

talents, and distinguished by prtv^ worth.

They are indeed such names as murt reflect

lustre on any publication, and it shall bo Ae
uncearing
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unceasing study of tny life to naerit such ex-

alted patronage*

In respect to the general neglect with which

the undertaking, in which I have embarked,

has had the misfortune to be treated by those

gentlemen, to whom, from their connection

with that country, it might be supposed, a

History of India, upon a more extended basis

than what I originally proposed, would be

highly acceptable ; it is far from my wish to

think with sentiments of acrimony or retort

-the language of contempt. Were 1 indeed

inclined to retaliatiy opportunity might not be

wanting, in the future pages of this History, •

to launch forth into the usual strain of in-

flamed invective against the enormities assert-

ed to have been committed in India, by cer-

tain characters, equally hostile to literature

and freedom, who are supposed to have grown

rich by the plunder, and splendid by the beg?

gary and massacre, of their fellow-creatures.

By an author inclined to indulge a satirical

vein, an infinite deal of eloquence might again

be displayed in painting a vast continent de-

luged with blood, and in* bemoaning the un-

timely fate of millions expiring in the pangs

of artificial famine. Eloquence and truth,

however, do 'liot always unite in the samd

VoL. I. D page.
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page. Whatever real foundation there may
be for believing that some dark transactions

of this kind have taken place in India, in

those remote regions where the restraining

arm of tlie supreme executive power could

less efiectually check extortion, and where the

disinterested generosity of a late chief go-

vernor could be less conspicuously visible ; it

is a fact notoriously evident that these ac-

counts have, in many respects, been enor-

mously magnified. This work will be con-

ducted upon
.

principles very dissimilar from

those which disseminate calumny and point

invective. I have declared, in my neglected

Letter to the Directors, that 1 will endeavour

to fulfil the character of ** an upkigHt and
IMPARTIAL HISTORIAN, TOTALLY FREEFROM
THE VIOLENCE OF PARTY, WITHOUT THE
TEMPORISING SERVILITY THAT DISGUSTS,

AND THE INTEMPERATE ARDOUR THAT OF-

FENDS.” It is my intention steadily and in-

variably to adhere to that line of conduct;

and, though usurpation and tyranny, arrayed,

in imperial purple and gorgeous in the spoil

of nations, might never to enjoy their ill-

gotten grandeur uncensured jby the warning

voice of history, that censure should be manly,

open, decisive, and pointed rather against the

offence
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offence than the indlvidud. In fact, however,

during the extensive review which 1 have been

obliged to take of the successive transactions

of Persians, Tartars, Venetians, Portiigueze,

Dutch, French, and English, with the In-

dians; the proceedings of the latter, except

in the instance of a few daring and unprin-

cipled individuals, whose extortions no incor-

porated assembly of merchants, however in-

flexibly virtuous themselves, can ever wholly

prevent, have appeared to me to be by far the

most candid, the most upright^ and the most

irreproachable. Such are my real sentiments,

and I unfold them without the remotest idea

of flattering or offending any creature brea-
’

thing, either in Asia or Europe.

1 am willing to believe that this neglect has

arisen from the apparent plausibility of an ar-

gument, which either jealous competition or

inventive malevolence has thought proper to

advance in regard to this undertaking, with

far more pertinacity than truth. What, these

rash calumniators have urged, either novel or

interesting, can possibly 1)6 expected from an

author who has never visited the remote re-

gion which he professes to describe ; who has

never on the spot examined the annals he

undertakes to detail; nor conversed with tho

D ^ people
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people whose history and manners he re-

cords ? To this objection I trust the following,

with every eandid mind, will be a sufficient

answer.

It was the good fortune of M. Sonnerat
and M. Niebuhr to have visited, in perton,

the scenes which their accurate and entertain

ing volumes describe ; but they travelled with

peculiar advantages, and at the expense of

royal munificence*. What they saw they faith-

fully described ; and mankind arc highly in-

debted to them for their labours, nor have I

in particular failed to profit by them ; but let

it be remembered that a knowledge of Indian

Antiquities was not to be gained by a transient

visit to the traders on the coast of Coromandel

or Malabar ; nor, had it been possible to pene-

trate even io Benares, are the Brahmins of

that celebrated university able fully to explain

the principles of their own theology and

sciences. This is particularly true* in regard

* Tlic numerous and explanatory engravings, in the expensive

volumes ofthese travellers, have infinitely contributed towards tlio

ehiciJation of the Indian Antiquities. Without those of Niebuhf,

it would have been hnpossibTe to have given any correct idea of

the figures at Salsctte and Elcphanta ; and, without those of

St)nneral, the History of the Ten Avatars would have beju

scarcely intelligible. I Imvc presented my sub^ritxirs with one

beautiful pUtc £rom each oftli^ writers.

to
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to their astronomy, since tlicy are ignorant of

the right application of those stupendous in-

struments, described so accurately by Sir Ro-

bert Barker, in the Philosophical Transactions.

Besides, when we daily meet with so many who

have penetrated even into the regions of Up-

per Hindostan, who both know so little and

have written so absurdly about India, this

objection, methinks, should have been urged

with somewhat more caution and temper.

Upon the whole, therefore, nothing could be

more unjust or cruel, than for these unge-

nerous critics, on so slender a foundation,

prematurely to condemn and decry a work,

of the composition of which they must be’

utterly unable, from a superficial survey,’ to

comprehend either the arduous toil or the

complicated difficulty. However, 1 trust, in

vindication of my own injured reputation, and

tlic persevering aeal of my friemls, that in

every jjage of the following work tlic reader

will find a better answer to this objection than

any in ray power in this place to produce.

There is likewise another objection which

has been urged against tliis work, and from

the consideration of which I will not shrink.

** The author,” it has been said, is not a«’-

quainted with the Asiatic languages.” t)vt

D S tiij
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this subject, let the words of Sir W. Jones be

remembered, that ** languages are not icicnce,

but only the medium through which science is

conveyed,’* Tliis remark comes with peculiar

force from an author, who is, perhaps, the

greatest master of languages in the world ; and

if correct versions, such as those with which

himself and Mr Wilkins have obliged the

public, from the Sanscreet, and such as Po*

cock, Golius, and Greaves, have given us of

Persian and Arabian historians, can be pro-^

cured, who is there that would waste the vigour

of life in the learning of languages, from which,

after all, the information to be reaped will

scarcely compensate the toil ? Could transla^

tions to be depended upon bo obtained in so

extensive a degree as I may require for the con-

duct of this History, I can assure the reader

tliat the hieroglyphic characters in which

Eastern literature is veiled, for me, should

remain undisturbed. That not being entirely

the case, I am slowly endeavouring to accom?

plish what Sir Williamt at my entrance upon

tills undertaking, recommended to me ; to

acquire a sufficient knowledge of Persian to

enable me to give a new translation of Ferish-

tali a woidc, he adds, greatly in esteem among
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all Indian scholars, but of which Mr iDow'S

translation is a very loose and imperfect one.

Hitherto, however, I have had subjects far

more important to attend to than the mere

acquisition of languages; and, when the reader

shall consider the numerous difficulties with

which I have had to contend, in writing the

Indian Antiquities ; when he shall reflect, that

I had to read, to digest, and to compose, what is

thus offered to the public, from an infinite va-

riety of books, only to be procured with the

utmost difficulty and at a ruinous expense ; as

well as that the topics discussed are both very

abstruse and very remote from the common line

of literary investigation ;
* he will, I trust, per-

mit candour to predominate over severity, and

instead of wondering that so little, he will per-

haps be surprised that so much, has been ac-

complished.

I can indeed safely affirm, in the words of

the' honoured patron of my juvenile produc-

tions, the late Dr Johnson,* that this work

was

^ My menlioning Sn these terms the venerated name of llie late

Dr Johnson will not^ I trust, be called ;i.C!sumption.— There are

tliose living who can attest the handsome manner in which he al

ways spoke of two very early, but very different, productions of

mine: Tre School-Boy, written, when at K*hoo1, in imita-

tkm of Tre SriEiioib Shillirg of Philips; and the Frki

D 4 Trarslatiov
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was ** written wWi Uttle assistance from the

Iearne4) ^nd without any patronage of the

great; not in the soft ol^curity of retire-

ment, or under the shelter of academic bovvers,

but'»^nridst inconvenience and distraction, in

sickness and in sorrow.’* ] had scarcely com-
menced my historical career, before I was

called, upon an occasion the most distressing

to human feelings, to exchange the blooming

plains' of Asia and the banks of the Ganges,

where I began, in imagination, to rangtf With

delight, for the rugged rocks and Lethean stream

of Bristol-Wells. It was, indeed, an occasion

no less painful and distressing than the sight

of distinguished worth, heightened by unafTect-r

ed beauty, in the bloom of youth, slowly dc?

Translation ppthcQloipus Tyrannus op Sophocles.

The former may be seen in Mr Knox's Elegant Extracts 5 the

latter never wandcreil beyond the cirple pf the subscribers*

Indeed I cannot fprbcar stating a circumstance peculiarly ho«

nourable to mysciff and illustrative, at once, of the natural good-

ness of his heart. At my entrance into orders, he wrote, unsoli-

cited by me, a warm and friendly letter, to the Master pf Uni-

versity-College, in lay favour, w'iih the prpflTcr pf a lucrative cure

** ifMr Maurice were in orders pf which circumstance he was

ignorant. I wu, at that time, in orders, and fixed at Woodford,

which particular reasons prevented my relinquishing for Bosworth,

the living of his friend. Dr Taylor. The Master Ivas so obliging

as to send to me, to Woodford, Dr Johnson^ letter^ which I keep

as a flattering memento of his friendship, and a striking proofs

among others, pf his enlarged philanthropy.

scending
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scending to the unfruitful grave. No sooner

was that melancholy event over, for which the

too much honoured lines, in the church-yard

of AVoodford,* feebly attempt to display the

genuine

^ Ali a part of tl*esc verses> very inaccurately transcribed, has

a^ipeared in the public papers, 1 shall make no apology for iq«

scrtiiig theip below more vorrttcily and umnutilatedL 1 can assure

the reader that, in doing this, 1 have no vtmily to gratify. To
compose them was the most painful task (a task enjoined, near

the close of life, by the amiable deceased) that ever agonizing

pod undertook. In presenting them to the rcadpr, however, I

o««'n I have some ambition to gratify. 1 am ambitious of paying a

public tribute of respect to worth, untimely snatched away, and

9eiise early matured; and, if these volumes, by good fortune,

should reacii poslerit}*, may her name and memory, that must ever

be dear to virti|e and to truth, descend with them, and consecrate

tiic page.

EPITAPH ON A LADY.

SEflENELY bright, in bridal smiles array’d

!

The purple sj)ring its blossom’d sweets display’d

;

While raptur’d fancy saw full many a year.

In bliss revolving, urge its gay career.—

But, ah ! how deep a gloom the skies o’erspread

;

How swifl the dear delusive vision fled

!

Disease and pain the liiig’ring hours consume.

And secret feed on yoiiUi’s corroded bloom.

Ceas’d are the songn that tilled the nuptial grove.

The clarvce of pleasure in the bow’r of love

For Hymen’s lairfp funereal torches glare.

And deatiiful dirge.: rend ilie midnight air

!

Oh ! tluHi, whose cheek, the rival of the rose|

With ail the tiush o( vernal beauty glows.

Whose
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genuine grief of the writer* than the circum-

stances of vexation and disappointment, above

recapitulated* successively rose to throw an

additional shade over the remainder of a life,

which seems doomed to be passed in extremes.

Whose pulses high with youthful vigour bound.

The brightest &ir in fashion's mazy round.

Approach with awe the mansions of tlic dead*

And, as the grave's drear bourn thy footsteps tread,

Mark-— 'midst these ravages of fate and time—
Where worth lies buried In its loveliest prime;

Wlierc youth's extinguish'd fires no longer burn.

And jSRAVTT slumbers in the mould'ring urn

!

Oh! pause—and, bending o’er fair Stella's tomb.

Mourn her hard lot, and read thy future doom 1*

Soft lie the !&ad that shields from wint'ry rains

And blasting winds my Stella's lov'd remains

:

May angels guard the consecrated ground.

And flowers, as lovely, bloom for ever round

!

Meek suflerer ! —who, by nameless woes oi^rcss'd,,

llie patience of th' expiring Lamb possess'd

;

When, many a tedious moon, thy fever'd veins

Throbb'd with the raging hectic's fiery pains.

Nor heav'd a sigh— save that alone which bore

Triumphant virtue to a happier shore

—

Stelj.a, whose streaming eye ne'er ceas’d to flt>w

When sorrow pour’d the plaint of genuine woe.

Whose mind was pure as tliat unsullied ray

That beams from hcav'n, and lights the orb of days

Sweet be thy slumbers on this mossy bed.

Till the last trump sliall rouse the sleeping dead

;

Then, having nought firom that dread blast to fear.

Whose echo sliall convulse crumbling sphere.

In &irer beauty wake—a heav'nly bride.

And rise an angel, who a mart ye died I
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I have no intention, in recapitulating these

disagreeable particulars, to excite the com*

passion or disarm the severity* of the public

censors, who are now to pass judgement upon

this work, but only mention them as the best

apology 1 can ofi'er for the long delay in

presenting the public with the two first vo-

lumes of Indian Antiquities, which ought

to have made their appearance in the course

of last year. I'he public tribunal is an awful

court, and I approach it with all the diffidence

which a first effort, by an unaided individual,

towards executing an extensive literary work,

cannot fail of inspiring; but I know the

judges, presiding at that tribunal, are neither

to be soothed by entreaty nor intimidated by

menaces, Jt is in vain, if unmerited, to

hope for the favour of the public; or to di-

vert its censures, if deserved. “ I have nou^

set my all upon a cast ; and I must stand the

hazard of the die."

Having thus far considered the objections

tliat have been made to this work, I must beg

leave, before I conclude these introductory

remarks, to mitigate the force of one or two

that may be urged against it. The first, and

not the least formidable, will probably be

pointed against die orthography of the proper

names
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names (yf Indian persons and places. This t

own is one. of the greatest difficulties wlilcli :m

historian of Asiatic events has to fi '.iiciicr;

for, to attempt always to give them with un-

deviating correctness, is to attempt little less

than an impossibility. When I first com-

menced this history, I had resolved to follow

the example of those who have endeavoured

to write every Indian word exactly as it is

pronounced in India; and the Dictionary of

Mr Richardson, in which the author, as be

himself informed me, followed the orthogra-

phical instructions of the late Major Davy,

Persian Translator to Mr Hastings, seemed to

be the most certain guide. But to Afajor

Davy's system I afterwards found material

objections were made in the Dissertation of

Sir William Jones, on the orthography of

4Asiatic words, which so properly ranks fore-

most among the valuable papers in the first

volume of the Asiatic Researches; and I have

since, in general, adopted his own method,

and those of Mr Halhed and Mr Wilkins.

But the profound observations in that treatise,

concerning the Sanscreet language, and the

proper modes of writing it in Roman letters,

as well as many other remarks on this abstruse

subject, by tbe latter gentlemen, will be ex-

hibited
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hibited to the. readef in the Dissertation on the

Literature of the Hindoos. In the Geo*
grapliical Dissertation for the most part, and
throughout the whole of my History, whei^

names of places occur, I have constantly used

the mode of orthography adopted by hfajor

Rennell, who is undoubtedly the best judge

of what, in that respect, is most proper.

I say, in the Geographical Dissertation, for

the most part, because, in abridging the geo-

graphy of the Subahs, I was compelled often

to adopt the language of Mr Gladwin, the

translator, who seems scrupulously to adhere

to the maxims of Major Davy. The reader

will therefore find, in that Dissertation, a

variety of orthography which I cannot ap-.

prove, but knew not well how to avoid. It

was the Dissertation first written, and under

the general impressions of the private advice

of Mr Richardson, “to write the words ds

nearly as I could learn, both from his Dic-

tionary and general information, that they

were pronounced but as that pronunciation

itself is various in different parts of India,

and even among Indian scholais themselves,

my only certain guide, in this dangerous path,

was to keep as close as possible to the general

rule of oriliographyy and to make Mr 0rme,

and
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and other authors of the highest repute, my
examples.

.
In observing this rule, it was hardly

possible for me to err materially, or beyond

the extension of candour, in a point so dubi>

Qus and perplexing. Acbar^ however, will

sometimes, with all my vigilance, occur for

Akber ; Sft&w for Shah ; and Cawn for Khan ;

to which mode of writing those appellatives, I.

have now drought it expedient wholly to con-

form; beoause, though Major Rennell w'rites

Acbar and Acbaree, yet, as 1 constantly quote

the Ayeen AKaaar of Mr Gladwin, in the

notes to my history, it seemed absurd to have

Acbar in the text ; or Shaw and Cawn above,

while I cite the ^adir Shah of Sir William

Jones, and Abulgazi Khan, the Tartar histo-

rian, at the bottom of the page.

But, possibly, not against mere words alone

will the artillery of criticism be -discharged.

The general style w'htch I have 'adopted, in

writing the- History of Hindostah, may also

provoke censure, and these pages may be

thought to a^und too much with those de-

sultor/ thetorical flourishes, so common, and

often so dii^usting, in Asiatic productions.

As this objection tends peculiarly to wound

certain poetical feelings which it is iny mis-

fortune
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fortune to possess, 1 request to be heard upon

it with patience and lenity.

Devoted to poetry in my earliest youth,

or, rather, lisping numbers from the cradle,

I pursued, till within these few years, that de-

lightful but barren path of literary amuse-

ment. It has happened, too, that what my
poetical exertions have produced has not been

so fortunate as to attract the public notice.

Amidst continued and universal neglect, how-

ever, it is still matter of honest triumph to

me that the few detached pieces^ in that way,

which I have written, have received the

warmest tribute pf applause from men w'ho

would equally disdain to flatter or deceive %

from men upon whose sterling judgement and

upon whose unadulterated taste I dare to rely;

from men who know and feel the difierence

that subsists between the nerveless sing-song

effusions of the day, and that sublime^

energic, manly. Poesy, that strikes with the

force of electric firo and seises uppn the cap-

tive heart.——It is possible, therefore, that

the Muse, the bewitching enchantress of my
juvenile days, that Muss whose smile I so

long and so ardently courted, may have in

amue degree corrupted my style and vitiated

oiy taste in this respect. Indeed, it is an

adage
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adage of great antiquity, that ** No poet

ever yet excelled in prosaic composition,” and

I have not the vanity to hope that adage will

be overturned by the^ pages of this book. Cet

it, however, be candidly considered that this

is only a first essay, towards any considerable

publication in that line of writing, composed

amidst the pressure of domestic calamity and

professional avocation, amidst the suggestions

of ftiisrepresentation and the jealousy of com-

petition, amidst multifold discouragement and

aggravated disappointment.

Application, perseverance, and a mind more

at leisure to restrain a luxuriant pen and

Ibp off the redundancies of my style, ‘may

pontribute to render my next volume more

worthy of the public eye. Happy shall I be

if the few;, who read and approved mjr early

efibrts in a branch of composition which I

shall soon renounce for ever, may extend a

similar degree of candour to my first effort in

the line of history. I wdll, however, be in-

genuous with my subscribers; for I frankly

confess that, of India, a conntry where

Nature has ever wantoned as in her loveliest

prime, and shin^ forth arrayed in her richest

attire ; of India, a country renoumed through

all ages for the eloquence and wisdpin of her

sons
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sons 0^ the line of Brahma; for tlie martial

bravery of her rajahs of the house of Keh-
trbe; for the prodigies of exquisite art,

and manufactures of beautiful fabrication,

produced by. those of the tribe of Bice;

as well as for the patient and unrepining

gentleness^ amidst accumulated insult and op>

-pression, of the industrious aud numerous

family of Sooder; I never • intended to write

a history unanimated in sentiment or undig-

nified in diction. How, indeed, was it possible

to write with frigid indifiference of the land

of elegant fiction and beautiful allegory?-—

Has not M. Sonnerat,— has not Sir Williana

Jones,—• has not M. Raynal,— in short, have

not all tlie preceding writers on tliis subject,,

who have possessed any spark of animation to

feel, any nerve of language tO express those

feelings, or any glow of genius to impress

them on the breasts of others alternately

jaunched forth into the warmest strains of

admiration on the survey of the virtues, learn-

ing, fortitude, and industry, of this kmocent

and secluded race of men ?

Let it be farther remembered, in mitigation

bf the error of a style soCftowliat, I own, too

lofty and luxuriant, that* sOine of the most im-

j^rtant and animating subjects that can possi-

VoL. 1. £ Wy
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bly be discussed, have, in the course of writing

these pages, successively arisen for considera-

tion—the purest, the sublimest, system of theo-

logy» next to the Jewish and Christian, ever

established upon earth ; and, when degene-

rating into idolatry, branChfng out either into

the most splendid rites of the most elevated su-

perstition— the Mithratic devotion— that

is, the worship of the Sun and shining Host of

Heaven : or else assuming the most gloomy

habit in which that Superstition can possibly

array herself, in which she terrifies mankind

into the WORSHIP op malignant demons
and all the accumulated horrors of human
SACRIFICES. Let it be remembered that the

antient glory of empires so renowned as Hin-

dostan and Egypt, the stately temples of their

gods, and the superb palaces of their kings,

engage no inconsiderable part of these ex-

tended speculations: and that I have been,

throughout, occupied in the alternate contem-

plation of objects the ‘most magnificent in the

circoit of nature,* or the most venerable and

beautiful

• I wbh ptfticttlarly, in tliis Jmsage^ to apologiie for the xnaq«

ner in whiefa. towards the cIom of the Geographical Difsertationsp

1 have described the course of the mighty GANcis 'and Ae migh-

tier BnaRijiA^ooma. But whatautiiorcoiild remain ananimsCted

wben' Hitsoducmg to tlie reader’s notice objects so little known to

the
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beautiful in the compass of art. It seemed to

me requisite, that the loftiest subjects should

be treated .of in language more than usually

elevated. To have written in colder temos

would have argued either u'ant of capacity*

or* what I should think far more degrading*

have rendered me suspected of insensibility.

It is usual to. conclude the prefatory pages

of any considerable work with a grateful enu-

meration of benefits derived* in the course of

composition* from men eminent as scholars

or illustrious by station^ But since few ad-

vantages of that kind* more than those pre-

viously specified* have fallen to my lot* my
Catalogue of obligations will* necessarily* be

hot very extensive. It would* however, be

the height of ingratitude* were I* on this oc-

casion* to omit the tender of my warmest

tlianks to William MoneV, John Hunter*

and Nathaniel Smith* Esqrs* but especially

to tiie latter gentleman* who has long proved

himself friendly to the diffusion of Indian

knowledge** for their obliging recommenda-

£ 3 tion

the leuned of Europe? OtgecU equally astonishing and magni«

ficent*

* It ought to be remembered that both the Bbaovat*Gebta
and the Hbbtopaobs were ushered into the world under the au^

spices
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tion of my undertaking to the Court of Di-

rectors; in 1790, by vihich it received the

sanction of a patronage which has been of

material service to this infant work, and I

hope that the patronage thus liberally ex-

tended will not be found to be degraded in

the execution of it; especially when the ab-

struse nature of many of the subjects dis-

cussed, and the slender sources from which any

genuine History of antient India can be

drawn, shall have been candidly considered.

It would be equally ungrateful were I to

forget making the acknowlegements which are

due from me to William Godfrey, Esq.

spices of the same genUeman« Mr Smith, who has so kindly for-

warded the interests ofthis humbler attempt to elucidate the His-

tory and Antiquities of India.

When British merchants thus endeavour to blend the interests of

Liteeature with those ofCoMMiECE, they throw a lustre

upon the distinguished station which they enjoy ; a lustre which

wealth alone, however ample or honourably obtained, can never

bestow. They bring to our remembrance the days of those cele-

brated Caliphs of the East, equally distinguished for their love of

literature and arms, when Trade and Sciences travelled, side by

aide,, through the sultry deserts ofArabia, in mutual quest ofriches

and knowledge ; and heard, with rapture, the poems repeated,

which were afterwards suspended in the august temple of the

grant mart of Mecca. It is to the eternal honour of this country,

that we have not, in every period of its progress to its present

prosperity, wanted many a Speed, to cultivate, and many a

CsHP.sHAM and Smith to patronise. Science.
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as well for the free use of such books as de-

scended to him from his predecessors at Wood-

ford, as for very early encouragement to pro-

ceed in these jiistoi ical researches ;
• the first

idea of which originated, during my residence

there, in repeated conversations with that gen-

tleman on Indian topics ; conversations fraught

with instruction and remembered with plea*

sure.

To Rowland Stephenson, Esq.my warm-

est thanks arc also due, for indulging me, in

addition to many instances of long-experienced

friendship, with the examination of the pa-

pers of his upright relation. Governor StEt

PHENSON, who had the honour, in company

with Mr SuRMAN, of obtaining from the Em-
peror Mohammed Furrvkhseer, at Delhi,

that Jirmaun by which the East- India Com-

pany became entitled, under the sanction of

the Mogul Monarchs,. before the subversion of

their empire, to very extensive commereial

privileges. As Mr Stephenson tilled a high

station in 'India, during one of the darkest

and most sanguinary periods of its modern do-

mestic history, when tlic tyranny ot the Seyds,

those mighty Ornrahs, dethroned or murdered

five successive sovereigns of the imperial house

of Tjmvb, I expected^ ?ind hav( material

F. 9 information
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information from the perusal of them. In

one of the letters of this Gentleman to the

Chief of Patna, his successor, he declares it to

be the determined resolution of Himself and

the Council of Calcutta ** not to interfere

with the politics of the country ; but to carry

on their trade quktly^ and only to defend the

Company’s Estate a wise and prudent

maxim, which some may think ill exchanged

for others of an ambitious and turbulent kind.*

Such is the slender list of literary obliga-

tions which I am under in carrying on this

work. If, however, it has not been my good

fortune to be favoured with the assistance of

eminent living scholars, I have not wanted that

of their writings, nor those of the jllustri-

• After all« however« it must be confessed, that Europe and Asia

can never he governed by the same political code. The genius

and manners of the inhabitants of the jwo continents are diame-

trically opposite; and nations, among whom the restless ambition

and violence of individuals, even in private life, are frequently

marked with a most sanguinary character, while vice, in the great

and powerful, as frequently breaks forth in deeds of public and

aggravated enormity, can no more be kept under controul by the

mild, thehumane, but tardy, policy established in European coun-

tries, than Europe will ever submit to be governed by the de-

spotic maxims that prevail in roost Asiatic governments. It may

with truth he affirmed, that the natives of the British East-India

settlements are the happiest subjects in the whole extent of Asia,

at least since the overthrow of the mild and patrwchal govern*

ment of tlie antient Hindoo emperors.

ous
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ovs DEAD, lo proof of this, I now present the

reader with a list of such books as I have, at

an enormous expend, provided for the com-

pletion of the Indian History ; and, as I have

not always been so accurate in my references

as I ought, 1 shall add their lespective dates,

particular editions, and the place where they

were printed. Such authentic translations as

I have consulted 1 shall ingenuously give ; for,

in my opinion, useful knowledge is not to be

despised, from whatsoever quarter it can be

obtained. The list thus subjoined may be of

service to others in the pursuit of similar stu-

dies ; and, by those who are acquainted with

the value of some of the volumes enumerated,

and the great scarcity of others, may, possibly,

be considered as altogether composing no con-

temptible collection of Asiatic Histort and

Antiquities,

From a survey of the extensive preparations

made by roe for completing the History op

Hindostan, file reader must perceive that

what I now offer to the patronage of the pub-

lic will not be the production of a few leisure

hours, but of many years of contemplation

and study; or, to speak inore truly, the in-

cessant labour of a life, of vvhich some por-

tion of the fleeting moments hatli already been

£ 4 suffered
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«t);0ered to elapse unimproved ; of a life which

may possibly be shortened by the toil of com*

posin^t if not embittered by the consequences

of the expense incurred in publishing, so ha-

zardous a work. I cannot therefore conclude

this Addressby saying, with my deceased friend

Br Johnson, that I dismiss this introductory

volume with frigid tranquillity since I have

much to apprehend from censure, and some*

what to hope from approbation.

A
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LIST
OF'

BOOKS, COLLECTED,
By the AUTHOR,

FOR THE

ELUCIPATION OF this WORK.

Jn the Geographical Dissertations, the

books referred to, and occasionally coiii>

pared, are the following:

Ptolomasi Geographia, Bertii, folic

»

-*• Anut. I6l8’

Sirauonis Geograplua,yb/io -** — BonV. 1549

Plidii Natnralis Historia,^/io — — AW. 1549

Cer;ai ti Gcogiaphia, Q torn, quarto — Cantab. 1703

Piou^Aii Orbis Oewriptio, octavo — Londim, 1688

Vareuii Geographia Gen. octovo — . — Cantab. 1718

Bocharti Shcra Geographia ; sen, Phaleg. Frardefort, 1674

Bocharti Sacra Geographia; sen, Canaan, Frardfort, l681

Abul Fazil’s Description of the Indian Subahs in

the third volume of the Ayeen Aebeby,
3 vol. quarto — CakuttUf 178

Abnlfedse Chorasmite et. Mawarajnahna Description

Fditore John Greaves — Loud.

Antiquity G4ographique de I’lnde, par M. D’Ao'

vilk, quarto — Parisr 1775

Sclair
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Fclairdssemens G^ographiques tar la Carte de

rinde, par M. l)’Anville, quarto Paris, 1753

Geographiae Veteris Scriptores Grasci Minores, per

John Hudson, 4 vol. octovo — Oxon. 1712

Arriani Periplns Moris Erythaei — Oxon. 1698

Memoir of a Map of Hindostan, by Maj. Rennell,

quartq — ^ £oiid, 1788

Memoir of ditto, corrected and enlarged, 4to, Load, 1791

Sbort History of Asia, by Sir William Jones, pre*

fixed to the Ufe of Nadir Shah, octavo, land. 1773

To complete this collection of Indian Geography was

Wmting the Nubian Geography, by the Shariff^ Edrid, which,

us^ortunately, no research of mine could procure.

Books of Oriental and Historical Antiquities

relative to the Egyptians and Ethio-

pians,

Athanasii Kircheri CEntPvs ^oypTiAers, Stem.

folio — ^ Pomes, 1652

Iwdolfi Historia >pica, /o/to — Frankfort, \Q&\.

Ludolfiad Hist. jEthiop.Comment,folio, Frankfort, 1691

Murtardi’s History of the Pyramids ofEgypt, trans>

lated from the Arabic, by M. Vatier, duode-

cimo _ — — land. 1768

Abulfeds Descriptio «Egypti, Arab. et^lAt. Gottenb. 177d

Professor Greaves on the Pyramids, octavo, land, 1737

Recherches Philosophiques sur les Egyptians ct

les Chinoises, par M, de P***, 2 tom.

octavo •— Jmst. 1773

Pignorii Meksa Isiaoa, quarto, AmUelodami, 1669

Horapollinis Hieroglyphica — — 160Q

Norden’sTravels in Egypt andNubiq,with the bean«

tifiil illustrative engravings, folio, / Paris, 1740

Abdidlatiff’s Egypt, by Professor White, octavo, 1789

PerizonU
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Perizonii Babylon, etEgypt. Origines, 8vo, latg. Bat, 1711

Letters of M. Volney, on Egypt and Syria> S vol.

octavo — — — Load. 1781

Letters of M. Savory 90 Egyi>t, 3 vok octavo. Load, 1787

Books elucidatory of Hebrew, Phcenician;
Chaldaic, and Arabian, Antiquities.

Waltoni Biblia Poltqi,otta, containing the

JewishTargums, &c. 8vol,yb/to, Xjond. I6SO

Mischna, editore Sureuhusio, 6 v6l.yb/io, Amtt. I698

Abarbauel in Pcntateuchiun,y<>/(0, Hatiover, 1710

Grabc’s Septuagint, 4 vol, Jhlip — Oxon. 1707

Josoplu Anliqu.uites Judaicac, 2 vo}.yb//o, Oxon. 1720

puilonis J udxi Opera,/o/to — Alhbrogum, 1613

Stjialcy’s Chaldaic Philo8ophy,yb/<o ~ Land. I6l5

Patricii Oracula Zoroastri, /b/tb —- 1593

Basnage’s Continuation of Josephus’s History of the

Je\sa,Jolio — — — Land. 1708

Concordantia;, Auctore M. dc Calasio, 3 vo\.folio.

Land. 1747

Schindler’s Lexicon, Hebretr, Syriac, Itc.folio, Hah. 1612

Kennicott on the Hebrew Text, 2 vol. octavo, Oxon, 1753

Calmet’s Antiquities, Sacred 8t Profane, 4to, Land. 1727

Allix’s Judgement of Uie ancient Jewish Church

against the Unitarians, octavo — iMnd. 1699

Br Wotton on the Rabbinical Traditions, 2 vol.

octavo — — — — Load. 1718

Calmet’s Great Hebraic Diet. 3 vol. folio, Load. 1732

Gale’s Court of the Gentiles, 3 vol. quarto, Oxon. .1672

Patrick on Genesis, &c. 9 vol. quarto. Load.

.

1^5
Buxtorfi Synagoga Judaica, dmdeeiino — Badl. I6l5

Lowtir oii the Prophets, 4 vol. quarto — Loud. 17 14

Poli Synopsis, 5 \o\.folio — —- Loud. 1^9
prey’s Liber Jobi, Ileb. et Lat. octaoo —* Lend. 1742

Spenctf
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l^peicer d& Legibua Hebneorum,yb/to — Canlah 1()65

Jennings’s Jewish Antiquities, 2 vol. octavo — 1766

Monumente Antiquissioue Histories Arabum, per

Schnltens — — — Gottenburg, 1774

le Roque's Translation of Abulfeda’s Arabia, duode-

ehtto — — — — Land. 1718

Le Soqne’s Account of Arabian Customs ajxd Maa>
nets, (faofllectmo — — Land, 1732

Sale’s Alcosak, 2 vol. octavo — Land. 1734

Sir WUliain Jones’s Dissertation on the Antient

Arabians, in the second volume of the Asiatic

Researches.

Sknchonialhjo’s PhoenicUn History, by Bishop

Cumbedand, octavo — Lend. 1720

Berosus et Manetho, apud Eusebium,yb^to Batii. 1542

Selden de Diis Syriis, octavo — — Lei/den, 1629

Kshop Cumberland’s OriginesGent. Antiquissimae,

octavo — — — Land. 1724

StOlingfleet’s Origines Sacra, guarto — Land. 1680

In describing the Persian, Egyptian, and Cre*

cian. Mysteries, and comparingthem with

diose, which I have endeavoured to demon-

strate were first practised in the Cavern.^

Temples of Ikpia, the following books

and treatises are occasionally referred to

:

Platonis Opera, 2 Tol.yb/to — Frattl^ort, 160Z

Apuleii Opera, 2 vol. octavo — £dit. Biponti, 1788

JambKcns de My8teiiis,yb/to, JEdit^ Gale, Oxen. 1688

Taylor’s Prodns, 2 vol. quarto — Land. 1788

Plutarch de Idde et Ouride, Edit. Squire, octavo,

Cantab, no date.

Porphyrias de Antro Nymphaxum, 12mo, Cantab. 1653

Macrobii
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Maerobii Opera, edit. Gfomvii, octavo, Lt^. Sat. tOjO

Celsusapud Origen.cout.raCelsuin, guarto, Cantab. 16S9

Potter’s Grcctaa Antiquities, Q vol. octavo 1757

Warburton’s Divine Legation, 5 vol. octavo. Land. 1765

Cttdw'orth’s Intellectual System, S vol.4to,£diL Birch, 1743

^bui Fazil’s Treatises on the Brahmin Chab Ashe-
EDM, or Degrees of Probation, and the various

PoojAs and Purification of the Hindoos, in

the Ayeeh Akbbry, vol. 3.

^r Holwell on the Fasts and Festivals and the Me-
tempsychosis of the Hindoos, 2 vol. 8ro, hand. 17^

Mountfaucon and Banier on the severe rites of Ini-
9

tiation into the Mysteries of Mithras, in their

respective works cited before.

Mr Forster’s Sketches of the Mythology and

Customs of the Hindoos, octavo —• Land. 1785

Mr Crauford’s Sketches on the same subject,

octavo,Jirst edition — ~ Land. 179®

Various Tracts of Buxtorf and Abarbanel, on the

Jewish Purifications, quarto — Basil, 1662

•** With an enumeration of other authors referred to

in Christian Theology, I shall not trouble the rea-

der— they are numerous, and in general accurately cited

in tlie notes.

Books illustrative of the Antiquities of Per-

81A, India, Tartary, China, and Japan.

Vbtebum Persarvm Rblioionis Histobia,

Auctore Thomas Hyde, edit, secund. quarto,

OxoH. 1760

Bhaovat-Geeta, quarto — Land. 1785

AYEEN Akbeby, 3 vol. yirdrto — Calcutta, 1783

Halhed’s Code op GEntoo Laws, yuarto, Bond. 1776

Sacontala, judr/o — Land. 1786

Hbetofaees,
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HBETdPADES, octavo — _ ttathi 1767

AfeiATic ReseaEches, 2 vol. quarto, Calcutta, 1788&90

Asiatic Miscellany, juarto Ibid, 1785

New Asiatic Miscellany, S vol. fuffrto, Ibid. 1712

Kempfer's History of Japan, 2 tom,folio, Lond-. 1728

Kemper’s Amcenitates Exoticae, 2 vol. 41o, Lomgi 1712

Mountfawcon I’Antiquite £xpliqn6, 15 tom. folio,

Paris, 17ISI

Le Compte’s Memoirs of China, octavo, Lond. 1698

Father t)u Halde’s Hist, of China, 4 vols 12mo, Londi 1741

Ffartinii M/irtini Sinica Historia, \Q,mo,Amtelodam, 1659

AntientAccounts (1. e. Anciennes Relations) ofIndia

and China, by M. Renaudot — Lond. 1733

IiCttres Edifiantes et Curieuses, 8 tom, duodecimo,

Paris, 1717
Chronologia Scythica Vetns, Opera T. S. Bayer, in

Academise Commentariis Scientiarum Imperial

Petropolitan, 3 tom. — — — 1732

Memotise Scythicse, ad Alcxandrhm Magnum — Ibid.

Elements Literat. Brahmanicse Tangutanee, Mun-
galicas,* — — — — — Ibid.

Webb’s Antiquities of China, octavo — Lond. 167.8

Lettres Chinoises, Indicnnes, et Tartares, & Mon-
sienr Paw — — — Lond. 1766

Hr Richardson’s Dissertation on the Languages,

Literature, and Maimers, of Eastern Nations,

octavo — — — — O^'oit. 1778

Bibliotheque OBiENTALE,par M.D. Herbelot,

foUo — — — Maestricht, 1776

Bryant's Analysis of Antient Mythology, 3 vol.

quarto — — — — Lond. 1774

* I found these three Treatises of Bayer, detached from the

0^;inal work in which they were published, fortunately bound up

It^edier in a Persian bodk, vdikh formerly was the jj^pcrty of Or

Lort t dwy are equally curiouf and profound.

Banier’s
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Banier^s My^ol. explain^ byHist.4 t4L 890, lontf. 1739

Dr Mosgrave’s Dissertations on the Grecian Mytho*

logy, octavo — — — Londk. 1723,

The Dissertations of Sir W. Jones, in the second ro*

lumeofAsiatic Researches, concerning the an*

tient Inhabitants of these respective Empires.

The Dissertation of the same Author, in the first vo*

lume of that production, on tite Gods of

Greece, Italy, and India.

Voyageaux Indes Orientales, per M. Sonnerat,2 vol.

quarto — — — Parii, 1782

Voyage en Arabie et Indes, par M. Niebuhr, 4 voL

qtMrto — — Anuterdamf 1780

M . Anquetil du PerronZendAvesta^ 3 tom. 4t0iParis, 177A

D’Hancarville’s Recherches sur I’Origine des Arts

de-la Grece, et sur les Monumens Antiques de

I'Inde, de la Perse, &c. 3 tom. quarto, Lond. 1785

Parson’s Remains of Japhet, quarto *** Load. 1707

Mallet’s Northern Antiquities, by Percy, 8tM>> Lond. 1770
’

Archsologia, vol. vii. quarto — — Xond. 17W

lo the extensive range which I have found it

necessary to take in Oriental Astrono*

MY, the following books have been my|>riu«

cipal guide t

Vitio Bboii Tabulm SteOaruin Fixarum, trans*

lated) from the Persian into Latin, by DrHyde,
quarto ^ — — — Oxon. 1665
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Addenda, relative to the Maps and En-

ORAviNOS with which the Volumes of In-

dian Antiquities are decorated, respectfully

addressed to the Patrons and Encouragers of

this Work.

WHEN, in the year 1790, I first laid be-

fore the public proposals for the ensuing His-

tory of Hindostan, my intention was to adorn

the work with only an occasional map, illus-

trative of its antient and its modern geogra-

phy. At the same time, induced solely by

the consideration of making it more generally

useful, 1 intended and hoped to have com-

pressed the vast mass of events, transacted

during the period of at least three thousand

years, into the small compass of three octavo

volumes, with a concise introductory disserta-

tation on the geography, the theology, and the

laws and customs, of the Hindoos, prefixed to

each volume. Under the influence of the

same impressions, I fixed the price of sub-

scription for the undertaking at the mode-

rate sum of One Guinea. In vain, how-

ever, did I attempt to execute the work upon

tlutt contracted and econpmical plan. I soon

P 3 found
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found that the brevity intended to have been

adopted was totally incompatible with the

various, the extensive, and important, subjects,

which 1 had undertaken to elucidate; and

that, had I-strictly adhered to the literal tenor

of the original proposals, the unavoidable

consequence must have been, that an additi-

onal and ten-fold obscurity would have veiled

subjects, already of themselves sufficiently dark

and intricate. Dr Johnson’s description of

the sublime genius of Shakespeur, who, like

the Indian Brahmins, soared far above vulgar

conceptions and the received traditions of mani

kind, seemed, to me, very applicable to the

genius of Sansorcet History.

Existence sees it spurn her bounded reSgni

And panting Time toils aAcr it in vain.

Upon explaining to my friends the dis-

agreeable dilemma in which I had been

plunged, by my desire to accommodate them

with a work in which economy and utility

should be united, it was their decided opinion,

that the priginal plan was too contracted, and

the proposed price of the production far in7

ferior to the importance of the subject; that

perspicuity ought not to sacri^ed to un-

necessary brevity ; and that, while boohs made

nan
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use of in the elucidation only of this work

were vended at the high prices of five, ten,

and fifteen, guineas, the price of the work

itself ought to bear some proportion to the

expenses incurred during its progress to com*,

plction.— In consequence of this advice, I

enlarged the original plan, and finding, on

a subject so novel, yet so interesting, as the

mythology of Hindostan, that abstruse but

interesting topics continually rose for expla-

nation, which greatly interrupted • the progress

of the historical detail, 1 determined to am-

plify the introductory portion of the work,

and write distinct dissertations upon the geo~

graphy^ religion^ laioSt and literature^ of the

Hindoos, into the body of which all extranc-'

ous matter of that kind, distinct from the re-

gular history, but by no means unconnected

with it, might be thrown, and which might

be occasionally and easily referred to. But

here a new and most perplexing difficulty arose

:

while I daily advanced more deeply into the

OCEAN of Hindoo mythology and sciences,

subjects so uncommon, and indeed, in some

instances, so improbable, successively pressed

for discussion, that the force of language

could not fully elucidate, them, nor the most

solemn attestations of the most authentic tra-

r -If vcllers
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vellers give them the stamp of credibility. I

was, therefore, to illustrate the ideas I wished

to convey, compelled to have recourse to the

power of another science, and Engraving came
in aid of her sister. Mythology,

The curiosity of the reader, it was sup-

posed, would be dotibtless inflamed to con-

template that stupendous bust of the triple

deity of India, in the cavern of Elephanta,

which forms the frontispiece, and of vvhich,

according to the most accurate delineator,

Niebuhr,* the height is thirteen feet; the

length of the centre face, alone, is five feet;

while the breadth, between the shoulders, ex-

pands to the enormous amount of near twenty

feet. Even the relation of these dimensions

in company, particularly of those of the stu-

* The palm of superior accuracy is, on all hands, ceded to

this celebrated traveller* Even the ornaments of the caps on the

head of this triple deity arc minutely delineated. This is surely

an argument greatly in favour of the authenticity of the plates by

Niebuhr; though the general appearance, both of the caps and

the bust, here repre.sented, materially varies from that exhibited

in the seventh volume of the Archseol(^ia, and in the large plate

lately published, in this country, by Mr Forbes. From a survey

of the engraving in the Archaedogia, one would think that, by

the centre, a female f^re was intended to be represented.

In my account of this colossal bust, I have myself adhered as

strictly to the written relation of ti>e Swedish traveller as my cn«

graver has to the design of it in his expensive velttmes#

pendous
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pcndous enactions by Sultan Akber, at Se-

cundra, near Agra, and those of the walls

of the grand pagoda of Scrlngham, which are

four miles in circumference, has often sub-

jected me to the smile of saicasm and the sus-

picion of credulity ; but we arc not to judge

of Oriental architecture by the models of Eu-

rope, in which, as in antient Greece, beauty

ratlier than magnificence is studied. It was

natural for those, who thought the Deity best

represented, as I have elsewhere observed,

by gigantic sculptures and massy symbols,

to fabricite their images in conformity to

their maguifi.d conceptions in theological

concerns, and to erect the vast edifice of di-*

mensions proportionate to the august form of

the Divinity.

Tn an antient Sastra, or commentary upon

the Vedas, translated by Colonel Dow’s pun-

deet, there is a passage which strikingly de-

monstrates the sublime, but gross, conceptions

entertained by the Indians concerning the

Deity, which, probably, contributed to give

their immense elevation and magnitude to the

sacred fabrics of Hindostan. ** Brahme, that

is, the supreme God; from whom Brahma is

only an emanatUm^ existed from all eternity,

in a form of infinite dimensions. When it
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pleased him to create the world, he said

Rise up, O Brahma !— Immediately a spi-

rit, of the colour of flame, issued from the

Deity, having four heads and four hands,’*

emblematical, 1 presume, of the four ele-

ments and the fo^r quarters of the world.

** Brahma, gazing round, and seeing nothing

but the immense image out of which he had

proceeded, travelled lor a thousand years

in the anxious endeavour to comprehend its

dimensions. But, after all his toil, he found

his conceptions on that subject as dark as

before. Lost in amazement, Brahma gave

over his journey. He fell prostrate, and

praised what he saw with his four mouths.

The Almighty then, with a voice like ten

thousand thunders, was pleased to say. Thou

hast done well, O Brahma, for thou cunst not

comprehend me!’**

The whole of the eleventh chapter of the

Geeta is at once wonderfully sublime and

pointedly illustrative of their ideas of the Di-

vine Being. There is also a passage, written

in the true romantic style of Indian allego-

rists, which occurs in Sir William Jones’s

Discourse on the Chronology of the Hin-

* See Dow's Inlroduclion to Ferishta's Ristorj of Hizulo$tan«

vol. i. page 50^ second quarto edition.

doos,
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doos,* wliich displays their conceptions on

this point, and, being concise, shall be here

inserted. T—** A thousand great ages (centuries)

are a oay oi' Brahma; a thousand such

days are an Indian hour of Veeshnu; six

hundred thousand such hours make a period

of Rodra; and a million of Rudras, that

is, as Sir William has reduced them to arith-

metical calculation, two quadrillions five hun-

dred and ninety-two thousand trillions of lu-

nar years, arc but a second to the Supreme

Being;” Under such awful impressions of the

divine nature, who can be astonished at the

magnitude and. extent of the temples erected

in honour of the Deity by the superstitious

Indian ?

But to return to the subject more materially

under consideration, which is that of the in-

creased expense of these volumes, in conse-

quence of the engravings, without which, I

must again affirm, the principal objects al-

luded to in the course of writing them would

be but faintly elucidated. By casting an eye

upon the engravings of. the grand pagoda,

inserted in .this volume, he will more easily

conceive their general form of construction,

llian it was possible for me, hy words, to in-

• Asiatic Researches, Vol. il. p« 115*

form
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form him ; and he will comprehend how easy

it may be for an edifice, not covered in at the

top, but containing, in its internal recesses,

small chapels, as shrines of the gods venerated

within its walls, to be erected of any propor-

tions, however immense ; while the fervour of

that devotion, which originally planned, con-

tinued equally to animate, the Rajah and his

toiling subjects to the completion of the mag-

nificent fabric.

That a people, who, as they are repre-

sented by the correct pen of Mr Orme, in

the elegant preface to his History, shudder at

the sight of blood, and are, upon that ac-

count, totally ignorant of the anatomy of the

human body; that the timid and gentle Hin-

doo, who, from his notion of the Metempsy-

chdsis, **
afflicts himself at the death of a fly,’*

and who is, perhaps, ** the most pusillani-

mous and enervated inhabitant of the globe

should once have profusely shed, in sacrifice,

the blood of men, bulls, and horses, is a stu-

pendous phtenomenon in the history of human

nature ; it is, however, a solemn fact, and the

reality of its existence, in very remote xras,

is, I trust, sufficiently demonstrated in the fol-

lowing volumes.

That
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Tiiat superstitious veneration for the Sun

and Fire, which, in the earliest ages, diffused

itself from Us, of Chaldea, through all the

Asiatic world, constitutes too remarkable and

prominent a feature in the Religion of liin-

dostan, not to be conspicuously brought before

the eye of the reader in an engraving expla>

natory of its mystic rites. The important mag>

nitude of the subject, and the extensive preva-

lence of that superstition, seemed, indeed, to

•demand from a writer on Oriental history and

antiquities more than common attention, and

therefore the exertions of the engraver have

been called forth to furnish my sul>scribcr3^

with three plates elucidatory of tiiat srlendid

idolatry. Of all the dissertations on mis cu-

rious worship, since Dr Hyde’s, in tJic Reli-

gion of the Antient Persians, stands deservedly

highest in repute, and is equally scarce as it is

authentic, I have been obliged to that author

for two of those plates; the first immediately

illustrative of the Sabian superstition, copied

from the tombs of the antient sovereigns of

Persia, at Istaker, the antient Persepolis ; the

second exhibiting a spacious fire-temple,
with five lofty cupolas crowning the summit of

the dome, and with cavities pierced in their

sides, to serve as vents for those columns of

smoke
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moke that for ever ascended from the grand

altar, erected within. The former is exceed-

ingly curious, and has been borrowed by

kir Bryant, as well as myself, in proof of

observations w'hich, in many points, must be

unavoidably similar in all investigations of

Asiatic mythology. The comparative parallel,

however, of the several systems of theology

adopted in the neighbouring nations of Asia,

with those of India, illustrated by engravings,

has hot been before attempted, in so extensive

a- degree at least, in this country, as in the

w'ork now submitted, with becoming diffidence,

to a candid public.

This curious engraving represents, as ex-

plained on the plate itself, a Persian monarch

in a posture of adoration before the great

objects of antient Iranian devotion. The

image of the ascending soul of the monarch,

exhibited on the rock above, is a striking

proof of the belief of the antient Persians

in the immortality of the soul, and it ap-

pears as if mounting up to that hallowed

orb, in which, according to Dr Hyde, in

the same book, the Persians supposed the

throne of the Deity to be fixed. Even if

Sir William Jones, in his ifiost elaborate

researches into Oriental antiquity, had not

discovered
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discovered to us that interesting . and Impor-

tant fact, that a dynasty of Hindoo princes,

denominated Mahabadiak, a title of Sans-

creet origin, sate upon the throne of Iran,

or Persia, before the accession of Cayuma-

ras, whom the Tarik Mirkhokd, and after

that chronicle Sir William himself, in his short

History of Persia, formerly asserted to have

been the first regular monarch of that empire;

had not the same indefatigable explorer of

Asia told to astonished Europe, that, of the

antient and venerable language of Persia, called

the Zend, ** six or seven •\vords in ten were

pure Sanscreet;” the similarity of their devo-

tion, in this respect, evidenced in the daily

and scrupulous celebration, by^ the Hindoos,

of the Howm, or burnt sacrifice ; in the fa-

mous sects of Saura's and Sagnica*s ; and

in the numerous Agnihotras, to this day

kept blazing in Hindostan, but more especi-

ally at the celebrated city of Benares; more

than sufficiently decides, that a most familiar

connection, in the earliest periods, has sub-

sisted between the two nations.

If, in consequence of this religious vene-

ration of the Hindoos for the Sun and for

Fire, objects which were so early and so

universally deified through Asia; if, on the

survey
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survey of those innumerable images, human,

bestial, and compounded of both natures,

which are sculptured in every sacred cavern

and painted in every pagoda of Hindostan ; 1

have, more than once, in the course of the

Theological Dissertation, branded her super*

stitious sons with the name of Idolaters,

let not my meaning be mistaken, nor my
words misrepresented. While I again assert

that the unity of God is the principle which

forms the basis of the pure, primaeval, sub-

lime; theology of Brahma, as promulged by

the great Vyasa, the Plato of India; while

I allow that the solar lire is a noble symbol

of that divine, all-vivifying, all-pervading,

energy that supports and animates creation

;

1 may, surely, be permitted to assert that of

India which is so true of all other countries,

•—that, in every age, there have not been

wanting priests, sufficiently artful and base,

for venal purposes, to veil the awful truth

from the eye of the multitude.— 1 piay,

surely, be allowed to insist upott what the

theological history of every nation fatally jus-

tifies, that the Deity is too frequently forgot-

ten in the contemplation of that very sym-

bol, which was originally intended to im-

press upon the devout soul the more imme-

diate
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diatc sense of his presence, and that the Image

itself i)as often received the homage due to

the Divinity represented. By the word idol-

ater, thus used, I would be understood to

mean the ofience in its mildest signification

;

for he, who worships God before an idol,

IS AN IDOLATER. When the Jews, in tlie

desert, exalted on high the Apis of Egypt,

they did not suppose that statue to be God

himself, but to be animated by the soul of the

Deity, and, through it, they addressed their

prayers to him, who, being a spirit, must

necessarily be degraded by all symbolical repre*

sentations whatsoever, whether in the heaven

above, in the earth beneath, or in the waterr

under the earth. In this sense then the in-

ferior tribes of Indians arc idolaters; tl>ey

regard, witli idolatrous reverence, the Sun

and Fire; they represent, under a thousand

images, the attributes of God, and they bow

down before them. It is my anxious wish

to soften down the phrase, in submission to

Mr Hastings, Who, near the period of the

close of this volume, indulged me with a con-

ference, of which 1 have only to lament

that it did not take place sooner; a confe*

rence, during which, while my honest ambi-

tion was animated by the approbation of so

V’oL. I. G able
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able a judge of Hindoo history and litera-

ture, my judgement was improved, and the

bounds of my knowledge of the Indian my-
tliology and sciences enlarged. From that

gentleman’s obliging and ready communica-

tion, I learned to entertain more just concep-

tions of the great Triad of Deity, Brahma,

Veeshnu, and Seeva, and the ten Avatars, than

any books could impart to me ; and by him I

was gratified with the sight of an expressive

and. beautiful print, from which 1 hope, here-

afler, to obtain his permission to have an

engraving taken, of a female Indian devotee

prostrate btfore the veneratedflame. Recollect-

ing, at the moment, a curious plate, which

I had seen in Tavernier, of Yogee penitents

under the great banian-tree, of which some,

extended on the bad, were, apparently, adoring

the Sun, I could not avoid repeating a passage

from the Heetopades, cited in the second vo-

lume of this Dissertation, and so highly elu-

cidatory of the subject before us. ** The Sun
should be worshipped on the back, the God
OF Fire upon tlie belly.**

The third plate, allusive to the Solar Wor-

ship, is that very striking representation of a
SACRIFICE TO TH£ SvN, sculptuitd on a rock

In the Thebais, which so eminently both cor-

roborates
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roborates and illustrates what I have advanced)

concerning the probable species of worship

anticntly celebrated in the sacred caverns of

Elephanta and Salsette.— Concerning that va-

luable fragment of antiquity, so much has

been already said in the text, and so accu-

rate a description of it given, from M. Lucas

and Mountfaucon, as well as from Savary, ocu-

lar witnesses oi its existence, as to render any

additional remarks upon it, in this place, im-

pertinent and unnecessary.

In presenting my readers with an engra-

ving of the Matse-Avatar, or first incar-

nation of Veeshnu, in a form composed of

man and fish, I perform an act of voluntary

supererogation, since it is not immediately

connected with the subject of this volume,

and more properly belongs to the antient

Sanscreet History of India. I have, however,

in various places of this volume, so posi-

tively asserted the attestation, given in antient

Sanscreet treatises, to the Mosaic doctrine

of a general deluge, that it is not wholly

irrelevant to the Indian Antiquities, . nor will,

I trust, be unacceptable to that portion of

my subscribers, possibly not a few, on whose

account I* insert it; tliose who, discouraged

or disgusted with the increasing bulk and

G 2 expanse
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expense of this work, may withdraw their

names from the future support of it. As it

must necessarily appear again in its proper

place, among the engravings of the other

Avatars, they will be candid enough to con-

sider this spontaneous subjection of myself to

unnecessary expense, at once as a mark of

my grateful respect for their past patronage,

and as a proof that I am not exciting ex-

pectations which 1 want integrity to fulfil or

ability to gratify. As the engraving itself

is accompanied, in the pages immediately

preceding its insertion, with an account of

the mythologic figures pourtrayed upon it,

and as the whole must be largely commented

upon hereafter, it w'ould be trespassing on

the tkne of my readers, at present, to say

mote on the subject. Those of them, who,

during the perusal of this volume, may keep

their eye directed toward the parent-country

of mankind, will not fail, in the Matse-

Avatar, to recognise the Oannes, or Fish-

God, of the Babylonians, and the Dagon
of the Phoenicians; for of this very form,

half man, half fish, are both these deities de-

scribed ; the former in Berostis,^ the latter in
* •.

* BeuMa, apud Eusebii ChtOQiooa, .p. 5.

Selden.
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Selden.* Indeed the very etymology of the

term Dagon, more generally received among

the commentators, forcibly corroborates this

hypothesis, which deduces the whole from pa-

triarchal traditions, in future ages mutilated;

since, according to Bochart, (for, the radical

is disputed,) it is derived from the Hebrew

DAG, a word signifying fish.

After the extensive range taken by me on

the subject of antient caverns and cavern-

worship in Asia, especially of those near

Bombay, it would have been an unpardon-

able omission not to have attempted to

oblige the European reader with one glance,

however transient and defective, of that of

Elephanta, the glory of India and the won-

der of Asia. The perspective view of

Elephanta, here presented to him, though

copied after the best sketch of it extant, is,

indeed, of that imperfect kind ; but it will

serve to exhibit, more clearly than any verbal

description could avail, the form and arrange-

ment of the singular columns which adorn

that august subterranean temple, the work-

manship and magnitude of the grand mytho-
logic bust, and statues of other Indian gods,

that is, deified Rajalis; and the general plan

• Selden, De Diis Syriis, syntag, 2, cap. 3,

G 3 upon
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tlpon which that sacred and gloomy recess has

been excavated in the remotest periods of an-

tiquity. In imagination, he will naturally be

led to wander through tliose dark winding

avenues, and, as he ranges the dreary Veran-

das, he will, for a moment, be plunged in all

the horrors of the terrified aspirant, described

so feelingly by Apulcius and Dion Chry-

sostomc, who had themselves been initiated.

There, doubtless, the whole stupendous drama

of the Indian theology was antiently per-

formed and the grand machinery displayed,

while kings were the actors, and holy Brah-

mins the admiring spectators ! There, doubt-

less, the great god and prophet Ram has

often fought over again his wonderful bat-

tles with tlie giant Ravan; and Creeshna

has often sported, as of old, upon the hal-

lowed plains of Mathura. The antient Sans-

crect history of India is pourtrayed upon

those walls. On a very recent and more ac-

curate contemplation of its sculptures, finely

engraved, a light, like that wliich broke

in upon the initiated of old, has poured in

upon me, from amidst the deep obscurity of

that solemn retreat ; and the Avatars, de-

scending from their stations, seemed to sweep

before me in all the majesty of Uieir antient

grandeur.
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grandeur. That portentous and terrific figure,

holding the terrified infant, which has pcr«

plexed all the beholders, w'hich has been

mistaken for the judgement of Solomon, and

was, by myself, so naturally and, I trust,

venially represented as the destroying Power

of India, I am now convinced is no other

than the tyrant Cansa, sovereign of Ma-

thura in the eighth Avatar, thirsting for the

blood of the infant Creeshna, who, it was

predicted, (a prediction afterward verified,)

would dethrone and destroy him: in conse-

quence of which, he ordered all the male

children born at that period to be destroyed^.

He grasps the infant by the thigh, because .

the enraged Cansa, as coon as he was born,

rushing to the apartment where his supposed

destroyer w'as, according to my author, Son-

nerat, seised the affrighted babe by the legs,

and, whirling it in that posture through the

air, would have dashed out its brains against

a stone, in the face of its supposed mo-

ther ; but that child was a female substitute,

born at the same hour with Creeshna, and

exchanged by the comnaand of the divine

child himself, who,. with his very birth, en-

joyed the miraculous faculty, of speech. By
the same immortal infant, the female change-

G i ling
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lin^ was preserved unhurt; for, though at a

distance, the power of Creeshna operated so

far as to enable her to burst from the grasp

of the over-thrown tyrant, and tower above

him, in the air, a majestic goddess with eight

arms; a circumstance which ought not to

excite the ridicule of the reader, since, as I

have elsewhere remarked, the numerous heads

and arms, that decorate the statues of India,

are only symbols by which a rude nation in-

tended to express their ideas of superior wis-

dom and pre-eminent fortitude.

The event of Creeshna’s birth, and the

attempt to destroy him, took place by night,

and, therefore, the shadowy mantle of dark-

ness, upon which mutilated figures of infants

are engraved, (darkness at once congenial

with his crime and the season of its perpe-

tration,) involves the tyrant’s bust; the string

of death-heads marks the multitude of in-

fants slain by his savage mandate, and every

object in the sculpture illustrates the events

of that Avatar, It is engraving for me with

all the accuracy of delineation and spirit that

distinguishes the original, and will appear

among the Avatars. In this particular figure

there is great display of genius and great

energy of expression; a tolerable engraver,

therefore,
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therefore, can scarcely fail of executing,

from such materials, a satisfactory print 1

must, however, forewarn the reader, that, if,

in the plates presented to him, in a work of

this kind, which are. necessarily taken from

voyages, travels, and volumes, antient them*

selves, and . allusive to remote antiquities, he

expects to find any very superlative excel*

Icncc, either in the design or the execudon,

it is scarcely possible but he must be disap*

pointed. There are few travellers who en-

joy the advantage of Sonnerat and Niebuhr,

in carrying with them, at the expense of

royal munificence, able draughtsmen; fewer

still, who, like Norden and Le Bcuyn, are

themselves accomplished artists.—— Happy

would it be for science were the case other-

wise! In general, the precious fragments of

antiquity are copied on the spot from rude

sculptures on rock, or halfidefaced paintings

in Eastern temples, by travellers little ac-

quainted cither with the sculptor’s or the

painter’s art. In mqst instances, too, it is

impossible for the artist to deviate from the

exemplar before him, however defective in

propriety, and however contrary to the esta-

blished rules of his profession. So correct a

FAC-siMiLE, as may convey a just conception

of
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of the object intended to be repjresented, is

in general the utmost that the reader can

reasonably expect. These reflections are in-

deed less immediately applicable to the figures

in £lephanta« than most others in antiquity,

since they are in general excellently designed

;

and, indeed, many of those figures are sculp-

tured with such spirit and expression as must

astonish every spectator who considers the re-

mote period of their formation ; and, if the

statues, copied from Egyptian caverns, in

Mr Bruce’s Travels, be genuine antiquities,

we shall not long hesitate in pronouncing

both to be the fabrication of the same in-

defatigable race. What wonderous race that

was, and from what primaeval country they

diffused themselves over all Asia and th6

greatest part of Africa, the reader may form

some conjecture, by perusing the latter part

of the extended prospectus, which precedes

the Theological Dissertation. Mr Bryant’s hy-

pothesis, accotmting for the great similarity

which prevails in the architecture, supernal

and subterraneous, of the two countries, (a

species of architecture which awes us alike

with its massy solidity and its stupendous

elevation,) is the only one upon which the

difliculty can be explained. A view of the

VESTIBULE
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VBSTiBULE of the grand temple of Dendera,

the antient Tentyra, .(by mistake printed Ten*

tara in the engraving,) which is described by

Pococke and others, is given on the same

plate with the ijerspectivc view of the Elc-

phanta-cavern, as well because, from being

half-buried in the sands, it may in some de-

gree be styled subterraneousy as because it dis-

plays the hieroglyphics and mythologic sculp-

tures with which the columns and walls of

the Egyptian temples were covered. The for-

mer are, indeed, too minute to be accu-

rately distinguished ; but, of the order and

the number of them from that plate, -a

rect idea may be formed. What must the

temple itself have been, of which so magni-

ficent an edifice was only the vestibule ?

Connected with the caverns of India are

two oth.er subjects, concerning which I re-

quest the reader’s permission somewhat more

explicitly to deliver my sentiments. Thq first

regards that particular species of worship so

predominant throughout Hindostan, I mean

that of the Lingam, or Phallus, of which

the disgusting emblem is so conspicuously

pourtrayed in all the pagodas and sacred ca-

verns of India. Every reader, who at all

reflects, will be sensible how difficult it must

be
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be to write on such a subject in words that

may not offend even the eye of virgin in-

nocence; of which class of readers, I trust,

a few will honour these pages with a peru-

sal. I have been as careful as possible to se-

lect expressions that may unfold my mean-

ing without giving offence ; and Jiave, on

that account, curtailed, even to obscurity, my
remarks on a subject, of which, taken up in

a physical and philosophical point of view,

the full elucidation would require volumes;

and upon which, in fact, not a few volumes

have been written, I have, in the follow-

ing pages, considered that worship merely in

a theological light ; and, though | am not

ignorant of a great deal which has been

written, by Sonnerat and others, concerning

the purity of morals and intention of the

first devotees of the lingam, in India, and the

phallus, in Egypt, yet I cannot avoid think-

ing, that the less said in praise or vindica-

tion of it the better, in European countries,

where more pure and nobler conceptions of

the great generative and creative power, that

formed the universe, happily prevail ; where

the inhabitants are not lulled in the insen-

sible apathy and divine absorption of the pious

YooEBS, and where the ebullition of licen-

tious
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tious passion is not so efiectually curbed by

viands simple and innutritions as tlie rice and

water ot* the abstracted and philosophical race

of Brahma. Considered in a theological point

of view, and writing in a country profcs*

sing Christianity, I trust, 1 have referred so

indecent a devotion to its true source, the

turpitude of Ham, whose Cuthite progeny

introduced it into Hindostan, together with

other depravities, destructive of the pure prU

maeval religion of Shem, or the principles

of tlie Veeshnu sect. Even those, who stre-

nuously contend for the unsullied morality

of the first institutors of the worship in ques-

tion, will, doubtless, admit the truth of what’

1 have asserted in this part of the work,, con-

cerning the adulteration of its original purity,

so evident in the prostitution of tlie women of the

pagoda, and the indecencies practised in the

mysterious rites of Bacchus, and the Bona
DeA, at Rome^. . My object, therefore, is to

evince, that the brevity I have observed, on a

subject which, in a Treatise upon the Theology

of Hindostan, might naturally be expected to
'

engross a larger portion, has proceeded from

choice, not from ignorance of the extensive

and decply-physical nature of the subject, nor

inattention to the prevailing manners of India.

The
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The other sulject alluded to is that of the

Metempsychosis, concerning which, and the

mysterious rites of initiation in thosd caverns,

so much ha$ been already observed.

It is the opinion of M. Niebuhr, inserted

in his chapter upon Elbfhanta, that a full

examination of the antiquities of this ca«

vern, its form and decorations, would hot only

throw great light upon the antient history of

India itself, but upon the history and theo-

logic rites of other Asiatic nations. With

thi.8 hope, and with the key supplied me by

Porphyry and Cekus, to unlock all the the-

ological and philosophical mysteries antiently

celebrated in caverns, I trust I have contri-

buted somewhat towards removing the veil

of obscurity, in which the history, the rites,

and design, of that astonishing excavation

has been so lonfg involved. That certain mys-

mrious rites were there celebrated has been

proved, as &r as analogy, in theological

sentiments, and similarity, in the fabrication

of the caverns, with those in the mountains

of Persia and Upper Egypt, could tend to

estaUi^ the proof. For, to what purpose

was thoe the double entrance into them, by

Koothbbn and Southexh OATES, according

to the? Homertp description of tlie cave of

the
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the Nymphs, inserted in the subsequent vo-

lume, of which, the North entrance was

that through which the soul, in its journey

of the Metempsychosis, passed to the lower

spheres, wdiile that to the South was sacred

to celestials alone; for what purpose were

intended the winding avenues, the high al-

tars, the tanks for ablution, and the gloo-

my interior recesses, but for the regular

performance of similar ceremonies, and the

arduous exercise of kindred virtues. To place,

however, the disputed point beyond all doubts

I have now to inform die reader of tlie. fol-

lowing intelligence* More extensive inquiry,

since that portion of my book went to pres^

which asserted that dmilar rites were per-

formed in the Indian caverns, as were anti-

ently celebrated in the mystic cell of Osiris,

the cave of Mithra, and the temple of Eleusis,

has obtained for me authentic information,

that, at this very day, something, very much
resembling the antient notion and practice of

purification in sacred caverns, continues ift

vogue among the Hindoos in one of our own
settlements. In the. island of Bombay, about

two miles from the town, rises ^ considerable

hill, called Malabar-Hill, which, stretching

into the ocean, by its projection forms a kind

of
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of promontory. At tlie extreme point of this

hill, on the descent towards the sea-shore,

diere is a rock, upon the surface of which

there is a natural crevice which communi-

cates with a cavity opening below, and ter-*

minating towards the sea. ** This place,’*

says an author, to whose printed account of

it I was referred for corroborative evidence

of its existence, **
is used by the Gentoos as

a purification for their sins, which, they say,

is effected by their going in at the opening

below and emerging out of the cavity above.

This cavity seems too narrow for persons of

any corpulence to squeese through; the ce-

remony, however, is in such high repute in

the neighbouring countries, that there is a

tradition, that the famous Conajee Angria ven-

tured, by stealth, one night upon the islwd,

oh purpose to perform this ceremony, and got

off undiscovered.”*

After the accurate Map of AntienI: In-

oiA, presented to the literary world by M»
D’Anville, in his ckcellent treatise, entitled

Antiquite Geographiqve be l’Ihbe, it

wohld have been presumptuous and impeiv

tineni to have attempted the fabrication of

* See GroM*s Voyage to the Eeit ladies, vol it. p. 67, se-

eond edition.-

another.
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Another. I have, therefore, had that map
correctly rc-engraved, as an unerring guide

to the classical reader, while he peruses the

accounts from Ptolemy, Strabo, and Pliny,

in the geographical treatise, and pursues the

roiit of Alexander, through what is called

the Panjab of India, or country watered

by the five great branches of the Indus ; be-

yond which, eastward, the conquests of that

invader, however magnified by the Greek

historians, did not extend. In the very few

alterations I have ventured to make in it,

1 was guided by Major Rennell’s map of

Northern India, in the last edition of his

memoir. The situation of the Cathad, which

is not mafked in D’Anville’s map, except by

the scite of Sangala, is ascertained by that of

Major Rennell, though I ought, perhaps,

again to apologise for persevering in the mode
of spelling that name. It was, however, agree-

able to an hypothesis adopted by me, of the

propriety of which the reader must be the

ultimate judge, and perhaps, in conformity

to that hypothesis, I ought, at once, to have

adopted the orthography of Mr Bryant, and

written the word Cuthai.. I thought it would

likewise gratify the reader’s curiosity to sec a
NATIVE Map of Hindostan, and, among

VoL, I. H a
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a variety offered to me, 1 have adopted the

one which I presumed was most authentic,

that in the Ayeen Akbery. It is only partially

explained in the Dissertation; a fuller eluci-

dation of the meaning of the Hindoo geo-

graphers will be given in the chapter on the

Literature of the Hindoos. Their commerce

with Europeans has been the happy occasion

of amending their gross errors on that sub-

ject. In the future volumes of this work, two

other maps will be presented to the reader,

for the elucidation of the Modern History of

Hindostan: the /emer exhibiting the country

properly called by that name ; the lattert the

peninsula, agreeably to the recent partition of

the dominions ofTippoo Sultaun among the

belligerent powers, under the politic, the mo-

derate, the judicious, management of a noble

commander, whose distinguished magnanimity

cannot fail of being blazoned on the page of

history, for pausing in the full career of

glory to check the ardour of dangerous ambi-

tion, and remembering mercy in the moment
of certain victory.

Such are the engravings and maps with

which the volumes, now ofiered to the pub-

lic, are decorated ; and some of those that are

now engraving for the volumes, which are

immediately
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immediately to succeed, are still more curious,

though possibly they may not be so nume-

rous. I again beg permission to repeat, that

it is impossible to separate the antient mytho^

logy and antient history of any of the great

empires of Asia. He, who fastidiously rejects

the former, must resign all hope of compre-

hending the latter. With respect to the his-

tory of antient India, it appears to me to

be a species of astronomical mythology ; and

possibly, when more fully investigated, the

testudo of the Egyptian Hermes, and the tor-

toise in which Veeshnu became incarnate,

will both be found to have reference to the

sign that slowly winds round the North pole.

Mercury and Bhood, another incarnation of

Veeshnu, evidently relate to the same planet

;

for the dies Mercurii of the Greeks is un-

doubtedly the dies Bhood of India, and Bhood

is the god Woden of the Gothic nations, as is

evidenced in the day of Woden, that is, Wo-
den*s day, or, as we are accustomed corruptly

to write and pronounce the word, Wednes-
day. Engaged necessarily, therefore, in these

more extended inquiries, and involved, con-

sequently, in great additional expenses, I find

myklf reluctantly compelled to make a con-

'siderable advance in the subscription • price

H2 of
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of the Indian Antiquities. I txiake this

alteration with the full concurrence of the

major part of my subscribers; I trust it will

meet the approbation of the remainder ; and^

that those may not be injured, w'hose bene-

volence to the author, and candid opinion of

his undertaking, induced them to subscribe

for two copies of this work, I submit it to

them that they take no more than one copy.

I have observed before, that^ in the course

of the wide range which 1 have been com-

pelled to take in the field of Asiatic mytho-

logy* certain topics have arisen for discus-

sion, equally delicate and perplexing. Among
them, in particular, a species of Trinity

forms a constant and prominent feature in

nearly all the systems of Oriental theolo-

gy, a doctrine, which, though exceedingly

curious, and deeply connected with the old

philosophy of the East, as it concerns the

Pagan world, having been never yet fully

investigated, nor accurate engravings of the

Gentile Trinities, in regular series, ever yet

presented to the public, I have ventured, with

a trembling step, upon that hazardous task.

It was not from choice^ but from necessUy,

that I have entered thus largely upon a sub-

ject, which, from the incessant operations of

tlie
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the great Indian Triad of Deity, Brahma,

Veeshnu, and Seeva, in the mythology of

Hindostan, was intimately blended with others,

treated of in these introductory volumes. This

extensive and interesting subject engrosses a

considerable portion of this work, and my
anxiety to prepare the public mind to re-

ceive, with indulgence, my efibrts to eluci-

date so mysterious a point of theology, in-

duces me to remind the candid reader, that

visible traces of this doctrine are discovered,

not only in the three principles of the

Chaldaic Theology ; in the triplasios Mi-

THRA of Persia; in the Triad, Brahma,
Veeshnu, and Seeva, of India, where it

was evidently
.

promulged in the Geeta fif-

,

teen hundred years before the birth of Plato

;

but in the numen triplex of Japan; in

the inscription upon the famous medal found

in the deserts of Siberia, ** to the Triune
Goo,” to be seen at this day in the valu-

able cabinet of the Empress, at Petersburg; in

the Tanga-Tanga, or three in one, of

the South Americans ; and, finally, without

mentioning the vestiges of it in Greeee, in

the symbol of the Wing, the Globe, and

the Serpent, conspicuous on most of the an-

tient temples of Upper Egypt. Thus univer-

H 3 sally.
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sally, and in such remote periods, prevalent

in Asia ^nd the neighbouring regions, it be*

came absolutely necessary fully to inquire

whether so fundamental an article of the

Christian faith was or was mt known to the

Antient Jews. 1 tnist, that the fact of its

having been known, though obscurely, in Pa-

lestine, will be amply proved in the following

pages. I likewise flatter myself, that the pro-

duction of all the evidence, for its having

been actually believed by the Antient Jews,

will be a circumstance as highly gratifying to

the assenting Christian as the exhibition of the

various symbols, by which the Trinity was

shadowed out among the Fagan nations, will

be to the VIRTUOSO and the antiquary.

Of those who may not be inclined to credit

the assertion^ ** that this doctrine was obscurely

known in Palestine,** I beg permission, in a

more particular manner, to request the atten-

tion to that very curious emblem, engraved on

the plate of the symbols of the Hebrew reli-

gion, in the fourth volume of this work, by

which the antient Jews were accustomed to

designate the ineffable name Jehovah, in

manuscripts of the most veneraMe antiquity,

for their serious reflection.

That
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That symbol is a characteristical represen>

tation of a trinity in unity; the former

represented by three Jods, denoting the three

hypostases, or persons in the divine essence,

die JoD being the known character of that

Jehovah, of whose name, in Hebrew, it con-

stitutes the first sacred letter ; the latter sha-

dowed out by the circle that surrounds them,

as well as by the point Kametz, subjoined to

the three Jons, which denotes the essen-

tial unity common to the three hypostases.

The symbol itself is to be found in the wri-

tings of the younger Buxtorf, one of the pro-

foundest critics in Hebrew literature that ever

flourished out of the pale of the Jewish church,

whose judgement on this point will, hereafter,*

be inserted at length; and it is likewise pre-

served in that curious repository of Oriental

antiquities, the CEdipus ^Egyptiacus of Atha-

nasius Kirchcr. The first asserts, that, in the

antient Chaldee paraphrases, kept sacred from

the vulgar, among the Jewish doctors, the

name Jehovah is thus designated ; and the se-

cond declares, that he himself has seen that

name thus invariably characterised, in all the

antient Hebrew manuscripts of the Bible, in

the Vatican. I thought this information so

important, that, at my desire, a learned friend

H 4 lias
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has written to the librarian, at Rome, for cor^

rect intelligence relative to the truth of this

declaration, and the age of the manuscripts in

which the designation appears. The result of

this inquiry shall hereafter be submitted to the

consideration of the reader.

There is likewise another symbol, of a na-?

turc too curious to be unreferred to, by which

this doctrine of the Trinity was shadowed

out among the antient Egyptians, and which,

whoever will examine the plates of Norden

and Pococke, will find conspicuously sculp-

tured on almost all the portals of the more

antient temples of tiie Thebais. It is a figure

highly picturesque and beautiful, compound-

ed of a GLOBE, the just emblem of omni-

potent POWER, and, therefore, strikingly

descriptive of the great Father and Sove-

reign of the universe; of a serpent, issu-

ing from it; that serpent, which, being the

known emblem of eternity and wisdom in

all the systems of Asiatic Mythology, most

expressively typifies the eternal wisdom,

who emaned from the fountain of the pa-

ternal godhead ; and of a wing, proceeding

likewise from the central orb, by which hiero-

glyphic, the Egyptians, on all their monur

ments, designed air, or spirit, in general

;

but,
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biit« more particularly, as 1 hope, hereafter,

indisputably to prove, that immortal Cneph,

or primordial spirit, whose expanded and

PROLIFIC wings, brooding over the vast abyss,

rend'^red fertile the inert mass, while its vivi-

fying breath infused the vital principle into

the various classes of animated nature. This

Egyptian symbol of their divine triad has been

copied for me with great accuracy, and will

be found engraved on the second plate of the

fourth volume of this work.

Tins subject has been the occasion of my
cnn-rlng more at large than I had intended,

or iiideed would otherwise have been neces-

sary, into the antient rabbinical theology of

the Hebrew doctors, as delivered down to

their posterity in the Targums, the Tal-

MUDS, and other compositions of the most

celebrated cabalists of the antient synagogue;

a line of speculative divinity which, I confess,

was till lately totally unknown to me, and the

investigation of which required no small por-

tion of time and industiy. The comprehen-

sive view which I have taken of the same sub-

ject required a more minute and critical ex-

amination of the authenticity and antiquity of

those Chaldaic oracles, which are attributed to

Zoroaster, than I could find in any previous

author.
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author, they having been generally given up,

by all those who have hitherto treated of them,

either as rank forgeries, or as involved in in-

extricable obscurity. But, on a more accurate

inquiry into the meaning of those abstruse

oracles, it will appear that they only contain

doctrines similar to those that prevailed in the

more antient and obsolete systems of theology,

once prevalent in Asia; and to many, espe-

cially, that about the commencement of the

Christian aera were predominant in Persia and

India. Many remarkable traces, indeed, of

the superstition of the old Magi, discovered in

those oracles, still remain among the Indian

Brahmins; particularly those that regard their

mystic Theurgy, their magical incantations

their general belief in the agency of good and

evil daemons, worship of lire, lire ordeals, and

other sacrcdly-obscure ceremonies, upon which

I have grounded a defence of the genuineness

of those oracles. The perpetual recurrence of

a sACRivD TRIAD OF Deity, in Asiatic my-

thology, (and it is of little consequence wlre-

ther that triad consisted of Persons, Quali-

ties, or Attributes deified, since they are

all corruptions of one grand primaeval doctrine,)

gradually led me on to the examination of the

fragments of antient theology, ascribed to the

^Egyptian
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^Egyptian Hermes ; of the hymns attrlbui(>:

to Orpheus ; and of what occurs more pccis-

liarly remarkable relative to a trinity of divii.s

hypostases, in the writings of Numenius, Piu •

menides, and Plato.

From various circumstances above*enumi

rated in the preceding pages, and the spe-

cimen now before him, the reader may po&si

kly be enabled to form some faint idea of the

undertaking for which the exertion of his can

dour is respectfully claimed, and the extension

of his patronage ardently solicited.

For my own part, I have had principally

to contend with, and to overcome, the grow-

ing magnitude of my subject. Having origin

nally, for the sake of economy, but greatly,

as 1 find, to my onm disadvantage as an au-

thor, and materially as 1 fear to the injury of

the engravings, chosen an octavo rather than

a quarto page for the ushering into the world

of this work, I have daily occasion to feel and

to lament that my efforts to elucidate the In-

dian History are cramped, and that the sphere

in which I can only move with prudence and

safety is far too circumscribed for an under-

taking of such extent.

Overwhelmed with the immensity and va-

riety of the subjects necessarily comprehended

in
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in It, 1 scarcely know how to break down into

a compass sufficiently contracted, and into

volumes that may not give birth to alarm or

disgust, the enormous aggregate of materials

already prepared; and which, if committed

to press without severe retrenchment, would

already fill ten volumes of the size of that now

submitted to the public. For, in truth, at a

period long antecedent to the year 1790, and

previous to any idea of writing Dissertations,

or entering into the investigation of remote

Sanscrect Annals, that extensive portion of this

work, which may be called the regular clas-

steal History of Hindostan, and which, com-

mencing with the Persian and Grecian inva-

sions, descends in regular succession down to

the extinction of the Western empire, was

already completed, though not committed to

the press.

Of the numerous and cruel incursions made

by Mahommedan princes into the Upper In-

dia, from the Caliph Valid, in the seventh

century, traced regularly down through the

several series of dynasties of the Sultans of

Gazna, Gaur, .and Charasm, dynasties

scarcely beard of in Europe, but highly re-

nowned through all Asia, and deeply con-

nected with Indian History; of the daring

exploits
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exploits in the same country o^ the immortal

Gengis, the subvertcr of the Charasmiaii dy-

nasty; and of the fierce and sanguinary^ but

politiC) Timur ; as the history of these dynas-

ties is detailed by Mirkhond, Abulfaragius»

Abulfeda, A1 Makin, and Abulghazi, the Tartar

historian, compared throughout with Ferishta*s

native history of the country^ and as the feats

of those two great Eastern warriors, unrivalled

in the number of their armies, or the ardu-

ousness of their enterprises, even by the Alex-

anders and Csesars of classical antiquity, are

given in the authentic volumes of Arabshah,

Sheriffedin, and the excellent edition of Ti-

mur’s Institutes, recently published at Ox-

ford, in Arabic and English, by Doctor White

and Major Pavy ; of these, together with the

interesting events that occurred during the reign

of Baber, who may .properly be called the

Founder of the Mogul Monarchy in

India, and of his father, Ulug Beg, the great,

astronomer, who equally awed the Despots of

Asia in the field by his arms, and delighted

her Literati in the study by his writings ; of

ITItig Beg, a name to be for ever holden

sacred, while impartial justice continues to

be the ornament of kings, and sound philo-

sophy remains the glory of learned univer-

sities.
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sities,* and while both, terminating in an un*

deserved and ignominious end, can awaken

in mankind the sigh of commiseration; of

Akber, the annals of whose extended reign

are the annals of glory itself; of the magni-

ficent Jehaun; and the intrepid Aurungzeb;

of these respective characters, illustrious in arts

and triumphant in arms, circumstantial and

elaborate histories have for some time past been

composed by me, with which, and a few elu-

cidatory engravings, the public shall be grati-

fied the moment that its decided approbation

shall appear to sanction the enormous expense

of printing them. Happy shall I be to return

from the dreary and unfruitful wilds of ob-

scure mythology into the path of regular and

connected History; and greatly indeed shall

I think myself indebted to the candour of the

public, if the inaccuracies and defects of this

volume may be overlooked, in the considera-

tion that objects more important have engaged

my attention tlian those that relate to precision

of expression, and the minutiae of errors, for

the most part typographical*

While I again lament that the engravings

of this volume, which are for the most part

* Among other noUe acts, Utvo Beo foundedm extensive

college and a noUe observatory at Samarcand.

on
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on quarto plates, must be injured by being

folded within the contracted compass of an

octavo page, I think it necessary to acquaint

the Patrons of this Undertaking, that a much
larger number than is usual of the first impress

sions of those plates has been printed off, with

a view, at some period or another, to gratify

the wishes of those zealous friends, who are

anxious to see a quarto edition of a work,

which, they are pleased to assert, merited a

more expanded and respectable page.— For

what concerns myself, 1 confess that I want

neither honest ambition nor proper materials

to enlarge this undertaking to any extent that

may be necessary to the complete elucidation ’

of tho interesting objects concerning w'hich it

treats. Printing, however, at my own peril

and expense, I freely acknovvlege, that, with

the comparatively small support which I have

liitlierto experienced, 1 have felt the publica*

tion of it upon an octavo page sufficiently

oppressive, without at present engaging in a

more costly edition. If, however, a society

of gentlemen, or even of liberal booksellers,

should think the plan of a larger edition war-

rantable, no interested motives* on my part

shall obstruct the accomplishment of their

wishes; but, on the contrary, every exertion
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in my |>ower shall be afforded to render such

a work more worthy the public eye than it

can be in its present garb; and some very*

curious additional sketchesi taken as well from

the book of nature as from volumes of great

cost and rarity, elucidatory of Indian Anti-

quities, and originally selected by me for the

illustration of these pages, but since laid by,

as too large in the design for insertion in an

octavo volume, and too expensive in the ex-

ecution for a work of this price, shall be

cheerfully resigned for the decoration of iti

1 trust that the sordid principles that some-

times disgrace authorship are unknown to my
mind. I write from nobler motives than the

desire of base emolument ; but my situation

will not allow me to be insensible to the dic-

tMes of prudence and the admonitions of

friendly anxiety for my interest.

Lest, after all, the reader should think that

I am induced by mercenary motives to make
this increase in the price of my book, it be-

comes necessary that 1 should inform him of

tlie undisguU^4l and, to myself, alarming truth,

that, from not being the most accurate of

calculators, had myself formed but very

inadequate conceptions concerning the total

expenses that would be incurredi by such a

work;
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work; Uiat, when he shall pay the amount

of this book, as fixed above, he will scarcely

lay down the value of the maps and engra-

vings that illustrate it ; and that, from the sale

of single volumes only, unless the work col-

lectively should meet with the good fortune

to have an extensive sale, no possible com-

pensation will arise to the author for many

hours of literary toil consumect by the mid-

night lamp; for very considerable property

expended upon the completion of it; and

health deeply^ if not vrTttrievablyt injured.

Vot.. X. 1 DISSERTATION
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Of the anlient geographical Divisions of India,

according to the classical Writers of Greece
and Rome.

TH E science of Geometry is thought to

have been the invention of the antient

Egyptians; and, the occasion of it, tlie an*

nual inundations of the Nile. A similar ar>

gument may be urged, with far greater plau~

sibility, in favour of its having originated in

India, since many parts of that extensive

region are annually overflowed, not only by
the Ganges, but by many other considerable

rivers. |t w'as a custom of very antient date,

and of almost universal prevalence, in Asia,

for great monarchs and commanders of ar>

niies to carry in their train certain persons

whose office it was to measure the roads and

describe the provinces through which they

passed. These itineraries proved afterwards

of tlic utmost importance to the geographer

I 3 and
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and the historian ; and hence Abul Fazel,

the secretary of Sultan Akber, was enabled to

give so accurate an account as he has afford-'

ed us of the geography of the Indiah Subahs,

in the celebrated book which bears the name

of that emperor. The old Indians themselves

seem to have been more than usually at-

tentive to geographical accuracy; for, ac-

cording to Strabo, they erected columns,

inscribed with directions for travellers, and

marked with, the distances of the several cities

one from the other*. But however well llie

Indians might have been acquainted with the

geography of their otvn country, it will pre-

sently appear that they were miserably de-

ficient in the knowledge of that of the otlier

parts of the terrestial globe, as indeed will be

Sufficiently evident to the reader, from a slight

inspection of the curious Hindoo map of the

world, presented to him in the course of this

geographical dissertation. I shall devote the

present chapter to the consideration of the

Indian Geography, according to the Greek

and Roman writers. In the second chapter

I shall endeavour to relieve the necessary dry-

ness, which always attends geographical de-

rails, by displaying, from authentic w'riters,

• !ib. p. 661 .

the
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the astonishing extent and unequalled mag-

nificence of the successive capitals of Indi%

under the Hindoo, Persian, and Tartar, princes;

and, in the third, from Sir W. Jones's elegant

little treatise, prefixed to his Description of

Asia, and from the Ayeen Akhery, I shall

exhibit the sentiments on this subject of the

Persian, Arabian, and Indian, geographers. My
guide, throughout the whole survey, will be

the works of those celebrated modern geo-

graphers, M. D'Anville and Major Rennel.

India was a term applied with the greatest

latitude by the antient writers of Greece and

Rome, whose ideas of the geographical divi-

sions of this portion of the globe were ex*

,

ceedingly confused and inaccurate. Not only

a considerable part of Scythia, by the deno-

mination of Indo-Scythia, was comprehended

under that title, but the appellation was ex-

tended to countries still more remote and un-

connected ; even to Etluopia Propria and

the distant nations of die torrid zone. This

circumstance will appear less surprising, when

it is considered, that, in the early ages, the Red
Sea itself was frequently included under the

general title of the Indian Sea, to which it is

so near a neighbour, and of whiqh Pliny^ uf-

• Plinii Nai.flist. lib. iv. cap.
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firms it, as well as the Persian Gulph, to be a

branch*; that. all those countties, extending

on each side of the Red Sea, were called in-

differently India or Ethiopia ; that even at this

day the Asiatics in general understand the term

India with considerable license of meaning,

and that the Persians in particular give the

names of Siah Hindoo to an Abassine, or mo-

dem Ethiopian.

In fact, so little did the antients know of their

limits and divisions, that both India and Ethio-

pia were used as general terms to signify any

remote uncivilized country ; and in this sense

Virgil is to be understood in the sixth iCneidf*,

where ^neas in the shades is informed of the

future glory of Augustus, and that

« Soper et Garamantes et Indos

Froferct —

^ On the other hand, both Herodotus and Diodorus SicuTus

give the name of Red Sea to the Occanus Indicus. See Hero*

dotus; lib. ii. p. I02. and Died. Sic. lib. i. p. 41-

Curtius remarks, that the river Ganges emptied itself into the

Ilsd Sta, but is strangely mistaken when, in the next sentence,

he makes tlie Acesines discharge its waters into the Ganges. The'

following passage is illustrative of what has been said above

:

'' Marc certe, quo India abiuitur, nc colore quidem abborret a

ceteris. Ab £i ythra regc inditum est nomen :
propter quod ig«

nari, rubere aquM credunC’* Quintus Curtius, Ub# viiL cap. 9.

t ^neiJ. vi. 1. 794.

And
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And again, in the eighth Eclogue*:

Isxnarus aut Rhodope aut extremi Garamantes

Where Servius his commentator explains the

word ** extremi,” by adding, ** quasi a consor«

tio communitatis remoti.” Horace, too, under

the impression of the same sentiments, calls the

Indians ** extremes,” and ** baud ante doma-

biles.” Many other passages might be adduced,

if necessary, from various authors, to prove

what obscure and erroneous notions prevailed

among the antients concerning India and its

inhabitants.

It was not until the expedition of Alexan-

der, described with such accuracy by Arrian
,

and with such elegance by the more orna-

mental pen of Quintus Curtius, that this re-

mote region became more particularly known
to the Greeks. Of how little genuine informa-

tion upon this point, even they were previously

in possession, is evident from the gross mistake

into which that prince, who was by no means

an inattentive observer of nature, nor unaccoih-

panied, we must suppose, by men of science

in his Indian incursion, unaccountably fell in

imagining, on his arrival at the Indus, that he

* Eclogue viil 1. 44,

t The Garamaotes were a barbarous nation, titiwte on the

confine* of Ethiopia Propria.

had
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had discovered the sources of (he Nile*. That

miglity river} he supposed, after .rolling through

immense unexplored deserts, poured, by some

unknown tract, its rapid stream into Ethiopia,

where it lost the name of Indus and assumed

the appellation of the Egyptian river. He was

confirmed in this strange conjecture by the

appearance, says Arrian, of crocodiles in the

stream of the Indus, and of beans growing on

its banks similar to those which grew on the

shore of the Nile, as well as by the recollection

that Homer had called the Nile ^Egyptus on its

entering Egypt; a circumstance which teemed

to prove that it acquired, in its progress, the

name of the various countries through which

it passed. Experience, diligently sought and

hflally obtained, after a long series of peril and

difficulty, taught the Macedonian invader, as

far at least as his army penetrated, a truer no-

tion of the geography of India.

The natural and ardent avidity of mankind

after whatever delights by its novelty, or asto-

nishes by its singularity, induced, however,

many of those who sought for glory in an In-

* jyi IIP Tf tinu fA&m W9

W9T€tf4.v9 wKn9 it TMc uvofttit wtfVMorm^p

tvoii% 19 yn i«ffpfi If Ai>i/ir1i»* se«i tn 4 i/iCoXXfi tK

*«»F lipdt»-voV|Mrs ffc&F Tir KiiXv TiK Arrian, lib.

i.cap. h
dian
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dian campaign, in some in^ance^ to listen with

too ready an ear to the exa^erated tales which

national bigotry reported; while the desire of

human distinction urged them to multiply those

fictions, in order to excite more forcibly the

attention, and secure mo«e permanently die ad-

miration, of dieir countrymen. Strabo, who was

a writer equally learned and judicious, severely

censures* both Megasthenes and Onesicritus,

two officers of high repute for literature and of

exalted station in the army of Alexander, for tins

absurd and incredible stories they propagated

concerning the Indian country and people. At
the same time, he gives us himself, in the fif-

teenth book of his invaluable treatise of Antient

Geography, the most authentic and faithful ac-

counts at that time known of the divisions and

subdivisions of India, interspersed with many
sublime moral reflections and entertaining his-

torical relatbns; which demonstrate him not

only the man of taste and entdition, but the

profound philosopher. Indeed, nobody could

possibly write -oathat subject with a better grace

or more indubitable mformation than himself,

as lie had added practice to theory, and had

travelled over half the countries which his in-

structive volumes- describe. After this particu-

* Strabo, lib. ii. p. 65.

far
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lar mention of Strabo, it would be unjust not to

take as particular notice of Ptolemy, the greatest

mathematician and astronomer of his age, whose

geographical history and tables must, ever con-

tinue to be of the most important use to those

who tread that barren path of antiquity. Bom
in the neighbouring kingdom of Egypt, he had

every opportunity of exploring, he is tliercfore

entitled to every credit in elucidating, the sub-

ject of which we now treat ; and, accordingly,

both Ptolemy and Strabo arc constantly con-

sulted as the most certain guides in illustrating

the geography of antient countries.

The rich and extensive region of India, ac-

cording to these * and other respectable geogra-

phers of antiquity, was divided by the river

Ganges into two parts, which tliey denominated

India intra Gangem and India extra Gangcm,

a mode of division that still very generally pre-

vails. Of India intra Gangem, the principal

theatre of the events recorded in these pages.

Nature herself seems to have fixed the eternal

boundaries ; for, on the west it is terminated by

the great and rapid river Indus*!*; on the north

and north-west, by that stupendous chain of

mountains to which the antients- gave the ge-

• Ptolemaei Geogr. lib. vii. Strabonis Gcogr. Ub* xv.

t That is^ by its most westerly branch.

neral
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neral name of Caucasus* ; on the east, by the

sacred waters of the -Ganges; and on the south

it is embraced by the Mare Erythraeum, or

Indian Ocean. It must, however, be observed,

that the accurate Ptolemy does not absolutely

assert the Indus to be the boundary of India

Propria on the west ; for, he assigns as its con-

fines on that side, the territory of the Paropa-

misadai (the Afghans of the present day) ; the

province of Arachosia, the modern Zablestan;

and that of Gedrosia, at present denominated

Mocraii. Ihe reason and propriety of Pto*

lemy s fixing these provinces rather than the

Indus as its western terraination, will be here*

aiter more clearly evinced, by a -quotation from

an author in elegance and accuracy hardly in-

ferior to himself, when we ennie to consider

Hindostan according to the divisions of the Ori-

entals themselves. These provinces, indeed,

seem to be considered by Plinyf rather as a

part of the Indian than die Persian emfrire ; to

which he adds that of Aria, whose capital is the

modem Herat: for thii^ howevex, he is con-

* The difiefent of (hti vast chaio were disUnguiihcd

die partioolar Muim el Pacopemini*, Tbatus, Xnodtu, and

Iowa*. Thus Flinyi **Jutiguabir fatter le Iiaaos, Emodut, Pa>

ropammu, Caacaws a quibat tote deoarrit India in planitica

3nunenfam et ^Efypte waiilain.” Flfauai^ lib, vi. cap, 17.

t Pliniat, lib. vi. cap. SO.

demned
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demncd by Cellarius, .who observes*, ** Quod
de quatuor praefecturis Plinius dicit, videtur ni«

mis lata terminorum extensio,’*

or the cities tying on the western confines

of India Propria, the most eminent (for I shall

confine m]rself, in this geographical sketch, to

the consideration of those only which were dis-

tinguished by .their opulence and power) was

Taxila, situated cn the eastern bank of the Ifi-

dus, on the site, as it is supposed, where the

castle and city of Attock now stands. This was

the flourishing capital of Taxiles, an Indian

prince, or rajah, who, on the approach of Alex-

ander, convinced, perhaps, that all opposition

to so formidable a power would be in • vain,

went forth with considerable presents to ap-

pease and join the invader. Taxila is described

by Strabo
'f*

as the metropolis of a kingdom si-

tuated between the Indus and Hydaspes, in

extent as large as Egypt, well planted, and

exceedingly fruitful. The city itself was not

less distinguished by the elegance of its struc-

ture than by the wisdom of those just political

institutions by which it was governed. Taxiles,

like Porus, seems to have been rather a name
connnon to a race of kings than the peculiar

* Cdk^^ Geographia Antiqim, 12b. SL Mp. 23.

t Stnbo, Ub. XV. pw 480.

appellation
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appellation of one sovereign. The reigning’

prince of-that name was the determined eilenvy

of Porus ; and it was chiefly by means of the

information he received from this ttaitor tbaf

Alexander was enabled to prosecute his

design upon that remote country.

As it will be of material importance towards

rightly understanding that portion of the In*

dian history which records the circumstance of

Alexander’s celebrated invasion, to have a cleat

idea of its geography, we shall, in this place,

assisted by the Memoir of Major Rennel on

the subject, endeavour to trace the progress df

that conqueror through the region to which

the natives themselves have allotted the name

of Panjah, or the country of five rivers, from

its being intersected by the five eastern branches

of the Indus. By our constantly giving, Wlicii

we have any tolerable authority to guidb us,

the modern, together with the antlent, appella-

tion of any place, readers of every cla^ wiB

naturally be more interested in the narrative,

and the expedition nf Alexander will in some

degree be cleared from that gloom Of mystery

and fable in which it hath long been involved.

From Taxila, which Mr Rennel With great

probability supposes to stand on the site of the

present Attoch, becMise it appean tor have been

in
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in all ages the pass on the Indus leading from

Gabul and Candahar into India, and because

(he adds, in the words of Fraser) ** Attpck is

the only place where; from tlie stream being

less rapid, an army can. conireniently pass;—

•

from that celebrated capital, where he refresh-

ed himself and his army for some days, the

Macedonian conqueror advanced to the bank

ef the Hydaspes, the most westerly of the five

rivers, called in modern language the Behat or

Chelum, hut in the Ayeen* Akbery distin**

guished by a name somewhat similar in sound

fr its classical appellafion. the Bedusta. It is

rather remarkable, that Ptdlemy's mode of wri-

ting the word comes still nearer to that of the

Ayeen Akbery; on which passage Cellarius

remarks, ** Prave Bedaspen adpellavit Ptole-

macus:” butj* with great deference to the opi-

nion of the learned, from the high corrobora-

ting luthonty of the Ayeen Akbery, 1 con-

tend that Ptolemy*s may be the true reading.

The Bidaspes is represented as a noble river,

which, taking its rise in the Indian Caucasus,

mingles its waters with those of the Acesines,

and at length, together with diat river, rolls

into the Indus at Multan. It seems to have

been the boundary between the kingdom of

• AlAerv, vol. 9. p. 338-

Taxilus
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Taxilus and that most formidable of Indian

warriors, the renowned Poriis.

Concerning Poms himself, and the extent of

his dominions, many discordant and very unsa-

tisfactory accounts have been given, both, by

antient and modern writers. The subject will

more properly come under our consideration

hereafter ; and therefore it will be sufficient in

this place to insert a remark of Sir W. Jones*,

that his capital was most probably I^hor, or

Lawhorc, the present metropolis of Panjab,

whose name is often applied to the province

itself. Lahore, or Lehawer, as it is said in

the Ayecn Akbery to have been called in an-

tient astronomical tables, was undoubtedly in

antient times a very considerable kingdom, and

no other city in its neighbourhood seems of

consequence enough to have been the capital

of so celebrated a prince as Porus. With the

greatest deference, however, to the high au-

thority just mentioned, I must remark, that

the kingdom of Porus is expressly affirmed by

Strabo to be the country between the Hydas-

pes and the Acesines ; extensive, opulent, and

* Short Description of Asia prefixed to Nadir Shah,

i* MtT»(v lii Ttv Toit Ajei0^Mv« vn rw tn yn

wsAXe oysAis ti Wift vsauvf • Strabo« lib.

XV. p. 663 .

VoL. X. K containing
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containing near three hundred towns.*' Concern-

ing these, however, Cellarius remarks*, that

many of them might have been mere villages.

Lahore is situated on the Hydraotes, or Rauvee.

Amidst a violent storm of hail and lightning,

which concealed his army, and which may
in some degree account for the traditionary

.'Story mentioned by Mr Hamilton'!*, that he

was a great magician, Alexander, in spite of

the army of Porus, drawn up on the opposite

shore, passed the Bidaspes, according to Mr
Rennel’s supposition, at the place where the

fortress of Rotas now stands ; and, after defea-

ting that prince in a regular engagement, ad-

vanced to the banks of the second river of the

Panjab, called by the antients the Acesines, but

known to the present Indians by the name of

Jenaub. This branch of the Indus is repre-

sented by Arrian:^ as exceedingly broad, deep,

rapid, and abounding with rocks, which sub-

jected both the invader and his army to the

most imminent danger. On the spot where he

defeated Porus, he erected a city in memory

of the victory, which he called Nicsea; and

another he denominated Bucephala, in honour

• Cellarii Geog. Ant. tom. second* p* 529:

t See Hamilton’s V^)yage to the Eastlndiet# irot* i* p» 198.

t Arrian lib. v. p. 222. editio Groiiovii.

of
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of his favourite horse Bucephalus, who died in

this expedition of extreme old age, according

to Arrian being on the verge of thirty. The

former of these cities, we are informed by Pto-

lemy, was situated on the eastern shore of die

Bidaspes ; the latter near the western hank, on

the site where his camp had stood. No more

particular notice is taken of Nicaea by the an-

tients than what is related above; nor can I

find a town in the map of modern India cor-

responding with it in situation. Lahore has in-

deed been supposed by some writers to be the

antient Bucephala ; and Bernier, when he was

at that city, made some inquiry into the truth

of that supposition, but remarks, that, ** though

Alexander is sufficiently know'n there under

the name of Sekander Filifous, that is, Alex-

ander, son of Philip, as to his horse, they

know it not*.”

Having arrived, wdth some loss, on the

eastern bank of the Acesines, or Jenaub, Alex-

ander, impatient to reach the Ganges, pressed

on with rapidity towards the third river, called

by Strabo the Hyarotes, by Arrian the Hydra-

otes, and by Ptolemy the Rhuadis, or Adris.

In the Ayeen Akbery'f*, however, it is called

* See Bernier't third letter in his Joumej to Cadimire.

t Ajreen Akberjr. vol. ii. p. 131.

K 2 the
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the lyrawuttec, which bears a striking resem-

blance to Hyarotes; but Rhuadis seems to be

most consonant to its present name, which is

that of Rauvee. The Memoir supposes him to

liave passed the Rauvee on the spot wh(!te La-

hore now stands. Being arrived in the territory

of the Adraistac, and having compelled Pim-

prama their capital to capitulate, Alexander

found a new and most formidable foe to en-

counter in the united forces of the Cathaei, the

Maiiij.and the Oxydracae. The city which

their combined army attempted to defend a-

gainst the veteran Greeks was called Sangala,

which Mr Rcnnel thinks was situated between

Lahore and Multan, and considerably out of

the direct route to the Ganges. It is but in

very few instances that wc arc able to trace any

remote similitude between the antient and mo-

dern names of a country and people so little

known to the antients as those of India. The

voluntary migration of some nations to happier

clhncs and wealthier regions, the necessary

dispersion of others by invasion and conquest,

the fluctuation to w’hich languages are subject,

the alteration of the beds of rivers, and many

other natural and accidental causes ; concur to

render every attempt of this kind most uncer-

tain and precarious. Although the exact site

of
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of Sangala cannot notr be ascertained, it may

not be improper to remark, that Mr Hamilton

mentions, among the nations inhabiting to the

south of the mouths of the Indus, a fierce race

of naval robbers, called Sanganians, from San*

gania, a province of Guzerat; and the same

tract, at the period of the voyage of Nearchus,

was possessed by a people called Sangadians.

Ofthe Cathsai, the OxydratMe, and the Malli,

since they arc said to have been the most pow-

erful and warlike nations of India, it is neces-

sary to give an account somewhat more parti-

cular, however imperfect and unsatisfactory.

Kathai, or Kathay, the eastern appellation of

China, being a word of Tartar extraction, and

in use, as may be proved from Curtius and

Strabo, among the Asiatic Scythians in the

time of Alexander, has afibrded opportunity of

conjecture that the Tartars had even at the

time of this expedition extended their frontiers

on that side as far as the Hyphasis, or Sctlcdge,

in whose neighbovirhood the antients have fixed

the residence oftheCathacai, and thushad already

in some degree laid the basij of their future

consequence and grandeur in Hindostan. Tin..:

early connection between the northern Indians

and tlieir Tartar neighboius is rendered pro-

bable, by the consideration that in some in-

K 3 stances
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stances the languages of the two nations are

not dissimilar, since many words occur in each

language which have a kindred orthography

and signification. Indeed Mr Hadley*, in his

Grammar of the Hindostan Language, seems

to hint the possibility of its being originally dc*

rived from their Tartar invaders ; and gives a

remarkable instance of that similarity in the

name of the most celebrated conqueror of In-

dia, whose descendants for three hundred years

swayed the imperial sceptre: The significa-

tion of Tamerlane (properly Timur Lung) is

Lame Timur ; and the word used to express

Lame, in Hindostan at this day, is Lungrau.”

Of this origin probably were the Cathoeal, w hose

manly and intrepid fortitude, displayed in the

defence of Sangala, seems to justify their de-

scent from so bold and hardy a race*!*.

The Oxydracas seem to have been situated at

the confluence of the Ilydraotes and the Ace-

sines, that is, the Rauvee and Jenaub, in a di-

rection south-w'cst of the Cathaeai ; and it is pos-

sible, observes the Memoir, that the present

* See Hadley’s Grammar, p. 13-

f It must not be forgotten, that the Cathsel arc called, in some

antient authors who hav6 treated of Indian affairs, Culhei, which

rather tends to corroborate than invalidate this conjecture; for,

hence the word Scathe or Scythe has by some learned etymolo-

gists been deduced.

city
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city of Outch, or Atcha, might be the capital

of that martial race. Mr R. is of opinion that

Alexander never penetrated into their domain,

but only passed its limits on the coast. He has

marked near the banks of the Hydraotes the

probable situation of that city, in the furious

escalade of whose walls the hero, who had been

flattered in Persia witli the honours of deity,

for the second time in this Indian campaign

found himself to be a mortal. The city of

Outch is at present included in the province

of Multan.

Of the Malli and their situation we arc

enabled, from a combination of local circum-

stances that point out their residence, to speak

with greater certainty; for they inhabited a

region still more to the south-west, near the

shore of the main stream of the Indus ; and

their capital,” says Mr Rennel, “ was doubt-

less Multan.” It may be proper, however, in

this place to note, that the Dutch traveller,

NieuholT, mentions a hardy and warlike nation,

called Malleans, whose residence is on the tops

of the high mountains of Malabar, and whom
he supposes to be the same people with the

Malli mentioned by Plutarch and Curtius. He
describes them as differing from the Malabars in

their complexion, religion, and manners, and

K 4f superior
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superior to them in bravery, ingenuity, and

honesty. Their principal amusement is hunt-

ing amidst the thick forests where they reside,

and where they catch in pits the elephant and

tyger : they are governed by laws peculiar to

themselves, are scattered through several dis-

trict?, in bodies of about five or six thousand

people, and each district has its separate judge

or captain. Mallcam, their country, is situated

on the mountains of Balagaut, about 150 miles

north 6f Cape Comorin, and appears in the new
map of Indostan about the latitude of 10* ^O".

Having taken Sangala, and, urged by a spirit

of revenge for its resolute resistance unworthy

so great a conqueror, having afterwards rased

it to the ground, Alexander returned, and, pur-

suing his progress towards the Ganges, arrived

at the fifth brancli of the Indus, and most east-

erly river of India, which he passed in this

expedition, called by Pliny the Hypanis, by

Arrian and Curtius the Hyphasis, and by Pto-

lemy the Zaradrus. The name of Zaradrus

alone bears any resemblance to its modern ap-

pellation, which is that of Suttuluz, or Set-

ledge. In the Ayeen Akbery* it is said anti-

cntly to have been called Shetooder. On the

* Ayeen Akbery, vol. ii. p. Wi.

eastern
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eastern bank of that river the adventurous Ma*
cedonian paused, not from any latent convic*

tbn of the impracticability or his ambitious

project, but in constrained obedience to the

united voice of his army, wlio refused to fol-

low him over that dreary desart of twelve days

jeerney wliich still lay between them and the

Canges, and to engage in unequal contest with

th(* innumerable armies which they were in-

fer neti the nowi rful and warlike nations that

dwelt on its banks were able to pour into the

lield. The reader, by looking into the map
adapted to the geograpliy of Ptolemy, will ob-

serve, that the Zarndrus is formed by the con-

fluence of two rivers. To the western stream

Pt >h'my himself gives the name of Bipasis.

And Iiere again we find a considerable rcsem-

blant.e between Ptolemy and the Ayecn Ak-

bery ' ; tor the Bipasis is called in the Ayeen

Akbciy Beypassa, altnough Ccilarius again ob-

serves ;
** Ftoleimcus vitiosc Bipasis pro llypasis

legit.” It is to the eastern current and the

main stream, after this confluence, that he ap-

plies the appellation of Zaradrus. Consonant

to this is the remark of the Memoir, which 1

shall take the liberty to transcribe in the au-

Ayecn /akberv, vol. iii. p. 254.

tIior*8
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thor’s own words. “ The fourth river of the

Panjab is the Beah, or Blah ; and the fifth is

die Setlege« or Suttuluz. The two rivers unit^

about mid-way between their springs and their

junction with the Indus, and their mixt waters

properly bear the name of Setlege. The Set-

lege, thus formed, by the joint waters of the

two rivers, is the Hyphasis of Alexander, and

is a very considerable river, being navigable

two hundred miles above -its conflux with the

Indus. It passes from the south of, and not

far from the city of, Moultan ; and, about

eighty miles below it, fails into the Indus.”

From the circumstance of the desert’s being

between Alexander and the Ganges, which is

really tie case between the lower parts of the

Setledge and that river, (whereas the space be-

tween it and the Beah is fertile and well inha-

bited,) Mr R. supposes the Macedonian en-

campment to have been between Adjodin, the

antient Ardone, and Debalpour, marked in the

map of Ptolemy Daedalla. There he erected

those enormous altars, tlircw up those stupen-

dous mounds, and fabricated those gigantic

|Meces of armour, by which, says Diodorus,

he meant at once to amuse and to deceive

posterity.

Had
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Had the army of Alexander pursued their

march towards the banks of the Ganges, in a

few davs thev would have arrived at another

considerable liver of India Propria, called by

Pliny the Jomancs, and in modern language

the Jumna, upon which the city of Delhi

stands. In the Ayeen Akbefy the Jomanes is

called the Jown. Delhi was, at the period of

this invasion, a place of littlaimportance, ba-

vin-; hren but newly founded, according to

Fcridita, by Dclu the usurper of the throne of

Indoslan, and uncle of the Phoor, or Porus,

who opposed the forces of Alexander. The
vast city of Canougc, or Kinoje, was at that

time, and had been for many successive cen-

turies, the imperial residence of its monarchs

;

and hardly any fact seemed to admit of stron-

ger evidence than that which Mr R. in the first

edition of his Memoir, has laboured to establish,

— that the famous Palibothra of the antients is

not Halabas, or -Vllahabad, as D’Anville and al-

most all modern geographers have agreed, but

this very antient capital of Canouge. Late in-

quiries, however, made on the spot, evince that

Palibothra stood on or very near the site of the

present Patna, and w'as known to the natives

by the name of Pataliputra. Between the In-

dus and the Hydaspes, Pliny reckons 120 miles,

Mr
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Mr R. 135 ; between the Hydaspes and Ily-

phasis Pliny reckons 390 iniies, Mr R. 350;

between the Hyphasis (that h, the part below

the conflux of the Bea, where Alexander erect-

ed his altars) and Jomanes is 336 miles, ac-

cording to Mr K. and thence to the Ganges

112 miles.

The Ayeen Akbery having given the reverse

of the distances between the five rivers of the

Panjab, by the measurement of the Indian

cose, I shall conclude this account of its rivers

with an extract from that book* :
*•* From the

Suttuluz to the Beall, the distance is 50 cose

;

from the Beah to the Rauvee, 1 7 cose ; from

the Rauvee to the Jenaub, 30 cose ; from the

Jenaub to the Behat, 20 cose; from the Behat

to the Sind, 68 cose.” Ihe cose is about two

English miles.

Returning, after this considerable digression,

to the banks of the Indus, as we descend south-

ward along the eastern shore, the map of an-

tient geography exhibits to our view the coun-

try of the Brachmanes, whose patriotic exer-

tions in favour of their invaded country drew

down upon them the severe vengeance of the

Macedonian tyrant; the kingdom of the Sa-

• Aycen Akbcny, vol, i!, p. 1 32*

braesp.
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btacae, a powerful republic according to Cur*

tins ; of tlie Sogdii, in whose country he built

another city, which he called Alexandria ; of

the Musicani, whose king, revolting after sub-

mission, he ordered to be erucified ; of the

Praisti, whose more dcterniincd sovereign, Ox-

ycanus, died bravely fighting for Lis country

:

the rich empire of Sahus, whose capital of Sin-

clomana opened its gates without opposition to

receive the triumphant conqueror; and, finally,

^hc noble island of Pattala, the present Tatta,

where he constructed docks and refitted his

fleet for a still more daring expedition.

Of places on the modern map, corresponding

in situation with that of the people and regions •

above-mentioned, Mr R. only particularises

Bhakor, which, he observes, answers to the

position and description of the country of the

Musicani ; and Hajacan, now a circar cr divi-

sion of Sindy, which he conjectures to have

been the territory of Oxycanus: he subjoins,

that, in Sindomana, we may recognise the coun-

try of Sindy itself, or at least that through which

the river Sinde, the domestic appellation of the

Indus, flows in the latter part of its course.

Southward of the mouths of the Indus we
find the Canthi Sinus; that is, the gulph of

Sindy, or Cutch : and the great maritime city

and
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and port of Barygaza, which likewise gave its

name to the neighbouring gulph, now called

Cambay. Barygaza may be the modern Bar«

gant, or probably Baroach, a city standing on

the banks of the river Nerbuddah, the Noma-
dus of Ptolemy. To this emporium all thd

riches of the peninsula were ar.tiently brought,

through the Balagaut mountains, from the rich

and celebrated cities of Tagara and Pluthana,

the Deoghir and Pultanah of the moderns*.

On the Sinus Barygazenus, stood Supara, pro-

bably Chitpore, which Cellarius says has been

taken for the Ophir of Scripture, though others,

among whom is Josephus, suppose it to have

been the Aurea Chersonesus, because abound**

ing with all the commodities which Solomon

received from Ophir. Farther southward is

Simyllae Emporium, corresponding in situation

to Swalley, on the river Tapti, the antient

Binda. To the south of the Simyllae Promon-

torium, among many obscure dities, we may
notice Tyndis, which Mr R. suppo^s to have

stood on the site of Goa; Calecaris, the mo-

dern Calicut; Balepatna, probably Balipatan;

and Bjrzantium and Muziris, two considerable

marts of India, but greatly infested by pirates,

* See AtiaUc Reiearclie*, vol. i. p. 9tl.

as
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as indeed the neighbourhood is at this day.

Muziris, Mr R. inclines to think, is the mo-
dern Merjee or Meerzaw ; Nitrias, the seat of

those pirates, the present Newtya ; and Barace^

Barcelorc. Below the river Baris were situated

Elancon Emporium and Cottiora Metropolis ; ai

the extreme southern point, the town and pro>

montory of Comar, which answers to t^ape

Comorin; and to the south-east of. that cape

the great island of Taprobana or Ceylone.

Having passed round the Comarian promon-

tory, called by the Indians Gebal Kamarum,
the map of Ptolemy presents to our'view the

Sinus Colchicus, which is separated from the

Sinus Argaricus (so called from Colchi and Ar-

gari, two cities of commercial eminence on’

the coast) by the promontory of Cory, or Coli^

and near.it stands the insula Cory, now called

Ramankoil, or the temple of Rama. The fa-

mous ridge of rocks extending from this island

to Manar, on the island of Ceylone, called

Adam’s Bridge, Sir W. Jones contends should

be entitled Rama’s Bridge*; and the present

name of this proiUontory and island strengthens

his remark. Madura Regia .Pandionis must

doubtless mean, the Madura of modem maps

;

• See Auatie Reteatches, vol. i. p..3j7.

Nigamma
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Nigamma Metropolis answers to Ncga-patan;

Chaberi Ostia and Chaberi Emporium indispu>

tably point out the port of the river Caveri and

city of Caveri«patan ; Melange, or rather Ma-
liarpha Emporium, not far distant upon the

coast, seems to be Meliapour, or Malliapore,

as Hamilton writes it; Puducc, Pullicat; and

Sobura, Soopour. Entering the great Sinus

Gangeticus, or Gulph of Bengal, we find Cotto-

bara, perhaps Dcvi-cotta, or Cotla-patan ; and

Sippora, plainly Narsipoor. Mesolia marks the

district of Masulipatan ; Cocola is undoubtedly

Cicacole ; and Cosamba answers in situation to

Balasore. Near the mouths of the Ganges were

seated the Calingaj. A city denominated Ca-

lingipatam is marked on Mr R.’s map; and it

is not impossible that the once impregnable

fortress of Callinger, in the Soobah of Aliaha*

bad, of so great antiquity, that the Ayeeri Ak-
bery says*, “ no one can tell by whom it was

founded,” might have owed to them its name
and existohee.

The Ganga Regia of Ptolemy, Mr R. in-

forms us, has been supposed to be Gour or

Lucknowti, whose extensive and stupendous

ruins seem to justify the assertion ; and higher

* Ayeen Akbery, voL ti. p. S6.
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up, An the main stream of the Ganges, the two

most potent nations of India, the Gangarides

and tlie Prasii, or, as Ptolemy calls them, Pra-

siatse, had their residence. Athenagarum, trum

its situation, Mr R. supposes to be Oude ; the

Uxentius Mons, the hills of Bundelcund and

Bahar; Maliba, Matura; Panassa, Panna, the

famous diamond-mine ; and Palibothra, Pata>

liputra, or Patna. Of the Gangarides, who
are sometimes called Calingte Gangaridae, from

being intermixed with, the Calingse, Gangia

Regia was probably the capital ; but the great

city of Palibothra, which not only gave law

but name to a vast surrounding district, was the

celebrated metropolis of the Prasii. They were,

indeed, frequently denominated thence Pali-’

bothri, and their king Palibothrus ; and so for-

midable v/ere they in the field, that the sol-

diers of Alexander, as we have before liinted,

terrified at the accounts brought to them of

their intrepidity and resources, refused to pass

the Hyphasis, and advance to the banks of

tlie Ganges, even when within twelve days

march of that river.

With respect to the nations that inlnlwted

the inland regions of the peninsula, nothing

decisive can be ascertained concerning tlicni

from the accounts of authors commonly called.

VoL. I. X classical;
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classical ; for, as the Greeks had yery impef#

feet and inadequate ideas of the parts of India

which they did traverse, it is not to be sup>

posed they could arrive at any very authentic

information concerning the parts which they

did not explore. To this dearth of geographic

cal knowledge, their total ignorance of the

Indian language not a little contributed ; and

their fondness for moulding foreign names to

a Grecian form has added much to the confu-

sion in which both the history and geography

of that people are involved. This custom was

so prevalent among them, that Sir William

Jones has remarked that there is hardly an

Asiatic word, beside For, or Porus, which they

have not corrupted. Who, indeed, could have

imagined, that out of Ucha,* the name of an

Indian nation, Oxydracss, a compound Greek

word, signifying sharp -sighted, should have

been formed and applied in their history to

that people; that Gogra should be converted

into Agoramis; and Renas into Aornus? By
indulging their fancy in this romantic manner,

they have thrown difficulties, almost insupe-

rable, in the way of the geographer and the

historian; and they have nearly^ defeated the

* See, oa this subject Aast:c Rcscaidis^ i. p. 2.

end
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end which their vanity had in view, by ob-

scuring their brightest exploits and giving tlieir

victories almost the air of fiction. Instead,

therefore, of engaging farther in useless dis-

cussions relative to the names and situation of

the various inferior cities of antient India, let

us direct our attention to the capital ; an object

at once magnificent and interesting, and of

which their accounts are more particular as

well as more uniform.

CHAP.
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CHAP. II.

Of the Extent and Grandeur ofthe City of Pali*

hothra^ the supposed Capital of ahtient IndiUt

according to the classical Writers of Greece

and Rome,—The Accounts given by Oriental

Writers of the Magnificence of Canouge^ its

Metropolis in less remote JEras,—A short

historical Account of the Capitals of Delhiy

Lahorey and Agra,

The riches, the splendour, and magni-

tude, of a capital are the msot decisive

proof of the extended commerce, the power,

and consequence, of an empire. In review-

ing the antlent glory of each successive me-

tropolis of India, we shall be led to admire the

genius and industry of that celebrated people,

and the wisdom and policy of their gover-

nors, who raised it to that degree of superior

eminence.

Although it be now determined that Pali-

bothra and Canouge were not the aame ca-

pitals, yet the circuatstances tliat led to that

conjecture
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conjecture are very strong, and deserve some

notice.

Palibothra is placed on the map* of Pto-

lemy in the SjTdi degree of north latitude;

in Mr R.*s map Canouge is fixed in latitude

27* 3', an inconsiderable difference indeed,

when we recollect that the one is the most

antient and die other the most modem map
extant. Indeed it is worthy of remark, and

greatly to the honour of Ptolcmy*s fidelity,

that, on a comparison of the latitudes of five

different places betweecn the Indus and Ganges

Mr R. found the greatest difiference to be only

twelve minutes between the latitudes of that

geographer and his own. Palib^thra, he ob-

served, in the former edition of his Memoir,*!*

is placed by Ptolemy between the towns of

Maliba on the west and Athenagarum on the

east. The latitude given for Palibothra is within

three miles of that of Canouge : now, the lati-

tudes of Maliba and Athenagarum arc nearly

those of Matura and Audiah, or Oude; and

the proportional distances of the former from

Palibothra answer minutely to those of the lat-

ter from Canouge,

* Ptolomae! Geognph. AtUe, Tab. 10,

f Memoir, first edition, p.^
L3 But
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But the great circumstance that seemed ta

place the supposition of Mr R. beyond all

doubt was, the relation given us of the asta-

nishing opulence and splendour of Palibothra

in all the antient writers of foreign extraction,

and the corroborating testimony of the native

historian of India, in regard to Canougc, who,

in their description of this great city, fill us

with the loftiest notions of its power, extent,

population, and grandeur. Mr R. has pre^

sented'.us with a cursory account of both, those

cities ; but I. shall ta}ce a. more extensive retro-

spect of the history of those celebrated places,

and. consider what may be collected from wri-

ters of most antient date, compared , with. more,

modern accounts, Pliny, speaking of the ca-

pital of the Ptasii, says: ** Omnium in India

propt, npn modo in. hoc tractu, potentiam, Claris-

tatemquc anUcedunt Prasii^ amplissima urbe di^

tissimaque Paiibotra.'* * Ptolemy denominates

it the royal Palibothra;

and Strabo,'!* from the account of Megasthenes,

who had been there, particularises its situation,

extent, , and dimensions. lie asserts that it w^
situated at the conflux of another river with

the Ganges; that ite figure was quondrangular;

* Ptiiiiu.'i, ]ib.Y>* rap .19* * t Stral^ .l^.sv.

that
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that in length it was eighty stadia, in breadth

fifteen stadia; that it had a fortification of

wood, witii turrets for the archers to shoot from

;

and was surrounded by a vast ditch, as well for

the sake of defence as to receive the filth of so

large a city,

Arrian* calls it fnytiVf IvJomr, the

greatest city among the Indians; and adds,

that it was situated at the point of confluence

of the Erannahoa and the Ganges. By the

Erannaboa he is supposed to have meant the

Jomanes, and he writes the word Palimbothra.

He gives the same number of stadia for its

length and breadth as Strabo; mentions the

prodigious fosse, whose breadth was

sexjugerUm, and forty-five feet deep, that there

were on its walls five hundred and seventy

towers, and that it had slxty-five gates. Such

is the account given of the city itself by those

antient geographers, by Pliny and Arrian.

Of the vast power and military forces of the

reigning sovereigns of Paiibothra we find parti-

cular mention made in the historians Diodorus

Siculus, in Curtius, in Justin, and Plutarch,

from whose accounts wc should be led to think

tllat the kings of the Praesii and Gangaridcs, on

* /Irrianus. p/SSt.

L 4 any
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any national emergency, constantly united their

armies, or at least were joined in the strictest

bonds of alliance, for their names arc invari-

ably mentioned together. The king of the

Gangarides was most probably a rajah tributary

to the supreme rajah of Palibothra, or, as was

formerly conjectured, Canouge.

Diodorus* informs us, that, when Alexan-

der had passed the Hyphasis, he was inform-

ed, that, if lie continued his progress towards

the Ganges, after crossing a desert of twelve

(Curtius says eleven) days journey, he would

meet on the banks of that river the most for-

midable sovereign of India, called Xambranes,

king of the Gangarides, a name which seems

here intended to include both nations, at the

bead of an army of twenty thousand horse,

two hundred thousand foot, two thousand cha-

riots of war, and four thousand fighting ele-

phants. Curtius callsd* the king of the Gan-

garides and Pharrasis, by which he must mean
dip Prasians of other writers, Agrammes, asserts

that he guarded the frontiers, of his dominions

with twenty thousand horse and two hundred

thousand foot, and that he could bring into

the held two thousand chariots and three

.
* Diod Sic. librxyu. p. 071, f Oirthu, L*b. ix, cap. C.

thousand
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thousand elephants. Plutarch * computes the

power and forces of these mighty kings at a

still more extravagant rate ; for he says, their

combined army amounted to eighty thousand

horse, two hundred thousand fcot, eighty thou-

sand armed chariots, and six thousand ele-

phants of war. Convinced that the magnitude

of these forces would appear incredible to bis

readers, he assures them it was no idle report;

for that Sandrbeottus, (the Sinsarchund of Fe-

rishtah's Indian history,) who was then but a

youth, and saw Alexander in his camp, some

years afterwards conquered all these countries

with an army of six hundred thousand men;,

and bought the friendship of Selcucus, tlie suc-

cessor of Alexander, with a present of live

hundred elephants. Sandrocottus told the am-

bassadors of Seleucus, that the prince at that

tipie reigning was detested for his cruelty and

despised for the meanness of his extraction

;

and that most probably, if Alexander had

pushed on to the Ganges, he would have been

victorious over him, from the general disaffec-

tion that reigned among his troops. Curtiusj*

* Plut. in Vita Alex*

i Ceierwn qui regnant, non modo ignobilem cue sed ettasn ultima

noHU
:
quippe pairem efun Umiorem vix dinmo qtuulu propuUanUm

Jkmanu Curtius^ edit|o Snakexnb. tpm. ii. p. 679.

(elates
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relates the same circumstances of Agrammc*,

which word is perhaps only a corruption of

Xambrancs ; adding, that his latiicr was of the

basest rank of plebeian?, and witli ditiicuiiy

subsisted by following the oecupatlon of a bar-

ber; but that having, from the beauty of his

person, attracted the notice of the reigning

queen, she had exalted him to a share of her

bed ; in return for which instance of royal con-

descension, the ungrateful wretch had mur-

dered his sovereign, usurped her kingdom,

and massacred the lawful lieir of the throne,

to make way for the elevation of his own son

to empire.

JUstin* gives to Alexander the honour of

conquering the Gangarldcs, but mentions an-

other nation, by the name of Cuphites, (Grtevius

bis commentator thinks it should be Sophites,

but both arc probably mistaken in the name,)

who are ready to engage him with two hun-

dred thousand horse, but with whom his ha-

rassed soldiers refused to fight, demanding to

be led back to their native county, that their

mangled and emaciated carcases might at last

find rest in the sepulchres of their fathers.

But it is now time to inquire whethjer the

accounts given us of Canouge, by the Oriental

* lib. xii. cap. 8.

blstofians»
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historians, in any degree equal the \fXty de-

scri|jtion of Palibothra abovc-rccited.

The same elegant and learned Abul Fazil».

who, at the command of Sultan Akbcr, comp,

piled the Ayeen Akbery, also translated, hy
the desire of his master, the iamous Indian-

historical poem called the Mahabbarat, or His-

tory of the gr(’at War, In the Mahabbarat*

Owde, the capital of a province of the Slame

name to the north-ca.st of Bengal, is said to

have been the first regular imperial city of

Hindostan. It was built in the reign of Kri-

shen, one of the most antient rajahs, a name

which is likewise applied to the deity of the

Hindoos. ** That antient city,’* says Sir Ww
Jones, in the Asiatic Researches,*' “ extend-

ed, if we may believe the Bramins, over a line

of ten yojans, or about forty miles; and the

present city of Lucknow was only a lodge for

one of its gates. It is supposed to have been

the birth-place of Rama.” The Ayeen Ak-

beryf* reports Ow'de to have been in antient

tiipc 148coss in length andiSd eass in breadth..

According to the . Mahabbarat, Owde conti-

nued the imperial city during, the. space of

about fifteen hundred years, when one oif the

* See Anatic Re«earche% vol. !. p. 259.

t Ajieea Akber/,. vd.<ii. p. M*-

princes
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princes of the dyr.a-ilv of the Surajalis, a race

who boasred their r.umc find descent from the

Sun, erected upon the banks of ilie Ganges

^le great city of Canougc, the circumference

of whose walls is there said to have been fifty

coss, or one hundred miles.

This event took place about the year 1000,

before the Christian aera. The simple and pure

worship of the Deity, prescribed by Brahma,

is said about this period to have degenerated

into an idolatrous veneration of the host of

lieavcii and the elements of nature. Temples

and images were erected, and sacred rites in-

stituted, in honour of the memory of heroes

eminent in the arts or successful in war ; and

Canouge was adorned with the lofty edifices

raised by royal vanity and vulgar superstition.

^nkol, a native of Canouge, and the third

emperor in succession after the extinction of

the dynasty above-mentioned, is asserted, in

the same book, to have kept up an army,

whose magnitude greatly exceeds, in the num-

ber of foot and horse, the forces enumerated

by Plutarch; ai)d in that of elephants, it is

remarkable, exactly equals the amount stated

by Diodorus Siculus.
.
Stnkol brought into the

field, against Affirasiah, king of Persia, four

thousand elephants of war, a hundred thou*

sand
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sand horse, and four hundred thousand foot;

a force which, except in the number of ele-

phant;:, ought not to be thought incredible^

since (not to mention Xerxes’s million) Timur

is acknowledged to have had at one time nine

hundred thousand men in the field ; since Au-

rengxek, in this century, maintained a standing

force of fire hundred tliousand men ; since the

army which followed Maliommed Shah to the

plains of Karnal was so vast as to defy compu-

tation, and, accorditig to the strong impression

of a modern writer, “ to be famished by its

own numbers and since a Soobalidar of the

Decan, almost in our own times, could bring

into the field an army of eighty thousand horse

and two hundred thousand foot.

The son and successor of Sinkol dying with-

out issue to inherit the throne, we arc told

Canougc was involved in civil distractions:

but afterwards we find Delu, the founder of

Delhi, reigning in peace and splendour upon its

throne, till invaded by the usurper Foor, (the

father of that Porus who was the antagonist of

Alexander,) who took him prisoner and ra-

vaged his metropolis, but seems not to have

made it the seat of his empire.

Sinsarchund, or Sandrocottus, the successor

of Porus, who took advantage of the conviylsed

state
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state of'tlie tempife, ocrasioncd by that inva-

sioti, U> raise himself to the throne, at tlse head

of an immense army, restored to Canouge the

honour of being the capital of Hindostan, and

received there the ambassadors of Sclcucus,

the successor of Alexander, among whom was

Meg^sthenes^ the principal negotiator between

the two monarchs, about three hundred years

before the Christian sera. Jonn, the second in

succession from Sinsarchund, is said not only

to have reigned himself in great tranquillity at

Canouge, but his posterity aIterwards are re-

lated to have peaceably possessed the throne

during a period .of ninety years.

Callian Chund, a warlike and sanguinary

prince, who reigned over Mindostan about 170

years before Christ, and may possibly be the

Demetrius of Justin,* is said in Ferishtah to

have been driven, on account of his tyranny,

from the throne, by a general insurrection of

the rajahs dependent upon his authority. With

him Uie regular empire of India may be said

to have fallen ; for, after this event, many
years of discord and anarchy ensued, and each

more powerful rajah became alternately a com-

petitor for the supreme authority.

f See Justin, lib* xli. cap.
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A long period T>f obscurity in the history ot

the kings of Canouge now succeeds; hut in

tiiis dearth of Indian history Ave may derive a

glimmering of information from the Roman
annals ; where wc arc informed, that, in the

time of Augustus, an Indian embassy arrived at

Rome from a monarch of the name of Porus,

who boasted in his letters that six hundred

kings or rajahs were tributary to him ; which,

if true, could only be true of the supreme

lord or emperor of Hindostan. Now, Jona in

Ferishtah is said to have been a grand nephew

of Poor, and it is not impossible that one of

the same fami'v might have headed the rebel-

lious rajahs, and fixed the supreme dominion

once more in his own martial line. This dis-

quisition, however, more properly belongs to

the general history of India, than to this a-

bridged accourit of Canouge and its kings. I

shall therefore pass on to the regin of Basdeo,

that monarch, who, according, both to Persian

and Hindoo writers, entertained in this capital

Baharam Gore, king of Iran, or Persia, who
had come, in the disguise of a merchant, t^

explore the truth of what he had heard con-

cerning its vast opulence and the grandeur of

its monarch. In the neighbourhood of this

city ho is said to have met with a wild ele-

phant.
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phant, who, in the season of lust, had nishcd

furiously from the woods, and, attacking Ha*-

harani, was slain by him. The celebrity he

acquired by this feat was the means of his in*-

troductlon to the notice of the king, at whose

court he w’as known by some nobles who had

been in Persia, and reluctantly constrained to

assume his proper character, in which he was

treated with the utmost magnificence, and in

the end espoused the only daughter of the In-

dian monarch.*

Who were the two Fhraotes, father and son,

who reigned in India when Apollonius Tya-

nseus, according to his biographer Philostratus,

visited that country in the first century, the

scanty records we have of Indian affairs at this

period will not guide us in determining.; they

were, however, probably among the number

of those more formidable rajahs, who, during

the civil commotions, rose to the imperial dia-

dem. The same Philostratus informs us, that

the kingdom of the antient Porus, on the wes-

tern side of India, was at the same time go-

verned by Mandrus. I take the kingdom of

Mandrus to have been that of Delhi, which was

about this time rising into great eminence as

the rival metropolis of Caiiouge.

* Mirkhond apud Texeira, p. 138, and Ferishtah, p. 10.

Leaving
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Leaving for future consideration the dubious

nanies and characters of the successors of these

princes in the sovereignty of India, mentiotied

cithef by Indian or Roman historiansj we come
to the reign of Rhamdeo Rhator, or the Ma*
ratta, who, in the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury, after a campaign of five itloilths, having

subdued near five hundred rebellious rajahs

and zemeendars, entered Canouge in all the

pomp and triumph of a cOiiiqueror. In me-

mory of his victories, he made a magnificent-

festival for his army in that metropolis, and

divided among his soldiers the spoils of the

vanquished rajahs, distributing to each forty

pieces of gold, and throwing to the populace

a third part of thd amazing booty. He reigned

fifty-four years in Canouge, and seems to

have established the empire on a new and more

'permanent basis.

The last king of Canouge, considered as the

metropolis of a great empire, was Maldeo, who
likewise added the kingdom of Delhi to his do-

minion. In his rel^, thatis, iti-the beginning

of the siitth century, we are told that this city

was grown so populous, that there were in it thir-

ty thousand shops in which areta or beetle-nut,*

Voi,, 1. M . which

* In the Ajreen Akberj it Uua th« Soobih. of Agni,,in

Ctaougc stnndt, it remarluiUe tw ptodneing very excel-

lent
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wliich the Hindoos almost universally use as

the Europeans do tobacco, was sold ; and sixty

thousand bands of musicians and singers, who

paid a tax to the government, resided there

:

from which circumstance we may judge of the

great extent, and, it may be added, the dissi-

pation, of this renowned capital.

From this period we -read no more of Ca-

nouge as the metropolis of Hindostan; for,

Maldeo dying at the end of forty years, and

having no issue, every petty rajah again ren-

dered himself independent in his government*

It still continued, however, a very magnifi-

cent city; its rajah possessed the first rank,

both of civil and military distinction ; and we

find his name particularly mentioned among

the five great rajahs who united to oppose the

first invasion of Subuctagi, or Sabektekin, as

the Arabians, and D’Herbelot after them, write

the word. When Sultan Mahmud Gaznavi,

about the year 1000, penetrated through the

mountains of Tibet, and invested Canouge, he

is said there to have seen a city which raised

its head to the firmament, and which in

strength and structure might justly boast to have

lait beetle>leaf. In the Mine bbok, under Sircar Kmeja, (p. 41,)

the reader wiH oouce Fvttvalt and PvTTXAixrpon.
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no equal.* We are informed that its reigning

sovereign, Rajah Korrah, affected to live in

great pomp and splendour, but that, not being

prepared for so unexpected an attack, he sur-

rendered himself and his city to the sultan,

who staid in Canouge three days.'f- Thus Ca-

nouge at length became an appendage to the

great empire established by Mahmud, from its

capital Gazna, called Gaxnavide ; and we read

little more of it worthy notice in the domestic

history of India.

Turning to the Ayeen Akbery, and looking

for Canouge, under the Soobah in which it. is

situated, I find nothing descriptive of its an-

tient extent and grandeur, but only the corro-

borative intelligence, that, in antient times,

Kinoje was tll^ capital city of Hindostan

nor is there any historical account, as usual,

added to the short geographical sketch of the

province. There is, however, a valuable frag-

ment of history annexed to the account of the

Soobah of Delhi, which will bft of material ser-

vice to me in the subsequent pages : and in

that history there is aU allusion to a sovereign

of Canouge, which seems to prove, notwith-

ef^dipg the evidence I have dtcd to the con-

* Poulitab, voL i. 37. f Aid* p. 57.

M 8 to«7*
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trary* that, so late as the year 588 of the Hegira,

or A. D. 1 192, the rajah of Caiiouge was still

the supreme sovereign of the empire of Hin-

dostan. Indeed it express)v affirms it of Rajah

Jychund, the prince then reigning ; but whe-

ther that prince ascended the tlirone by here-

ditary right or by violence is not to be ascer-

tained. It is indeed a beautiful story, and,

though somewhat romantic towards the conclu-

sion, fully proves the absolute dependance of

all the inferior rajahs upon the monarch of Ca-

nougc. This, how'ever, is by no means the

only evidence which that book supplies in fa-

vour of the supposition that Canouge was once

die imperial city, not only of a vast kingdom

on the Ganges, as is conjectured by Mr Ren-

hel, but of all Hindostan. Although the rajah

of Guzzurat, as that gentleman obligingly in-

formed me, might have been the Balhara of

Edrisi, yet that, in 'the early periods of die-

Hegira, even the remote kingdom of Guz-

zurat was dependant on the sovereign of Ca-

nouge is manifest from the history there given

of that Soobah, in which it is expressly asserted,

upon the authority of Hindoo' annals, that in

A. H. 154r, Bunsrai became the first indepen-

dent monarch of Guzzurat, and that the ear-

liest efibrt of his rebellion was the act ** of

seising
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seising* the royal treasure which was going to

Canouge.” If the historical accounts in the

Ayeen Akbery are not to be depended upon,

where is authenticity to be found ? We must

at least be guided by them until we can obtain

others more genuine ; and I shall ever be happy

to improve and correct my history by them,

when in my power to acquire more certain

documents.

The Oriental writers are extravagant in their

accounts of the immense wealth acquired by

Mahmud in his expedition against Canouge.'f*

They say that India was then divided among

several kings, of which one who had the title of

Balhara, a word signifying king of kings, and

reigned at Canouge, was the chief. They af-

firm the conquest of the kingdom of Balhara,

which at length he accomplished, to be the

most illustrious of all his exploits ; and enume-

rate the immense w'calth and the incredible

number of slaves he carried back to Gazna.

D’Hcrbclot, in copying those writers, as I shall

hereafter prove, has mis-spelt tlie w’ord Ki-

• Ayocn Akhery, vol. ii. p. 89.

f Shcrifeddin^ in liU Life of Timur Bec» mentions a Persian

history of Mahinud^s Indian incursioiis, c.TUed Yemiiii^ ^vhicli

particularly celebrates his conquest of Canouge. Timur Bcc,

vol. ii. p. 79 .

M S noje
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noje i* he writes it Kisraje, and has led the aii«

thors of the Modem Universal History, who ver-

bally translate the article from the Bibliotheque

Orientate, into the same error.

Sir William Jones,‘f‘ speaking of this part of

India, says: **The antient system of govern-

ment which prevailed in this country seems to

have been perfectly feudal ; all the territories

were governed by rais, or rajahs, who held

theirJands of a supreme lord called Belhar,

the seat of whose residence was the city of

Canouge, now in ruins.** The passage in the

Ayeen Akbery, referred to above, exhibits a

curious proof of this feudal dependance of tlie

subordinate rajahs, and the necessity of their

paying homage in person, at stated periods, to

the supreme Belhar ; for, at a great festival or

sacrifice, called Kaisoo,:^ at which all the rajahs

of Hindostan were obliged to attend, and of

which the meanest ofiicc*s, ** even to the duties

of the scullery,’* were performed by rajahs;

Pithowra, the rajah of Delhi, from contempt

of the sovereign, not attending, that the fes-

tival might not be incomplete,” an efiigy in

* See D*Herbelot on tho^rticle Mahmud Gaanavi ; and tlie

Modern Univ. Hist vol. iii. p. 178« first 8vo. edit

f Short Hist, of Asia> p. 30.

I Rahoo, the same feast ofwbtdi we read in the Mababbtfat

gold
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gold of the absent rajah ts'as fomi<;d, and, by
wav of retorted contempt, assigned the igndUo

office of porter of the gate. The rashness of

Pithowra in the end cost him his crown and

his life.

The ruins of Canouge, Mr Rennel observes,

are even at this day of very great extent; and,

from the evidence thus collected together, and

apparently inapplicable to any other place on

that bide of India, it appeared to me sufficiently

manifest that Canouge was indisputably the

Palibothra of the antients. That idea, however,-

being now abandoned, we can only solve the

difficulty by supposing, with the Memoir, that

it is possible both cities might have been occa-

sionally used as capitals of the Prasii, as Delhi

and Agra have been in the later |)eriods of the

empire in general ; and that, in the accounts

given of them by foreigners, they have been

frequently confounded togetlier, or the one

mistaken for the other.

The city of Delhi, according to Ferishtah,

was founded by Delu^ the usurper of the

throne of Hindostan, about 300 years before

the commencement of the Christian xrn ; but,

according to the more probable account of the

Ayecn Akbery,* Aurungpaul, of the Tenore

* Ayeen Akbery, vol. ii. p# 1

M « tribe,
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tribe, was its real founder, in the year 429 of

the gsra of Bickermajit,* an acra not greatly

dissimilar from that of Christ. It was for a se>

ries of ages governed by its own rajahs, w'ho

seem to have had considerable weight in the

empire, and to have been very active in repel-

ling both the antient Persian and more modern

Mohammedan invaders of Hindoslan. They

were descended from, and were for some time

tributary to, the great rajahs of Lahore, of the

race of Bal, or Paul, a name celebrated for

valour in the heroic histories of the country

;

this family is denominated Jeipal by Ferishtah,

but Gebal by D’Herbelot, from other historians

of the Gaznavide Sultans. By this appellation

the latter distinguishes'f' ** le plus puissant roi de

VIndostan-j* and in another place calls liim,

Bal, fils d^Andbal, eslimd le plus riche et le

plus puissant roi de tout lTndostan.” I

think there can hardly h« a doubt, when we
consider their great military fame and their

place of residence, but that this long, heredi-

tary, and illustrious, race of Bal, or Paul, was

the same as that of Porus, so ^.often mentioned

by classical writers. 1 am aware, however,

f Bickermajit flourished in the first century ofthe Christian

? BiblioU'icquc Orientate^ p. 33

that
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that Bal (whence (he word Bahhara,* or the

greaiat lordt formed) may be only a title of

refill h'tinction, and w'as sometimes usurped

by the “ovcrcigns of other Soobahs. Twenty

pritii.es of this line arc particularly said, in the

Ayeen Akbery, to have enjoyed in regular

succession, for 437 years, the throne of Delhi,

not yet imperial. An extensive territory to

the noi th and south of Delhi was subject to the

control of its rajah, since we read, in Ferishtah,

that tire antient and hallowed cities both of Ta-

nasar (the Tanasis of Ptolemy) and Muttra, or

Matura, (the Methora of Pliny,) situated only

thiity six miles north of Agra, and still a con-

siderable city, were under his jurisdiction and

protection. The last ol its native princes, ac-

cording to the Aycen Akbery, was Pithowra,

from whose family it was conquered by the

Mohan.niedan slave Cuttub, or Cothbedden

Ibek, as lie is called by D’Hcrbelot, who made

Delhi the capital of the r-ast empire which he

established in Hindostan. The prince from

wimm it was immediately taken is said by

Ferishtah to have been called Candi ; and, as

whenever 1 quote this author I always seek for

* Bashar A Is derive<I either from the Persian Ball4» high ;

or the Arabic lanl\ M.wia, mighty \ aiul Rai» 6rRAjAa

Actereign. Alany IVrstan aie blended mth Saji^ieet

collateral
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collateral c^'idcncc, in Marco Polo’s Indian

Travels.I find mention made of a rajah of the

same name, v/ho is aifirnicd to i):;ve been the

chief of the four groat kings who then reigned

in the peninsula. Cand: lost his throne nearly

at the expiration of the twelfth century : Mar-

co Polo visited India about the middle of the

thirteenth century and it is not improbable

that the exiled family, though unable to op-

pose the torrent of Mohammedan success,

might still retain sufficient vigour and resources

to secure a respectable territory in the southern

regions of that extensive country. That the

descendants of the race of Bal did retire south-

ward, from the exterminating fury of the Mo-
hammedans, seems to be apparent, from what

Mr Chambers, in the Asiatic Researches, has

related concerning the extensive and ruinous

remains of a vast city near Sadras, on the Co-

romandel coast, now called Mavalipuram, but

which he contends in Sanscreet might have

been written Mahabalipur, or the city of tlie

great Bali. The greater part of these ruins has

been corroded and washed away by the violent

inroad of tbe sea, on whose border they now
stand ; but from which it is probable they w'cre

in former >agcs situated at a considerable dis-

* See bisTmvd^ in Citin|>bell’t edition of Hacru, voI. i> p. €21.

tance*
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tance. The more antient inhabitants of the

place now living remember when a far greater

number of pagodas than at present appear raised

their heads above the water* which* being

covered with copper, and probably gilt, re-

flected the rays of the rising sun, and difiused

a glory over the ocean, that seemed to indicate

how w ide, and at the same time how magni-

ficent, were the ruins it concealed. A city*

alco, called Balipntna, stands on the Malabar

coa'^t, which may lie considered as an additi-

onal proof to what is recorded in D’Anville^

from Fxlrisi, of the extensive power and domi-

nion ol this very antient race.

While I am upon the subject of these sin-

tient nionum’*nts of Indian grandeur, so eagerly

and so laudably investigated hy the gentlemen

who compose the Asiatic Society at Calcutta*

as containing irrefragable testimony in 8U|>-

port and elucidation of many great historical

but doubtful points, such as occur in almost

every page of the Indian annals, let me not.

forget to remark, that the same book containa

a grant of land, bearing date twenty-three

years before the commencement of the Chris-

tian aera, of one of the rajahs of Ais very

nahie, who is styled Deb Paul Deb, equally

instructive to the historian and interesting to

the
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the antiquary. Among much other curious

atid useful information, of which I hope here-

after to avail myself, this Paul is said to have

been the son of Dharmo Paul, who married the

daughter of a celebrated rajah called Poro
Bal; and the union of two such words in the

same name, and that the name of a rajah of

eminence, will, I hope, rescue my former con-

jecture from any severe animadversions.

Delhi is situated in latitude 28" 37'. If we

may believe the Mahabbarat, it stands upon

the site of a most antient city, called Indcrput,

in times justly reputed fabulous the metropolis

of the country. I'hc Ayecn Akbery, however,

confirms this account, expressly asserting that

Delhi is a very antient city, “ and was formerly

called Indcrput.” Delhi rose to renown as the

glory of Canouge declined. Its consequence

as an imperial city increased with tbat of the

Mohammedan dynasty, which bears its name,

and it continued to flourish as one of the most

splendid cities of Asia, and as the unrivalled

metropolis of Hindostan, under all the sultans

of the Gaznavidc, the Gauride, and Charaz-

mian, dynasties. Each successive monarch

adorned this envied city with some signal me-

iQorial of royal magnificence ; it was surround-

ed M'ith beautiful gardens and aromatic groves,

and
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and was filled with innumerable edifices, erec-

ted for the purposes of commerce, appropri-

ated to the ditiusiou of science or devoted to

the sanctities of religion.

At the period of the invasion of ’flmur BeC,

Delhi is said to have arrived at a point of dis-

tinction, in regard to its unequalled wealth

and extended commerce, which it never after

reached. Sherifeddin, the Persian historian of

his life, describes that capital* as consisting of

three cities, which he denominates Seiri, Ge-

hanpenah, and Old Delhi. Seiri was invested

wiUi a strong circular wall;”|* Old Delhi, or

the antlent Inderput, had likewise a circular

w'all, but far more considerable in extent. Ge-

lianpenah occupied the space between the two

cities, and was considerably larger than either

:

the w'alls by which it was fortified running on

each side in parallel lines, and connecting the

two former cities. The metropolis, thus formed

of three great cities, spread over a very wide

extent of ground ; and« according to Sherifed-

din, had no less than thirty,, others say fifty,

gates. It was celebrated, he informs us, for a

mosque of astonishing dimensions, and for a

• See Shenfeddtn*.<i Timur Bec^ vol. ii. p. 67 .

t In the Ayeen AJ(bery« Seiri is said to have been built by SuU
tan iMindeen*

palace
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palace of admiral^Ie fnagniHcence^ which was

erected hy Mal< k Jona, an antient king of In«

dia,and was ornamented witii a tliousand marble

columns.* The Persian authors are lavish in

their praises of this great and beautilul inetro«

polls. The seat of voluptuousness, and the

central repository of whatever the vast traffic,

carried on by the Indian merchants with Persia,

Arabia, and China, produced, it abounded

with costly rarities of every kind ; the tribute

of the most distant climes, the labour of the

most skilful artificers. But a savage conqueror

now approached, before whom the pride of

India and the delight of her sovereigns must

Ih>w the head. Through a deluge of human
blood, shed in his progress from Samarcand

to India, and fresh from the unprovoked ma^
sacre of 100,000 captive Hindoos, who were

left expiring almost beneath its walls, the mer-

ciless Timur pressed on to its destruction. He
entered the cky, in triumph, on the 4th of Ja-

nuary, 1599.' The great standard of the Tar-

tarian empire was immediately erected on its

* Mr Finch, one of die first Mid noit respectable visitants of

Ihdla hi the last century, in describing the mins ofOM Delhi, par*

tkularises the remains of this august pilei whM at that period,

(1S09,) little more tiian 200 years after Timiir^ invasion, was

nouldeied away to what hecalls **aniereflaiCMO, womoul^and

disfigured to tha last dagroe.” I]hiriirsVo|sgM,vol. i.|».fS.

walls:
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walls; and the usurper, seated upon the throns

of India, in all the pride of conquest, received

the prostrate obeisance of the nobility of both

nations. The royal elephants and rhinoceros

adorned with rich trappings of gold and silver,

were brought to the foot of the throne, and,

instructed by their leaders, made the salaam of

gratulation. Some days were consumed in re-

warding with suitable honours the princes and

generals of the victorious army, in banquets

of unbounded magnificence, and in insulting

heaven with the grateful vows of successful

tyranny. At length, on some resistance re-

luctantly made by the inhabitants to the wan-

ton outrages of their conquerors, Dcliii, and.

all the wonders it contained, was given up to

be pillaged by an enraged soldiery ; and, on

the 13th of the same month, ** that great and

proud city was destroyed." We may ferni

some judgement of the enormous booty ob-

tained in this general pillage, from the account

given by the same author of the number of

flaves made captive, and of the immense quan-

tities of precious stones, pearls, rubies, dia-

monds, gold and silver vessel^ money, and

bullion, carried away by the army. Even tho

Indian women and girls are said to have been

adorned with a pioftinaiii of pcectoua amnes^

and
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and had bracelets and rings of gold and jewels;

not only on their hands and feet, but also

on their toes. Of these precious ornaments

every individual had secured so ample a store,

that they refused the incumbrance of more,

and vast heaps of various plunder of inesti-

mable value were left behind. These are

nearly the words of the Persian author, who
bears the strictest character in the East for ve-

racity, and who was cotemporary with the mo-

narch whose history he relates.

Under the dynasty of kings that immedi-

ately succeeded the invasion of Timur, Delhi

soon recovered its pristine splendour and im-

portance as the imperial city of Hindustan.

In the course of a few ages that city became

Again crowded with many majestic monuments

of Patan grandeur, in mosques, baths, and ca-

ravanseras; and the sepulchres of its deceased

monarchs of that line, as w’ell as of many other

lioly and illustrious men, whose names are

enumerated in the Ayecn Akbery, presented

to the eye of travellers an awful and striking

spectacle.

When Baber, advancing from his imperial

city of Cabul, on the north-west frontiers of

Hindostan, had over-turned the power of the

Patatls in the- person of Ibrahim, the court

resided
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^sided alternately at Agra and Delhi* Hie
usurper Shore, who during his short reign

erected throagliout Hindostan many stately

edifices, and, among others, that superb mau-
soleum in Bahar,* in which he lies interred,

pulled down the antient town, of Seiri and

built a new city on its foundation; which, how*

ever, when Abul Fazil, who relates this fact,

wrote the Institutes of Akber, was for the most

part in ruins. Homaion, on his restoration to

that throne, which Shore and his family had so

long usurped, laid the foundations of a new and

magnificent palace at Delhi, whicli he did not

live to finish ; but, meeting liis fate shortly after

in that city, from the effects of too powerful a

dose of opium, was himself buried on the banks

of the neighbouring Jumna, where a noble mo-

nument was erected over his remains by the

great Akber, his son, and successor in the im-

perial dignity. That most renowned of all the

sovereigns of tlic house of 7'imur contributed

no otherwise to its ornament ; but, on the con-

trary, by fixing his residence for the most part

at Agra, and lavishing such immense sums on

* This noble monument of the magnificence of Shore jlill re-*

mains entire. It .<Uands in the centre of a grand artificial lake

nearly a mile in length. There has hecn lately published an

elegant engraving of it, from a painting by Mr Hodges.

N the
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the structure of its castle, and on the stupen*

dous erections at Secundra in its neighbourhood,

completed the ruin which time and neglect had

united to spread through the wide circumfe-

rence and amidst the desolated lowers of Delhi.

Notwithstanding the astonishing sums ex-

pended by Akber on the palace, or rather the

castle, of Agra, (for all the Eastern palaces arc

built with a view of defence,) the situation,

upon a scorched sandy soil and under a more

southern sun, was neither esteemed so salu-

brious by his successors nor so centrical for

the command of the various provinces of the

empire, according to its divisions at that period,

(for, the southern parts of the peninsula were

not yet subjugated,) as was that of Delhi.* The

turbulent governors of the north-western pro-

vinces bordering upon Persia were perpetually

fomenting rebellions ; and for their extinction

were required the speedy, the effectual, and

the concentrated, exertions of the supreme au-

thority. Actuated partly by these motives, and

partly by the desire of immortalising his name

in the erection of a city that should exceed in

• Terry thinks this city, situated in the heart of the empire,

was called Delhi, or, as he writcii it, Dcllce, from a word in the

Hiudostan language signifying a heart. Dill is the Indian word

for heart. It should be more properly written D^hiy.

grandeur
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grandeur all the other cities of Hindostan,

Jehaun Shah, the grandson of Akbcr, in A. D.

1647, according to Fraser, rebuilt Delhi from

the ground, and called the new city Jehaunabad,

after his own name. He at the same time con*

structed a palace not less distinguished for its

spacious and splendid apartments, calculated

for every purpose of state and luxury, than for

the extent and beauty of the gardens with which

it was adorned, where every odorous plant and

beautiful flower of Asia at once feasted the eye

with delight and filled the air with fragrance,

where fountains of the purest water perpetually

flowed, and where vast artificial caverns shel-

tered the fainting fugitive from the severe fer-

vours of an eastern noon.

To enter into a minute detail of all the curi-

osities contained in this new city and this extra-

ordinary palace, which was particularly famous

for the throne erected by the same prince, in

the form of a peacock, with its tail expanded,

and entirely composed of diamonds, emeralds,

rubies, and sapphires, and of all the vast trea-

sures amassed in this capital by that ostenta-

tious monarch, as related by Bernier, Thevenot,

and Tavernier, would be to swell these prefa-

tory pages to a magnitude disproportioned to

the body of the history itself. Reserving,

N 2 therefore.
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therefore, the remaining history of this famed

metropolis for tho?e more recent periods to

which it properly belongs, I sriail ccmclude

this account of its antier.t gnndeur, by obser-

ving, in general, that, fr< ni the death of Shah

Jehaun, til) the year 1738, Delhi continued to

flourish in increased consequence and splendour

as the capital of liindostan. In that year, so

fatal to the towering majesty of the Mogul mo-

narchs in India, a barbarian, more deeply stained

with blood than even Timur himself, whose na-

tive ferocity ofsoul was aggravated and inflamed

by the stings of insatiable avarice, entered the

richest metropolis in the world, once more de-

voted its hapless inhabitants to unrestrained mas-

sacre, and plundered its sumptuous palace of the

accumulated wealth of ages. According to

Fraser's calculation, the invasion of Nadir cost

liindostan 100 millions of pounds sterling and

200,000 lives. The several conquerors of this

ill-fated city seem to have advanced progres-

sively in the scale of horrible enormity. A
daemon of cruelty yet remains to be noticed,

whose unprecedented barbarities make huma-

nity shudder, and whose outrages extended to

the grave itself. Ahmed AbdoHah, who, upon

tlie death of Nadir, had erected into an inde-

pendent
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pendent monarchy the provinces bordering upon

Persia on the one hand and upon Hindostan on

the other, in the year 1756 marched into Delhi,

which he gave up foi tlircc days to be pillaged

by his soldiers, who, in levying their contribu-

tions, practijrcd every species of barbarity upon

the wretched inhahitants; and, in their eager

search for concealed treasures, scrupled not to

violate even the .>epulchres of the dead. Ah-

med is supposed, on his first visit, to have

carried away more ricnes, except in jewels,

than Nadir himself; but unsatiated with this

grand l)ooty, he returned no less than six diffe-

rent times during the short reign of Allum

Geer. His sixth and last visit was in 1759 and

1760, \yhcn Delhi was again plundered, and ,

that magnificent city, which for 500 years, with

little intermission, had floi;rished as the capital

of Hindostan, and, during the reign of Au-<

rungzeb, was supposed to contain near two mil-

lion of inhabitants, wms totally ruined and al-

most depopulated.

We come now, in the words of Milton, whose

geography was as accurate as his poetry was

sublime.

To Aoka ud Lahore of Great M<^l,

of whiph celebrated capitals, our account, from

the extent of the preceding historical retrospect,

N3
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must of necessity be compressed within the

narrowest possible limits consistent with the pro-

fessed design in giving that account.

Lahore, or rather Laiioor, is the capital

of a large province to the north-west of Delhi,

called by the natives Panjab; from Panj, five,

and Ab, xvater, because watered by the five

branches of the Indus. Lahore is marked on

the new map as situated in the 31st degree of

north latitude, and it stands on the banks of

the Rauvee, the antient Ilydraotes. It is a

city of such great antiquity, that, if it be not

in reality the Buccphala of Alexander, as, ac-

cording to our former remark, has been sup-

posed, it will be extremely diflicult to fix for

certainty upon its founder; for the Aycen Ak-
bery is silent on the subject.

Lahore, lying on the direct road that leads

into the heart of Hindostan, has ever been ha-

rassed, both in antient and modern aeras, by

the armies of contending princes, and has ex-

perienced cxery vicissitude to which the alter-

nate triumph and defeat of the sovereign can

subject a capital. From the time of Alexander

to the present day. Panjab has been more deeply

stained wdih blood than any other province of

the empire ; and the frequent battles that have

been fought within its territory have probably

contributed
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contributed to keep alive that ardour of forti*

tude, for which its rajahs, and the subjects

under their government, have bee:ii ever dis-

tinguished. They opposed with vigour the

progress of the Macedonian invader. I he

generals of Valid were prevented, principally

by the valour of tliosc frontier warriors, from

penetrating beyond Multan. It has been as-

serted, indeed, that the army of Valid, under

Mohammed Casim, subjugated a considerable

part of Hindostan ; and it would appear so from

Erpenius's version of Al Makin, where he

says, “ Mohammed Indiam occupavit,*' but the

contrary is evident, from an historical note

which the late very learned editor of the Aim&ls

of Abulfeda has added, and which both assigns

the cause and records the extent of that inva-

sion.* Jcipal, the rajah of Lahore, during

the repeated incursions of Subuctagi and his son

Mahmud, exhibited the most horoic proofs of

bravery in the defence of his hereditary domain,

W'hich extended from Cashmireto Multan; and

great indeed must have been tlie wealth he pos-

sessed, since, when, at length, after three despe-

rate efforts, he was taken prisoner by the enemy,

* Fee Abulfcdie Annales Muslcmicssj Abrabicc ct Latine, per

J. J. Reisk, tom. i. p. 427. Hafniae^ 1789: and Hist. Saracen*

Elmacinb cdi^ Krpeu. pS4. Lugd. Ha:. I G25*

N i around
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around Iiis neck alone vve-re found .-suspend-

ed sixteen strings of jevveis, eaci'. oi vvliiclj

was valued at ib <,000 rupees, and ll.e wiiole

at 520,000 peuntJo sterling. 'i h;? sura, how-

ever, is trifling, compared to tliat which, Mirk-

hond says, the sultan of Gazna, in his expedi-

tion against Jeipai, or Bal, as he calls him, and

in a second against his son Andbai, (T crishlah’s

Annindpal,*) carried out of India. He states

it at seven millions of coin in gold, seven hun-

dred maunds'f' of gold in ingots, together with

an inestimable quantity of pearls and precious

stones. Jeipai, when at length liberated, stung

with the anguish arising from his late defeat and

captivity, and partly impelled by those feelings,

and partly in obedience to a custom then pre-

valent among the Hindoos, who forbade a

rajah, who had been twice vanquished by the

Mussulmen, longer to hold the reins of govern-

ment, roigned the thrpne to his son. He then

ordered a funeral pile to be prepared and kind-

led, and, leaping into the flames, died as he-

loically as he had lived.

Ferl .lnrili, vol. i. p, +•. Mirkhondapud Texeira, p. 2S0.

f Tho ni’tund io .i wIjh ii varies in diircrmt parts ot

India. At Be it io fovtnLy-i’our pouads and two-

thirds; at Siurat, to tiiirly-so^en pound? and a half; atMadras> tc

twenty-fivo. The inaand In Persia is cyn<idt'rab!y let-s.

Not
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Not to anticipate farther the events more

largely and luore connectedlv recorded in the

ens Jing history, it will be sofiicic nt to remark,

in this place, that Lahore continued to flourish

ns a great, populous, and wealthy, capital,

under many of the succeeding Mohammedan
usurpers of India, and in particular under the

sultans Cosro, the first and second of that

name, and the last of the house of Gazna, who,

being driven from their former capital by Ma-
homed of Gaur, maJt; laihore the metropolis

of their remaining empire. It was for some time

the imperial city of Cuttub, who, afterwards

extending his conq’jest eastward, found it ne-

cessary to remove fhe seat of his empire to the

more central city of Delhi. Deserted by

royalty, l.ah'^re lost not its splendouf and ira-

poitance; these -.verc supported by the vast

commerce which aho»it that period it enjoyed

above ail the cities of Hirtdo«t:ir,. xhc period,

however, of its proudest distinction, as com-

mercial city, oeenis to have been that in which

the traffic, at present carried on by the Euro-

pean scttlem(’nts upon the coast of India, passed

in caravans through the inland provinces of

Asia, when Lahore, as well as Cabul, was

crowded with merchants from all nations; and

her bazars were furnished with the richest com-

modities.
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modities both of the Eastern and European

world. To Lahore, as to a general store-house,

were brought the costly silks of Persia and the

precious gums and drugs of Arabia, to be ex-

changed for the gems of India and the rich

manufactures of China.

To its royal honours and distinction Lahore

was restored by Homaion, who, both pre-

viously to the usurpation of Shere and during

the period of his exile from the throne, made

this city his principal residence. He erected

in it many stately edihees, and particularly the

palace, which was uncommonly lofty, and

which, according to Mr Fincii, who visited it

in 1609, (nearly sixty years before Thevenof,

whose description is most generally referred to,)

had twelve noble gates ; nine opening towards

the land-side and three towards the river. The
same author affirms, that the city was twenty-

four cose in circumference, and, including the

suburbs, six cose in length ; which, taking the

cose at a mile and three-quarters, is not greatly

dbsimilar from Thevenot’s account of its extent

in the time of Homaion : for, he slates that ex-

tent at three leagues, although, at the period

of his own visit, it was diminished to one league.

IVhat Homaion had thus splendidly begun, Je-

haun Geer, who preferred this situation to hi$

father’s
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father’s sumptuous palace at Agra, completed ia

the nobh' style of the designer. 1 he English tra-

veller mentioned above resided here while those

works, which were to make Lahore " the finest

city of Asia,” were advancing to perfection.

He mentions the grand fosse at that time casting

up round the whole circumference, and the

strong wall about to be erected, which later

tr;.v' liets '-av was of free-stone, flanked with

towers aiid guarded by numerous artillery.

Jehaun Cicer indeed could, better than the

exiled Momaion, all’ord to perfect magnificent

p.cj' cf;-; for, at fits coming to the throne, he

fo.-nti a I'caaiiry, as will appear iicreaftcr from

U'jj fjc !o’s correct account, so full, or rather

so overtlo''’ing, witli every species of wealth,

accumul itecl <li:ring Akber’s long reign of fifty

years, as to a vnear inexhaustible. Mr Finch’s

account of the palace itself is too remarkable and.

particular to be omitted ; and I shall therefore

extract it as a specimen of that traveller’s agree-

able, spirited, and, considering the period when

it was pen -cd, 1 may add, elegant, manner of

writing: “ As for the rarities of the castle, or

palace, they are by far too numerous, as well

as too glorious, to be justly represented by a

short description; the mahls, the courts, the

galleries, tlic rooms of state, arc almost end-

less;
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less; and, to give an idea of the extravagant

richness of the furniture of these, it may be

sufficient to say, that, in tlie king’s lodgings,

the very walls and ceilings were overlaid with

plates of gold, and the others are as prodigally

rich and sumptuous in proportion. There arc

a vast num’oer of stalely pictures iianging up

and down in the galleries and public rooms, all

drawn at full length. Here h the w^hole royal

family down from Baber, that made the con-

quest of India, to this present Mogul. Besides

these are all the principal noblemen* of the

present government, the Mahometan omrahs

and khans, and the native Indian princes that

are of any great power or figure about the king.

For curiosities without, the king’s garden may
be reckoned among the chief: here India and

Europe seem to lie together on the same spot,

which presents the eye with the vegetable va-

rieties of both.*’’!* To this account of the fine

paintings and rich but decayed furniture that

adorned the palace of Lahore, Ihevenot, and

^ Sir Thomas Roe, who went ambassador to India in ](515,

only six ycius after Mr Mndi, reiales some curious anecdotes, of

which I snail notice lit their proper place, of Jehauii Geer’s

enthu-siastic fondtK'ss for lit?: art of painting* See Sir T. Roe’s

Journal in Churc hill’s voluminous collection, vol. i. p. 64.

+ Harris’s Collection of Voyages, vol. i. p. 88.

all
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nil the later travellers of the last century, bear

ample testimony. M. Bernier, who was at

this city in the suite ofthe emperor Aurungzeb,

whom he attended in the capacity of physician,

and who dates from this place the third letter

in his expedition to Cashmire, speaks of the

palace as a high and magnificent structure, but

hastening rapldiy to ruin, as well as the city

itself, from the l-mg ab-vnc'' of the court. Ex-

cessive torn ;.?-; of { ; observes, ii.ul pre-

viously fallen, and i-ai'.

wards the cloino-itlon of

and forsaken judaccs of ll

.really contributed to-

the public buildings

u* nobility
; tiiat still.

howex’er, iiie or tlx Considerable streets re-

main.ctt, of which two or three were abo\'e a’

league in length ; but liiat the Rauvee, which,

from its vast raoici-iv anti occasiosjal overflow-
A ^

ing, had often caiU'Cu gr<.*at devastation, had

changed its bed, and, to tlie great inconve-

nience of the iuhahitants, at that time flowed

above a quarter of a league from the city.

similar misfortune has betidlen many of the

antieut cities of Hindo^tan ; for we are in-

formed that Gour, once the capital of Bengal,

which was in times past Watered by the Ganges,

stands now at the distance of five miles from

the bed of that river; and that some parts of

its extensive ruins, formerly washed by its

stream.
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stream, are at present situated twelve miles

from it. The confluence of the Ganges and

the Sone, whicii in remote periods took place

at Patna, now falls at Moneah, twenty-two

miles above that city. The Burrampooter has

still more considerably varied its course ; and

the very river, of which the Rauvee is only a

branch, is said by Strabo, on the authority of

Aristobulus, in the earliest ages of antiquity, to

have deviated many leagues from its usual

channel, by that means leaving many popu-

lous cities destitute of the necessary blessings of

its waters, and turning a vast tract of cultivated

country into a barren and sandy desert.

Agra, the Aoara of Ptolemy, though

that city is by no means placed on his map in

a degree of latitude corresponding with Agra

on the modern map, which is marked in

27® 15', owed its importance, and indeed its

existence as a capital, to the muniflcence of

Akber. That emperor, pleased with its situa-

tion on the bank of the Jumna, and probably

incited by its proximity to his new conquests in

the Deccan, from an inconsiderable fortifled

town, raised Agra to an eminence in splendour,

beauty, and renown, which no city in India,

* Major Rennd.

not
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not even Delhi itself, had ever before enjoyed.

This monarch had far advanced towards the

completion of the proud structures of Fctti-

porc, of which the remaining ruins prove the

original grandeur, when on a sudden he re-

linquished them to execute his more exten-

sive projects at Agra. Indeed, the projects of

Akber were all vast and comprehensive, like

the mind that formed them. In the impor-

tant plans for which peace gave leisure, as well

as in the more dazaling scenes of martial glory,

his genius and his abilities seemed to Soar alike

superior m the rest of mankind.

AkbeP, having determined to make Agra an

imperial residence, ordered the old wall of

earth, with which the city had decn inclosed

by the Patan monarchs, to be destroyed, and

rebuilt with hewn stone, brought from the quar-

ries of Fettipore. This undertaking, however

considerable, was finished with no great diffi-

culty and within no very protracted period.

But to rebuild Agra and its castle in a manner

worthy of the designer, and calculated to render

it the metropolis of the greatest empire in Asia,

required the unwearied exertions of one of the

greatest monarchs whom Asia had ever beheld.

For the full completion of his magnificent plan,

Akber, by the promise of ample rewards, col-

lected
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lected together, from every quarter of his do*

minions, the most skill' 1 architects, the most

celebrated artists in every branch, both of ex-

ternal ornament and domestic decorativ n; and

some judgement may be formed ot the prodi-

gious labour and expense required to perfect

the whole undertaking, when the reader is ac-

quainted, that ttie palace alone took up twelve

years in finishing, kept constantly employed,

during that period, above a thousand labourers,

and cost nearly three millions of rupees. The

castle itself, the largest ever erected in India,

was built in the form of a crescent along the

banks of the Jumna, which becomes at this

place, in its progress to the Ganges, a very con-

siderable river; its lofty walls were composed

of stones of an enormous size, hard as marble,

and of a reddish colour, resembling jasper,

which at a di^tance, in the rays of the sun,

gave it a shining and beautiful appearance. It

was four miles in extent, and it consisted of

three courts, adorned. with many stately porti-

coes, galleries, and turrets, ail richly painted

and gilded, and some even overlaid with plates

of gold. The first court, built round with

arches, that gave a perpetual sliadc, so desira-

ble,amidst the heats of a burning climate, was

intended for the imperial guard ; the second,

for
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for the great omrahs and ministers of state, who
had their several apartments for the transaction

of the public business; and the third court,

within whi(di was contained the seraglio, con-

sisted entirely of the stately apartments of the

emperor himself, hung round with the richest

silks of Persia, and glittering with a profusion

of Indian wealth. Behind these were the royal

gardens, laid out in the most exquisite taste, and

decorated with ail that could gratify the eye,

regale the ear, or satiate the most luxurious

palate; the loveliest shade, the deepest ver-

dure; grottoes of the most refreshing coolness,

fruits of the most delicious flavour; cascades

that never ceased to murmur, and music that,

never failed to delight. In the front of the

castle, towards the river, a large area was left for

the exercise of the royal elephants, and the

battles of xld beasts, in whieh the Indian em-

perors used to take great delight; and, in a square

of vast extent, that separated the palace from

the city, a numerous array constantly en-

camped, whose shining armour and gorgeous

ensigns diffused a glory round them and added

greatly to the splendour of the scene.

But, if this palace was thus externally grand,

what a splendid scene must its interior parts

have displayed ? Mandeslo, who visited Agra

VoL. I. O in
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in 1638, and saw that city in the meridian of

its glory, after informing us that the palace was

altogether the grandest object he had ever be-

held, that it was surrounded with a wall of free-

stone and a broad ditch, with a draw-bridge

at each of its gates, adds,* that, at the farther

end of the third court, you saw a row of silver

pillars under a piazza, and beyond this court

was the presence-chamber; and this more spa-

cious apartment was adorned with a row of

golden pillars ot* a smaller size, and within the

balustrade was the royal throne of massy gold,

almost incrusted over with diamonds, pearls,

and other precious stones ; that above this throne

was a gallery, where the Mogul appeared every

day, at a certain time, to hear and redress the

complaints of his subjects ; and that no persons

whosoever, besides the king’s sons, were ad-

mitted behind those golden pillars. He men-

tions, likewise, an apartment in the castle, very

remarkable for its tower, which was covered

with massy gold, and for the treasure which it

contained, having eight large vaults filled w'ith

gold, silver, and precious stones, the value of

which was inestimable. As I have ever esteemed

the accounts given us of the internal parts of

India, by Bernier and Thevenot, to be far more

* Sec lyiandeslo’s Travels, in Harris's CoUecUon, vol. ii. p> 1 1

8

>

accurate
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accurt^e and authentic than those by Tavernier^

who travelled thither merely in a mercantile

capacity, and possessed neither the leisure nor

the opportunity which the others enjoyed to

examine objects with attention, so I have in this

work more generally followed the relations of

the former than the latter of those travellers.

On all subjects, however, that relate to com*

mcrce, and the splendour and riches of the

Eastern courts, which he admired so much,

and of which, as a merchant in gold and jewels,

he knew so accurately to calculate the value,

he undoubtedly deserves the preference of cita-

tion. Tavernier, who visited Agra in tlie de-

cline of its glory near the end of the last cen-

tury, in the absence of the court at Jehauna-

bad, obtained permission from the commanding

omrah to visit, in company with a Dutch mer-

chant, the inside of that splendid palace; and,

among other proofs of its magnificence, makes

particular mention of a gallery, the arch of

which it was Shah Jehaun’s intention to have

overlaid with silver, and he had engaged an in-

genious Frenchman to undertake the work ; but,

tlie artist being soon after poisoned, the design

was dropt. lie describes the cieling of that

gallery as adornpd with branched work of gold

and azure, and bung below with rich tapestry.

O 2 Sut
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But there was also another most sumptuous gal-

lery, seen by Tavernier, which fronted the river,

and Which the same monarch had purposed to

i.over entirely over with a kind of latticc-wwk

of emeralds and rubies, that should have re-

presented to the life ** grapes when they are

green, and when they begin to grow red. But

this design, which made such a noise in the

world, and required more riches than all the

w'orld could afibrd to perfect, still remains un-

finished, there being only three stocks of a

vine In gold, with their leaves, as the rest ought

to have been, enamelled according to their na-

tural colours, with emeralds, rubies, and other

precious stones, wrought in the fashion of

grapes.”* This splendid idea of Jehaun was

not without parallel amidst the magnificence of

e<tstcrn courts ; for, we are told by Herodotus,

that Pithius, the wealthy Bythinian, made Da-

rius a present of a plane-tree and a vine of gold.

This vine, according to Athcn9BUS,*{* w'as adorned

with Jewels hanging in clusters, in form and

Colour resembling grapes, and spread like a

rich canopy over the golden bed of that mo-

narch. But, without going to Persia, we find

• Tavernier’s Indian Travels, book i. eba^ 7.

f See Hcrodot. lib. vii. and also Athcnacus, lib. ^Il•

in
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in Curtlii.%* amidst that luxuriant description,

in his eighth book, of tiie state and pageantry

of an Indian monarch, particular mention made
of the golden vines that twined round those or-^

namented columns of the same metal which

supported his palace, amidst whose brandies

artificial birds of silver, in imitation of those

most esteemed in India, were disposed with the

nicest art by the curious designer. But to rcr

turn from the palace to the city of Agra.

In a line \yith the palace, along the banks of

the same river, were arranged the magnificent

palaces pf the princes and great rajahs, who
vied with each other in adorning the new mcf

tropoiis; the majestic edifices of which met the

delighted eye, intersected with lofty trees, wide

canals, and beautiful gardens. Determined to

make it tlic wonder and envy of the East, and

to bury both its former nanie and obseurity in

equal oblivion, the sultan gave his own name

to the rising capital, and called it Akber-Abad,

while he enriched it with the noblest monu-

ments ofregal munificence thathuman ingenuity

could plan or human industry could execute.

That nothing might be wanting to render it use-

ful for every purpose both of religion and com-

merce, Akber erected in it many spacious ca^

* C^nUis Cuitius, lib. vUi. cap. 9.

O 3 ravansera^
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ravanserasy sumptuous bazars, and innumerable

mosques, some remarkable for the elegance and

others for thcgrandcurof their structure : he like-

wise invited foreigners from all nations to come

and settle there, built them factories, permitted

them the free use of their several religions/ and

indulged them in many immunities. In parti-

cular, knowing the great consequence of the

Portuguese at that period in the commercial

world, lie endeavoured to establish a connec-

tion with that enterprising nation, solicited the

court of Portugal that missioners might be sent

to instruct his subjects in the principles of Chris-

tianity, and permitted the Jesuits to erect a

church and found a college in his new city,

which he endowed with a pension from the

royal treasury. By these liberal and politic ex-

ertions, Agra, or Akber-Abad, from being a

country-town of no great note, soon became

the most flourishing city in his dominions, and

the thronged resort of Persian, Arabian, and

Chinese, merchants, besides those from the

European settlements, who flocked in multi-

tudes to its mart.

Agra, during the long reign of i^kber and his

son Jehaungeer, flourished as the first city for

magnificence and commerce in India. Shah

jehaun, by rebuilding Delhi, and by removing

the
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the iinperial insignia, the treasures anti thejewels

accumulated by his ancestors, to his new and

splendid palace in that capital, gave the fatal

blow to its consequence as an imperial city.

Aurungzeb lived in the held of battle, and

made it his business rather to extend the bounds,

than to beautify and aggrandize the capitals, of

his empire, Agra, deserted by its monarchs,

languished under the deprivation of the niyal

smile, and rapidly sunk into decay ; at this

day, Iiowever, it exhibits more magnificent mo-

numents of former splendour than any city of

Ilindostan ; and, when time shall have entirely

levelled those monuments with the dust, Agra
shall survive the wreck, and flourish for ever in ,

the historic page of its immortal founder.

O 4f CHAP,
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C 11 A P. III.

Of the divisions of Hindostan according to th^

Hindoos themselves, according to the Persian

and Arabian Geographers, and according ta,

the most esteemed Accounts of Europeans.

After having traced the great outlines

of the antient geography of India, ac-

cording to Ptolemy, Strabo, and Pliny; and

having taken a view of the magnificence which

distinguished the successive capitals of that an-

lient empire, a$ well in remote as in mpre re-

cent periods ; it remains for us to pursue the

tract originally marked out for the conduct of

this introductory Dissertation, and to consider

India, or rather Hindostan, according to the

divisions of the Orientals themselves and of the

best modern geographers.

'1 he most accurate accounts of the divisions

and subdivisions of this extensive territory, the

history of its most early periods and governing

princes, arc only to be collected ff^m the wri-

tings of the Indians themselves, and of those

learned
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learned foreigners who have successively resided

an^ong them. Although the sacred language,

which is the general deposit of their history and

theology, has, till yery lately, remained an in-

scrutable mystery, tnuch credit is still due to

the Mohammedan literati, for their efforts in

various ages to investigate that obscure subject.

Mr Fraser’s catalogue of Oriental manuscripts,

added to his history of Nadir Shah, affords

some striking Instances of that laudable curio-

sity ; and it is highly to the honour of their

Penian and Tartarian conquerors, that such a

general spirit of inquiry was encouraged among
them by considerable rewards, and that most

of the historical and geographical tracts alluded

to were written either at the command or by

the pen of their monarchs. Many con\’incing

proofs of this assertion might be adduced, but

in particular the Tabikh e Padshahak
Hind, or History of the Sovereigns of Hind

;

^he Vakeat Baberi, or Commentaries of

Sultan Baber : and the Vakeat Jehanoeery;
of which the two last were written by those

emperors themselves. But their most illustrious

exertions, in this respect, is the Ayeen Ax-

BBRT, or Mirror of Akber, so often adverted

to in these pages, which was compiled ut that

monarch’s express command, and contains an

account
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account of the several provinces and cities of

liindostan, its civil and religious cstablislimcnts,

and the laws and religious rites ot the Brahmins.

The principal person employed in carrying on

this great and useful work was Abul Tazil, prime

vizier of the Mogul, tltc most elegant historian

of his age, whose writings were so much ad-

mired throughout the East, and so remarkable

for enorarv and animation, that it was said ot

them, that the moiiarehs of Asia were more

afraid of the pen of the secretary than ot the

sw’ord of the sultan, tormidable as that sword

was. The Ayeen Akbery is, therefore, the

rich mine whence most ot our future mforma-

tion must be derived. But, before I enter on

the modern part of the Indian geography, it

is necessary that the word IIindostan itsclt

should be explained. IIindostan, then, is a cor-

ruption of the term Hindustan, the domestic

appellation of India, compounded of Hindu,

and Stan, or istan, a region. Thus Persia is

called in the Oriental language Fars-istan; Su-

siana, Chuz-istan; and part of Tartary, Mogul-

stan. Mr Dow has upon this word started a

singular, and, as it turns out, an unfounded,

assertion. Indoo, or Hindoo, he says, in Sans-

crcct, signifies the moon, and that trom this

luminary and the sun the Indian rajahs are fond
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of deducing their descent: he therefore con-

tends, in opposition both to anlicnt and modern

geographers, that the great river Indus takes its

name from the people and not the people from

the river. Mr Hallied, however, on "the con-

trary, asserts that Hindostaii is a word entirely

of Persian origin, equally unknown to the an-

tient and modern Sanscrcet ; that the terms uni-

versally used for Hindostan, in the Sanscrcet

language, arc Bhertekhund, a word derived

from Bherrut, one of the first Indian rajahs,

whose name was adopted for that of the king-

dom, and KHUNO, a continent, or wide tract

of land, and Jumboodeep, compounded of

juMBoo, a jackal, an animal remarkably

abounding in this country, and deep, any

large portion of land surrounded by wan r ; and

that it is- only since the a;ra of the Tartar go-

vernment that they have assumed the name of

Hindoo,* to distinguisli them from their con-

querors, the Mussulmcn.'f’ The word Gentoo,

he adds, is an appellation equally unknown and

inapplicable to the natives, cither as a tribe of

Brahma or collectively as a nation, being dc-

• See Mr Halhed's Preface to the Code of Gentoo Law5^ p« QQ,

quarto ; and DoWj vol. i. p. 32.

t Mr Wilkins likewise affirms, that the terms Hindoo and Hin*

dosUin are not to be ftmnd in|lie Sanscreet Dictionary.

rived
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rM'oJ from Gent, or Gentoo, which S!gni5c«

animal in general ; and, in its more contined

w'usc, mankind. Possibly the Portuguese, on

their lirst arrival in India, hearing the word fre-

quently in their mouths, as applied to mankind

in general, might adopt it for the domestic ap-

pellation of the Indians themselves: perhaps

also their bigotry might force from the word

Geptoo-a fanciful allusion to Gentile, or pagan.

Mr Halhed, on tlie subject of the Sanscrcet

language, never stands in need of collateral evi-

dence to support his assertions; otherwise Sir

W. Jones’s additional authority* might here be

cited, who says the natives call Hindostan, Bha-

rata, from ** Bharat, one of two brothers, whose

father had the dominion of the whole earth,”

and suppose this domain of Bharat to be in the

centre of the Jumboodeep, or Jumbudweepa,
as he writes it; deriving the word from Jambu,

a delicate kind of Indian fruit, called by thp

Europeans rose-apple. Hence arises the vain

appellation of Medyama, or central, by which

they likewise distinguish their happy country.

Hindostan,— formerly the empire of the

Great Mogid; for, it would be insulting de-

parted majesty to retain that mode of expression

at

• Asiatic Researches^ vol.i p. 41
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at this day, when it is a hict notorious to all

Asia that the city of Delhi, and a small terri-

tory round it, constitute in India the whole of

the present dominion of the house of Timur;

—

Hindostan is bounded on the north by the

mountains of Tartarv and Tibet : on the west

it is separated from Persia and tlic Uzbek Tar-

tary by deserts, and by those mountains which

were known to the antients under the name of

Paropamisus; on the south, it is confined by

the countries of Deccan, the peninsula not being

properly a part of it ; and, on the cast, the king-

doms of Tipra, Assam, and Arracan, situated

on the peninsula beyond the Ganges.

It will be observed, in drawing these lines of

limitation, that neither the Ganges nor Indus

arc mentioned, as in the antient geography,

the former as the eastern, nor the latter as the

western, termination of this country ; for, such

a mode of division would deprive Hindostan

of many extensive and valuable tracts that lie

on the western banks of the Indus and along

the eastern borders of the Ganges. Ptolomy,

who makes Arachosia, Gedrosia, together with

the Paropamisadae, and not the Indus, the west-

ern boundary of India, if he had been apprised

of the course of the Burrampootcr, would

doubtless have fixed upon that stream, and not

upon
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upon the Ganges, for its eastern limit. In our

own ignorance of the geography of India, till

of very late years, we may find many apologies

for the defective accounts of the antient writers

on that subject; and, instead of harshly cen-

suring their venial errors, we ought rather to

contemplate their laborious investigations in that

infant state of the science with reverence and

with admiration. Sir William Jones makes the

large province of Sind to comprehend both

Mocran, the antient Gedrosia, and Multan,

which, he observes, have been considered as

provinces of Persia ; while, on the other hand,

we know that both Cabul and Zablcstan, in

the prosperous state of the Indian empire, were

generally considered as forming a part of that

empire, and were often governed by the vice-

roys of the Mogul. In fact, the title to pos-

session of those frontier provinces fluctuated with

the vicissitudes of both empires ; a circumstance

which will account for the variations of modern

geographers: and, with respect to the apparent

inaccuracies of the antients, the following per-

tinent remark of the last-mentioned author will

serve at once as a vindication and as an eluci-

dation of their writings :
** It is usual with the

Asiatics to give the same name to the countries

which lie on both sides of any considerable

river

:
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river; thus, the province of Sind Is divided by

tlie Indus, Charazm by the Oxus, Palestine by

tlic Jordan, Egypt by the Nile, and the east-

ern region of India by the Ganges.” The Pe-

ninsula of India, understood in its greatest ex-

tent, is that tract of country situated to the

south of a line drawn nearly from Baroach, on

the western, to Balasore, on the eastern, shore,

and is sometimes denominated the Deccan, al-

though in its proper and limited sense that title

can only be given to certain distinct provinces

of the peninsula. It is bounded on the north

by that imaginary line, and on the three otlicr

sides it is embraced by the ocean.

In the account given above of the modem
divisions of Hindostan, I have taken Mr Orme
and Mr Rcnncl for my principal guides; the

former, an historian of equal elegance and au-

thenticity, the latter, without a rival, since the

death of D’Anville, in the path of Indian geo-

graphy. Sir William Jones and the Aycen

Akbcry will be our certain conductors through

the remainder ofthk treatise, which, if it should

appear extended to too great a length, I hope

that the candour of the reader will be exerted

in my favour, when he reflects that I am at-

tempting to convey ideas of the geography of

an empire of wliich several provincei arc or

have
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have been so many potent kingdoms ; an empire

which the antients considered as tiie tliird part

of tile habitable earth, and which, in fact, con-

stitutes no inconsiderable portion of the vast

continent of Asia. To the barren subject of its

geography, however, I have not wholly con-

fined my observations, and much less to minute

and uninteresting particulars: but have endea-

voured to display its most prominent features,

and to exhibit a general prospect of the extent

and splendour of its antient and celebrated capi-

tals.
.
For, Oriental words arc not easily accom-

modated to an European car ; and many readers

arc apt to be displeased with the frequent return

of harsh and uncouth names of rivers, cities,

and provinces, the very sound of which Creates

disgust. To this consideration I shall ever pay

a proper attention, but trust I shall never sacri-

fice correctness to a fear of disgusting, nor p'd

spicuity to a vain polish of language.

In a future chapter, concerning the lite

ture of the Hindoos, their strange eccentric

conceptions relative to the geography of the

globe, as well as of their own country, will come

under our more particular review. It will, there-

fore, be sufficient in this place to remark, that

the natives themselves suppose Jumboodeep to

be one of the seven deeps, or islands, sur-

rounded
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rounded by as many oceans, that compose the

terrestial globe. Jumboodecp has nine grand

divisions, which are enumerated in the Ayeen
Akbery* and illustrated in a curious geogra*

phical map. In the centre of this deep, they

say, stands a golden mountain of a cylindrical

form, which descends as far beneath as it rises

above the surface of the earth. The summit

ot this mountain, whose altitude is 84,000 yo-

jans^ but, according to others, only 1&,000 yo>

jans, they denominate Sommier; and on that

summit, and on its sides, they believe are the

different degrees of paradise. In a direct line

from the lofty golden mountain of Sommier, at

the extremity of the four quarters of the earth,

their romantic imaginations have placed four

cities, encompassed with walls built of bricks of

gold, viz. Jumkote, Lanka, Siddahpore, and

A lomuck. Our present business is with that

division only which extends from Lanka,*!* in

e south, to the northern range of mountains

• Ayeen Akbery> vol. iii. p» 23, and Code of Gentoo Lavrs,

p. 43, quarto edk.

t Lanka \% pot the bland of Ccyloan, as it generally sup*

posed, but a place determined by the intersection of the equator

and the meridian of Delhi, which answers to tlie southern extre-

mity of the Maldivy isfand.^/' See Ayeen Akbery, vol.. iii. p. 36

in the iioUt.

Voiu I. P passing
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passing between it and Sommier, which in the

language of the country are called Heemacheh

Heemakote^ and Nckh, and of which, in Mr
Burrow’s opinion, the first are tlic Rhymmicis
mountains of Ptolemy; the second the Imaus
and the Emodi mountains; and the third h the

Deenis of Ptolemy, This tract is Mr Hai-

hed’s Bhertekhund, or, as I shall hereafter, ac-

cording to Sir W. Jones’s and Mr Rennel’s or-

thography, take the liberty of writing the word,

Bhakata.
Bharata, the first division of Jumboodeep,

is said in the Asiatic Researches (page 4 Id) to

have for its northern boundary the mountains

of Himalaya, that is, I presume, of Heema-
clicl before-mentioned, taken in an extended

sense; but in either appellative the classic term

of lMAVs may be plainly traced. The moun-

tains of Vindhya, called also Vindian hy the

Greeks, and the Sindhu, or Indus, according

to the Indian geographers, form its limits on

the west. The great river Saravatya, or river

of Ava, washes Bharata on the south-east; and

on the south it is bounded on the ocean and by

the great island of Sinhala, or lion-li/ce men.

Between Lanka and Heemachel, the Hindoos

place seven ranges of mountain:^ extending

from east to west; but the reader will readily

excuse
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excuse the insertion of their names, as well as

those of the subdivisions of Jumboodeep, which,

being unaccompanied with descriptive accounts^

could only exhibit a tedious catalogue of names

that would alFord little pleasure to the eye, little

music to the ear, and less improvement to his

understanding.

The Persian and Arabian geographers divide

the great Indian empire into two parts, which

they call Hind and Sind. ** By the country

of Hind, in its strictest sense, they mean the

districts on both sides ol the Ganges, and by

Sind the country that lies on each side of the

Sindab, especially where it discharges itself into

the ocean. Sind, including Mocran and Mid-

tan, is bounded on the south by the Indian sea,

which embraces it in the form of a bow: it has

Hind on the east, and on the west Kerman, w'ith

part of Sejestan, which also bounds it on the

north ; but if, with some geographers, we make

it comprise even Zablestan and Cabul, its nor-

thern limits will extend as far as Cashmire, that

delightful arid extraordinary valley, celebrated

over all Asia for the singular beauty of its in-

habitants, ibe serenity of its air, and the abun-

dance of its delicious fruits.; if, again, we in-

clude Cashmire also in this division of India, it

will reach as far northward as Tibet or Tobat,

P 2 the
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the country of the finest musk, which has China

on the east and Oriental Tartary on the west

and north.”* Toxeira-j- says, the natives inha-

biting the banks of the Sind arc called, from

its water, A»-ind; and that the Persians and

Arabians denominate the tract which it washes

in the lower part of its course the kingdom of

Diul.

Wind, according to Sir W. Jotjes, is divided

into three parts; Guzzurat, including most

of the southern provinces, and among them

the city and tcrritoiy of Sumnat, the despoil-

ing of whose august and venerable pagoda,

filled with treasures equally sacred and inesti-

mable, by the desolating tyrant Mahmud, in

the eleventh century', will hereafter excite in us

the strongest emotions of indignation and hor-

ror. Malabar, or the country of the Ma»-

lais, which includes what the Arabians call Be-

Jadclfulful, or the land of pepper, and is ter-

minated on the south by the Cape of Comron,

famous for producing the best aloe-wood, a fa-

vourite perfume of the Asiatics : to the south-

west of this promontory are the numerous

islands, which we call Maldives, and the Ara-

bians Rabihat, and a little to the south-east lies

^ Jones’s Short Description of Asia, p. B.

' ^ IVxcira*) Hisi. of Persia, p. 90.

the
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the famous Serandib, or Sciian, Vvhich prp*

duces so many precious perfumes, jewels, and

spices. Tcxcira writes the name of this great

island Selandivc,* tliut is, tlje island of Sei-

lan, observing tiiat Dive in the language of the

country signifies an islandy as the Male-dive,

or islands of Male ; Angc-dive, the five islands

;

while the great commercial town of Diu. is

called, by w'uy of eminence. Dive, or Div,

THE ISLAND. 'Ihc Sanscicct name of Scilan,

according to a curious note and remark which

1 observe added to page 36 of the 3d vol.

of the Aycen Akbcry, is 1'apobom, a word

resembling 'laprobanc, and implying the

derncss of prayer, Trom what was before re-

marked, in tl5e antient geograpljy concerning

the Main, and the mountainous country of

Mallcam, in this neighbourhood, we may, I

think, without any great violence to eastern

language, trace to them the name of this dis-

trict. Bar, as an adjunct, Mr Kichardson ob-

8erves,*j- denotes a country, and instances

Trauqtiebar and Malabar: bar also signifies

eieaated: in cither sense the word is applicable.

1 have explained the word Malabar, but had

omitted before to mention the derivation of

• Texeira, p. f»|.,

t Mr RicliardsonN DH‘crh4tion, p, 12,

P 3 Coromandel,
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Coromandel, which Mr Rennel derives from

Soramandelum, corruptly called Coromandel.

The Sors were a nation inhabiting that coast,

who are mentioned by Ptolemy ; and their capi>

tal of Arcoti, though strangely thrust out of its

proper place in his map, is the Arcot of the

moderns.

The third division of Hind is called Maber,

or the passage^ by the Arabians, and extends

from the Gulph of Bengal, on both sides of the

Ganges, as far northward as the Straits of Ku-

pele. The Straits of Kupele, through which

the Ganges discharges the volume of its waters,

form a part of the chain of the Sewalic moun-

tains that rise imftiediately north of the level

plain of Hindostan ; while far above them, con-

siderably more northward, soar the snowy preci-

pices of Caucasus. Caucasus, in the language

of Oriental poetry, is the tremendous Kaf, or

Caph, which Mr Richardso..* translates rock,

or promontory, and wh ch in the romances of

the cast is supposed to form a part of that fa-

bulous mountain, which like a vast ring sur-

rounds the earth ; where the monster Simorgt'f'

a
* Mr Rkbardton, p. 170.

i " T|ie man, who is unac^ainte^ with theAiries, dragon’,

and enchanters, sq fre -uentljr introduced in the poems of Firdasi,

who knows nothing of (he guAn Simoi^ the speaking horse of

Rostam,
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a griffin of immeasureable magnitude, has fol'

unknown ages fixed her abode, and where the

shadowy beings of Persian mythology, dives,

dragons, and daemons of every denomination,

perpetually wage their horrible conflicts.

I shall now proceed to give the substance of

what we find in the Ayeen-Akbery* relative to

the greater and smaller geographical divisions of

Hindostan, as fixed by the emperor Akber, in

the fortieth year of his reign, that is about the

year 1595 of ffie Christian aera; a book which,

Mr Rennel observes,‘f forms to this day an au-

thentic register of these and all other matters

relative to that empire.

Hindostan was then parcelled out into twelve .

grand divisions, called soobahs, to each of

which a viceroy was assigned, by the title of

Soobahdar, corruptly written Soobali by Euro-

pean writers; for, soobah signifies province:

many of these soobahs were in extent equal to

Rostam, the dark sea which surroundfl the world, the mountain

of Kaf, or the battle of the twelve heroes, can no more pretend

to read the finest writings of Pertia, than he could understand

the Odes of Pindsur, if he had never heard of the Trojan war, the

grosses of Elysium, tlie voyage of (be Argonauts^ or the several

attributes of the heathen deities.'*' Fre&ce to Nadir Shah, by

Sir William Jones.

Ayeen Akbery, .vol. iu p, 3.

t Memoir^ p. S, first edit.

P 4 large
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large European kingdoms. The soobahs were

again divided into circars, which Mr Rennel

would call counties; and these were subdivided

into purgunnahs, which he would c^ll hun«>

dreds. The names of the twelve soobahs were,

Allahabad, Agra, Owdh, Ajmere, Ahmed>Abad,

Bahar, Beng(il, Dehly, Cabul, Lahoor, Multan,

and MnUva. When Akber conquered Berar,

Khandess, and Ahmednagur, they were formed

into three soobahs, increasing the number to

fifteen. It is remarked, in a note of the Me-
moir, that Akber might have probably changed

the boundaries of the old soobahs, by adding or

taking away certain circars, for the purpose of

rendering each province more compact and

the provincial capital more centrical to the se-

veral parts of- it. Quzzurat is not mentioned,

as the reader must notice, in the above quota-

tion; although Ahmed-Abad, its capita), is^

which may probably be used for the province

itself, although in another note fo the same

publication we are told, thaf Quzzura^ i$ by

some of the Hindoos considered as lying, with?

out the limits of Hindostan; and we arc ret

ferred for a proof of this remark to the letterr,

of Berar Rajah ; Abul Fazil expresses his hope,

as he shall conimence his description front the

soobah of Bengal, the most soutliern extremity

oif-
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of HIndostan, and carry it to Zabulistan, that,

while he is writing, not only Turan and Iran,

but also other countries, may be added to the

account.

BENGAL.

** Bengal (including Orissa) has the sea on

the cast, is bounded by mountains on the north

and south, and on the west joins to the soobah

of Bahar. It is situated in the second climate.*

From Chittagong to Kurhee are four hundred

cosc difference of longitude; and from the nor-

thern range of mountains to the southern ex-

tremity of Sircar Maddura are comprehended

two hundred cose of latitude.” We shall be

sufficiently exact, Mr Gladwin observes, if we

take the Indian cose, which varies in the seve-

ral provinces, at the general average of two

English miles. When Orissa was added to

Bengal, the additional length was computed

to be forty-three cose, and the breadth twenty

cose.

Without following theAyeen Akbery through

all the minuter divisions of each soobah, I

shall notice what is there remarked concerning

* The antient geographers divided the globe into seven cli-

mates on?/.

its
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its principal city, climate, productions, force,

commerce, and revenue. The history of their

several sovereigns, when separate kingdoms, will

be given hereafter.

“ The air of Bengal is comparatively tem-

perate. The periodical rains commence in

April, and continue for somewhat more than

six months during this season ; the low-lands

are sometimes entirely overflowed.” Wc are

informed, in a note, that the frequent storms of

thunder, lightning, wind, and rain, from the

north-west, which precede the setting in of the

periodical rains, contribute very much to mo-

derate the heat'; that those rains more generally

commence in the beginning of June; and that,

if they break up early in September, the wea-

ker is intensely hot and the inhabitants are

very sickly.

** This soobah abounds with rivers, the finest

ofwhich is the Gung, or Ganges, whose source

has never been traced. The Hindoo priests say

that it flows from the hair of Mahadeo.'* The

real ource and progress to the ocean, both of

the Ganges and Burrampooter, as discovered

by the moderns, will hereafter merit our more

particular consideration. ** The learned among
the Hindoos have composed volumes in praise

of the Ganges, all parts of which are said to

be
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be holy; butsome particular places are esteemed

more so than others. The great people have

the water of this river brought to them from

vast distances, it being esteemed necessary in

the performance of certain religious ceremo-

nies. The water of the Ganges has been cele-

brated in all ages, not only tor its sanctity, but

also on account of its sweetness, lightness, and

salubrity, and because it does hot become putrid,

though kept for years. There is another

very large river called Burrampooter, which

runs from Khatai to Coach, and thence

through Ba20olah to the sea. The Sea of Ben-

gal, which is a bay of the ocean, goes on one

side to Bassorah, on the other to Kuizum of

Egypt, and thence to Persia, where by the na-

tives it is ctilled the Sea of Omman and the

Sea of Persia.’*

“ Most of the rivers of Bengal have their

banks cultivated with rice, of which there is

a variety of species. The soil is so fertile iu

some places, that a single grain of rice will

yield a. measure of two or three seer.* Some

lands will produce three crops in a year. Ve-

getation is here so extremely quick, that, as fast

as the water rises, the plants of rice grow above

* TbeMer!taiB«Murac<|U8ltotwopouii&ftvoirdupou.

it.
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it, so that the ear is never immersed. Men of

experience affirm, that a single stalk will grow

six cubits in one night. The subjects pay their

annual rents in eight months, by instalments,

themselves bringing mohurs and rupees to the

places appointed for the receipt of the revenues,

it not being customary in this soobah for the

husbandmen and the government to divide the

crops. The food uf the inhabitants is for the

most part fish and rice. Their houses are chiefly

made of bamboos, some of them very expen-

sive and very durable. 'I hey travel chiefly by

water, especially in the rainy season, and they

construct boats for war, burthen, and travelling.

For their journeys by land, they make use of a

machine called a Sookhasens, supporU:d upon

the shoulders of men by a pole, formed of a

number of straight pieces of wood joined to-

gether by iron rings. The sides of ihe ma-

chines are ornamented with difierent metals,

and over the top is thrown an arched covering,

made of woollen cloth, for defence agaii;ist tlio

sun and rain. In tiicsc machines you sit or lie

down and sleep as conveniently as in a room of

house. Some also ride upon elephants. Mor-

ses are very scarce. In some parts of this soo-

bah are manufactured hem()en carpets, so beauti-

ful that they seem to made of silk. The

mhabitantti
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iniiabitants of Bengal are exceedingly fond of

salt, whicli is scarce in some parts of the

soobah. Diamonds, emeralds, pearls, agates,

and cornelians, arc brought from other coun-

tries to the sea-ports of Bengal. Their flowers

and fruits arc fliie and in plenty. The beetle-

nut stains the lips of those who cat it quite

red.*'

. Among the principal cities of Bengal are par-

ticularly noted Jennut-Abad, a very antient

city, formerly called Lucknowti and some-

times Gowr. It has a flue fort, to the eastward

of which is a large lake. If the dams break

during the heavy periodical rains, the city is

laid under water.— Mahmoodabad, whose fort

is surrounded by a marsh. When Shire Khan

conquered tltis country, some of the rajah’s

elephants fled into the wilds, where they have

increased in great numbers. This circar pro-

duces long pepper.—-Chittagong, a large city,

situated among trees upon the banks of the

sea, and a great emporium, being the resort of

Christian and other mtirchants. Them arc two

other emporiums a mile distant from each other,

one called Satgong and the other Hougly» with

its dependencies ; both of which are in the pos-

session of the Europeans. Satgong is famous

for pomegranates. The soobah of Bengal now
includes
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include the five circars of Orissa* which was

once an independent country.

ORISSA.

** Orissa contains one hundred and twenty-

nine brick forts. The periodical rains continue

here eight months. They have three months

of winter, and only one month that is very hot.

Rice is cultivated in great abundance. The in-

liabitants live upon rice, fish, and vegetables.

After boiling the rice, they steep it in cold

water, and eat it the second day. The men
are very effeminate, being exceedingly fond of

ornaments, and of anointing their bodies with

sandal-wood oil. The women cover only the

lower parts of the bpdy, and many make them-

selves dresses of the leaves of trees. Contrary

to the general practice of the Hindoo women,

they may marry two or three times. Here are

many idolatrous temples, built of stone, and of

a vast hight. Paper and ink are seldom used

in this province ; for the most part they write

with an iron style upon the leaf of the taar-

tree, and they hold the pen with the fist den-

died. Here are manufactures of cloth. The
fruits atid flowers of Orissa are very fine and in

gretfe plenty. The nusreen is a flower deli-

cately
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cately formed and of an exquisite smell; the

outer .side of the leaf is white and the inner of

a yellow colour. The keurah grows here quite

common, and they have great variety of the

beetle>leaf. They reckon all their accounts in

cowris,* which is a small white shell, with an

aperture in the middle, and they are found on

the sea-shore.**

Cuttek, or Cattack, is mentioned in the

Ayeen Akbery as the capital of Orissa, con-

taining a fort with many magnificent buildings,

which, when Akber reigned, was tlic residence

of the governors of the province. That book

describes the surrounding country as lying very

low, and in the rainy season as entirely covered

with water. The description of the famous pa-

lace of Cattack merits attention, as it marks

the different apartments, both for state and con-

venience, into which the mansion of an Indian

rajah of that period was divided.

** The palace of Cattack consists of nine

distinct buildings. The first is for the elephants,

camels, and horses. The second is for the ar-

tillery and military stores, where are also quar-

* Eighty cowris are called a pimj and from fifty to sixty pans

amount In value to a rupee. The great cheapness of provisxoa

makes it convenient to have so very lovr a medium ft>r dealings

among the poor.

ter$
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tc^rs for the guards and other attendants. The

third is occupied by the porters and watchmen.

The fourth is appropriated for the several artifi-

cers. The kitchens make the fifth range. The

sixth contains the rajah*s public apartments.

The seventh is for the transaction of private busi-

ness. llie eighth is where the women reside.

And the ninth consists of the rajah's sleeping

apartments. To the south of this palace Is a

very antient Hindoo temple.**

In the town of Pursorem, on the banks of the

sea, the temple of Jaggernaut is particularised,

concerning the origin of whose erection and

worship in Hindostan the following circum-

stances are related. At the desire of an antient

rajah of the province, a learned Brahmin was

sent to fix upon the spot most proper for the

foundation of a city. Arriving at this spot,

and inclining to fix upon this situation as by

far the most eligible of any he had yet seen,

but still not entirely determined, he observed

a crow plunge into the water, and, after wash-

ing its body, pay its obeisance to the ocean.

The Brahmin, who is afilirmed to have under-

stood the language of birds, inquired of the

crow the meaning of this strange procedure

:

the bird answered. That be had formerly been

of tlic tribe of Dewtali, but from the curse of
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a religious man was transformed into that shape;

that the spot whereon he stood was highly fa*,

voured by the Creator of the universe; and that

whoever worshipped him on that spot should

not fail to prosper. Animated by this intelli-

gence, as Well as by succeeding revelations of

the divine will, the rajah built a large city and

a place of worship on the spot where the crow

had appeared. Not long after, the same rajah

was directed by a vision to cast bis eyes upon a

certain day on the sea-shore, when there

would arise out of the water a piece of wood

fifty-two inches long and one cubit and a half

broad ; that this was the true form of the Deity

:

that he must keep the invaluable treasure seven

days in his house, and afterwards set it up in

the temple as an object of adoration. The

vision was verified by the appearance, at the

appointed time, of the wooden divinity, which

the rajah called Jaggernaut, and afterwards or-

namenting it with gold and precious stones, de-

posited it in the temple, where it became the

object of worship of all ranks of people, and

is reported to have performed many miracles.

The Brahmins wash the images of jaggernaut

six tinies every day ; and the quantity of vic-

tuals daily dressed for these idols is so very

great as to feed twenty thousand persons. They

Vol; I. Q also
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also at certain times carry the image in proces*

sion upon a carriage of sixteen weds, which,

in the Hindoo language, is called Ruhth ; and

they believe that whoever assists in drawing it

along obtains remission of all his sins.

As the pagoda of jaggernaut is the most cele-

brated and frequented in India, I thought the

foregoing account of its origin, from so authen-

tic a register of provincial antiquities as the

Ayeen Akbery, would not be unwelcome to

the reader. He will find, in Mr Hamilton’s*

account of this coast, an engraving of this

temple, which is an immense circular structure,

about fifty yards high, with the image of an ox,

larger than the life, cut out of one entire stone,

and projecting from the centre of the building.

'I'he fore part of the animal is alone visible;

the hinder parts are fixed in the wall. He has

likewise an engraving of the coach, four stories

in bight, in which the idol is carried about

in procession, and under whose wheels he re-

ports tliat the infatuated devotees often throw

themselves in a transport of holy fury. He
describes the idol as an irregular pyramidal black

* See Hamilton's Account of the East Indies, vot. i. p. 385,

J.ondon edit. 17-U. I have been told that Mr H.’s homely simi-

litude of Jaggenwiit*k temple to a vast butt set on end is not

unsuitable.

istone.
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stone) and the temple itself as destitute of any

light except what it receives from one hundred

lamps constantly burning before him. Taver-

nier, who was at this place about thirty years

before Hamilton, informs us that this idol was

adorned with a mantle of gold tissue, had two

large diamonds in the place of eyes, and an-

other pendant from his neck, with bracelets of

pearls and rubies for his arms; and that the

great revenues of Jaggernaut arose from the

liberal donations which were daily poured into

its treasury by innumerable pilgrims of every

description.

The soobah of Bengal is said to consist of

twenty-four circars and seven hundred and

eighty-seven mahls. The revenue is fifty-nine

crore, eighty-four lacks, fifty-nine thousand

three hundred and nineteen daums ; and Fra-

ser* allows three hundred and twenty daums to

a pound sterling. The forces maintained by

the zedmeendars amount to 23,350 cavalry,

801,158 infantry, 170 elepliants, 4,260 cannon,

and 4,400 boats.

BAHAR.
** Bahar is situated in the second climate*

The length from Gurhee to Rhotas is 120 cose,

* Fmer*! Nadir Shah, p. S3.

Q2 and
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and the breadth from Tirhoot to the northern

mountains includes 110 cose. It is bounded

on the cast by Bengal, by Allahabad and Oud
on the west, and on the north and south by

large mountains.*’

'I he principal rivers of this soobah are the

Ganges and the Sown. The Sown, the Ncr-

buddah, and the Chclum, all three spring from

one souree near Kurrah. The water of the

Sown is cool, pleasant to the taste, and whole-

some; having run to the oouth as far as Mu-
neyf, it then unites with the Ganges. Tlie

river Gunduek comes from the north and

empties itself into the Ganges near Hajeepoor.

The summer months here arc very hot, but the

winter is very temperate. The rains continue

six months. The country is continually co-

vered with verdure, and the soil is so hard, that,

during the stormy winds which blow here, you

are not much incommoded with the dust. Agri«

culture is in the highest perfection, the rice

being so excellent, and of such a variety of

species, as are no where to he equalled. Sugar-

cane is cultivated in great abundance and in

high perfection. Mughee is that species ofthe

beetle-leaf which is most esteemed ; it is of a

very thin and delicate texture, of a fragrant

smell, with a beautiful colour, and the flavour

IS
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is delicious. It is not customary in Baliar to

divide tlic crops. The husbandman brings the

rents himselfi and, when iic makes Iiis first

payment, an antient custom obliges him to come

dressed in his best attire.

Most of the houses in this province arc de-

scribed as roofed with tiles, and the inhabitants

are reported to be famous for building boats

and for the manufacture of gilded glass: they

have good elephants in plenty, but liorscs and

camels arc scarce. Bahar is famous for parrots,

goats, fighting cocks, “ remarkabje for allbrd-

ing great sport,” and great variety of hawks.

In sircar Mupghecr a stone wall is mentioned

as extending fropi the Ganges to the mountains,

and forming the boundary between Bengal and

Bahar. In sircar Bahap is Gaya, famous as a

place of Hindoo worship, and called, from

Brahma, Birm-Gaya, Tirhoot, which Sir W,
Jones mentions, on the authority of some in-

formation received in India, as the supposed

residence of a colony of priests froin Egypt, is

asserted to have lieen from old tipie the resi-

dence of Hindoo learning; and this assertion

renders that circumstance highly probable. The

\vater and air of Tirhoot are much celebrated

;

and it has delightful groves of orange-trees, ex-

tending thirty cose, not ill calculated to pro-

Q 3 mote
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mote the purposes of science and encourage

meditation. The Inst remarkable place men-

tioned In Bahar is the strong fortress of Rhotaa,

situated upon a lofty mountain of most diffi-

cult access and fourteen cose in circumference,

The inclosed land is cultivated ; and within this

space are many springs: water may be procured

in any part by digging three or four ells belpw

the surface of the earth, There are several

lakes within the forts. During the rains there

are not less than ten delightful cataracts.

The soobah of Bahar contains seven circars,

subdivided into 199 pergunnahs. 'Ihe gross

amount of its revenue is stated at 54,47;,985,13

sipca-rupees: it furnishes 11,415 cavalry,

449,350 infantry,

The whple spobalt of Bengal the greatest

part of Bahar^ and the districts of Midnapore

in Orissa, arc in the ppssessiop of the British

nation, or rather of their representative in that

quarter, the British East-India Company* Those

parts pf Bahar and Orissa which are not in the

possession of the English, constituting, in re-

gard to Bahar, a very small, but in regard to

Orissa, a very considerable, proj)ortip.n of those

respective soobahs, are in the hands of the Mahr

rattas.

ALLAHABAD.
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ALLAHABAD.

Tills soobah is represented as situated in the

second elimate. In length it is 160 eosc, in

breadth 1122 cose. To the east it has Bahar,

to the north Oiid, Bundhoo lies on tiic south,

and Agra on the west. Its principal rivers are

the Ganges and the Jown, or Jumna. It pro-

duces variety of fruits, flowers, and excellent

plants ; has abundance of melons and grapes,

and is well stocked with game. Agriculture is

in great perfection; and the inhabitants fabri-

cate some beautiful species of cloths, and have

a manufacture of woollen carpets. Allahabad,

the former name of which was Piyaug, is the

capital citv of this soobah. Akber gave it the

former name, and built a stone fort, in which

are many magnificent edifices. Benares is spe-

cified by the name of Baranassey, as a large

city situated between two rivers, the Birnah

and the Assey, whence probably its former ap-

pellation is derived ; but its most antient name

was Kassy. It is built in the form of a bow, of

which the river Ganges resembles the bow-

string. Its temple was formerly as celebrated

in Hindostan and as much resorted to as Mecca

is by the Mcjhammedans. It is the antient seat

i Q 4/ of
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of Hindoo learning as well as religion. Jown-

poor is the next city in magnitude, and Chunar

is described as a sfpne fort of incomparable

strength, situated upon a lofty hill, at whose

foot flows the Gangest Callingcr is a fortrpss

still stronger and more celebrated* Within the

compass of its walls are many springs and lakes

and jnony temples deyoted to idolatry* Ebony

and a variety qf wild fruits aro found h^re ;
iii

its neighbourhood there is a diamondrnVmc;

and. twenty cose frpm the fort small diamonds

are sometimes found, Jelpal’s burning him-

self, and the cause of it, have been already

mentioned: another instance of a nyah’s de-r

voting himself to the sapie mode of destrucr

tion occurs ip the aepoynt pf Callingcr, with

this dilTorenpe, that the former put an epd to

his existence, hccayse his reputation was lost,

the latter from the fear of Ipsing it. The great-

est part of Allahabad is ip possession of the na-

bob vjzier: the remainder is under the control

pf the English, Allahabad contains ten sircars,

divided into 177 purgunnahs. Its rovepue is

stated at 53,l<),6fl!5—7-—9 sicca-rupees. It

furnishes. 11,375 cavalry, 237,870 infantry,

and 323 elephants.

OUD.
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OUD
Out) has Bahar on the east» oh the north it

is bounded by mountains* by Manick|>oor on

the south, and on the west by Kinoge. Its

length is stated at 1 55 cose, and its breadth at

115 cose* The Gogra^ the County, and the

Sy, are its largest rivers^ The water and air

arc good, and the seasons are temperate. Agri>

culture in tliis soobah is in high perfection.

Some particular kinds of rice growing here

are represented as ** incomparable for white-

ness, delicacy, odour, and digestiveness.” The

crops are sown three months earlier than in any

other part of Hindustan, and the stalks are

said to rise as fast as the inundating water.

Here are great variety of fruits and dowers.

Of game there are many kinds, and plenty of

wild budalocs. When the plains are oi'er-

dowed, the wild animals resort to the high

lands, and the hunting of them affords great

diversion. Some animals remain all day in

the water, just keeping their noses above the

wrface to breathe, and come on-shore only at

night.

The incredible magnitude of the city of

pud in antient times has been mentioned be-

fore.
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fore. It is esteemed one of the most sacred

places of antiquity. At the distance of a cose

from the city, the Gogra and Sy unite their

streams, and the confluent river runs at the foot

of the fort. From the northern mountains are

imported a number of curious articles of com*

mercc: among these are specified musk, cow*

tails, chook, (an acid mixture of lime and

lemon juice boiled to a consistence,) linear,

civet, zedoare, redwood, asnfoetida, and amber.

In return, the traders in these articles carry back

earthen ware. Lucknow is a large city, plea-

santl}r situated upon the banks of the Gounty,

and the suburbs are also very delightful. In

Abut FaziFs account of this soobah are recorded

many instances of the absurd superstitious cre-

dulity both of the Mohammedans and the Hin*

doos. According to the former, it contains the

hallowed tombs of Seth and Job, of which

wonderful stories arc related. According to the

latter, it has a reservoir of water, bubbling up

with such violence, that a man cannot force his

w'ay down into it ; sands that sometimes assume

the form of Mahadco; and fields that, during

a particular festivity, vomit forth flames. Br-

ratch is a large city, delightfully situated amongst

a numljer of gardens upon the banks of the

river Sy. The town of Belgram is celebrated

for
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for producing tnen ** with lively imaginations

and melodious voices,” and for a well, whose

efficacious water improves the understanding,

while it amends the sight.

The rich, extensive, and flourishing, soobah

of Olid, and the greatest part of Allahabad,

are at this day in the possession of Azitph Dow-

lah, son of the late Sujah Dowlah, vizier of the

empire, and a tributary ally of the British

power in India*

Oud has five circars, divided into 138 per-

gunnahs. Its total amount of revenue is stated

at 50,43,454— 4 sicca-rupees; its force at

7,660 cavalry, 168,250 infantry, and '5d ele-

phants.

AGRA.

Agra is situated in the second climate.

This soobah is bounded on the east by Gha-

tempoor, on the north by the river Ganges,

on the south lies Chundery, and Pulwuh con-

fines it on the vi'cst.” Its greatest length is 175

cose; its extreme breadth is from Canoiige to

Chundery; but the number of cose forming

that breadth is not specified. The principal

rivers arc the Jumna, rising in the northern

x^o^ntain5, and the Chumbul, deriving its

source
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source from Hassclpoor in Malu ti. The union

of the two rivers takes place at Culpce.
** A great many situations in the southern

mountainous parts of this soobah are remark*'

ably pleasant and healthy. Agriculture is here

in perfection. They have abundance of flowers

and sweet-scented oils, very excellent beetle-

leaf, and grapes and melons as fine as those

produced in Iran and Turan.’* What is re-

lated concerning the capital of Agra has been

noticed before. The second place of conse-

quence mentioned i Futtchpore, containing a

strong fort, with many magnificent buildings,

a palace» a mosque, and a monastery, erected

by Akber. Over one of its gates are placed

two astonishing elephants, carved in stone.

Futtehpore is celebrated for a quarry of red

stone, from which the materials for erecting its

own stupendous, but now ruined, structures,

as well as the splendid palace of Agra, were

obtained. The third city is Byanch, once the

capital of this soobah, famous for Indigo of thp

most valuable species, for white sugar, for man-

goes excellent in flavour and of uncommon

magnitude, “ some weighing above twp

pounds,** and for various other rarities. The

fort is large, and contains many edifices and

subterraneous caverns, where tlicrc are now
found
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found v^'arlike weapons and kitchen utensils.

It is remarkable for a very high tower. Con-

cerning the city of Muttra, upon the banks of

the Jumna, nothing is specified, but that it

has many idolatrous temples the resort of pious

Hindoos. Of that hallowed city, however,

which was the birth-place of Chrishna, some

farther account will be given hereafter. Of
Kinoje too much probably has been already

said. Gwalior, tliat celebrated fortress which

for so many ages was tlje prison of the royal

family, is the last place of importance noticed,

but is not particularly described. It is, however,

said to be celebrated for the goodness of its air

and water, its line singers, and beautiful women.

In Agra are manufactures of blankets and

fine studs, and in Allore those of woollen

carpets and glass. In this soobah there are

mines of si Ivor, torquoisc-stoncs, and copper : it

contains thirteen circars, subdivided into two

hundred and three pergunnahs. The amount

of revenue is cose, 62 lacks, 50,304 daums,

or sicca-rupees 1,61,56,257

—

9 ; and the num-

ber of the forces it furnishes arc 50,600 cavalry,

577,570 infantry, and 221 elephants.

The soobah and city of Agra, during the

period of the decline and since the extinction

of the Mogul empire, have witnessed a rapid

succession
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succession of ihastcrs. The Jauts weje the first

usurpers, and, in 1770, were in possession of

the city and a great part of the soobah border-

ing upon the Jumna. From tlicir conquests

in Agra, that once powerful race were, aliout

eighteen years ago, driven by the superior

forces of NudjufF Khan. NudjuiT was in his

turn expelled by the present possessor, Mada->

jee Sindia, at this time one of the most for-

midable among the self-created sovereigns of

Mindostan.

MALWA.
Malwa, which, like the preceding soobahs,

is situated in the second climate, is in length

245 cose, and in breadth 230 cose. *‘ It is

bounded on the east by Bandhnoo, on the

north by Nerwer and mountains, on the south

by Boklanch, and on the west by Guzzurat

and Ajmecr. The rivers Nerbuddah, Soopera,

CalysHid, Neem, and Lowdy, flow through this

soobah. You cannot travel two or three cose

without meeting witli streams of good water,

whose banks are shaded by the wild willow and

other trees, and decorated with the hyacinth

and other beautiful and odoriferous flowers.

** There are abundance of lakes and verdant

plains, ornanaented with uinumerable magni-

ficent
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ficent and elegant buildings. THe climate is so

temperate, that in winter there is no occasion

fur warm cloathing, nor is it necessary in sum-

mer to cool the water with salt-petre. But in

the four rainy months the night air is cold

enough to render a quilt necessary. The situa-

tion of this soobah, compared with the other

parts of Ilindostan,* is somewhat high, and

all the land is arable. Both harvests are very

good. Wheat, poppies, sugar-cane, mangoes,

musk-melons, and grapes, are liere in high per-

fection. In Hasselpoor the vine bears fruit

twice a year. Tlie beetle-leaf is very fine.

The natives of Malwa give their children opium

to cat till they arc three years old ; the peasants

and even the market-people are never without

arms.”

The principal places of importance enume-

rated in Malwa are Owjain, a large city, held

in high veneration by the Hindoos, and situated

upon the banks of the Soopera, a river which

Abul tazil, with great gravity, observes some-

times flows W'ith milk ; Qurreh, a district

abounding with forests and wild elephants, so

fertile tliat it supplies both Guzzurat and the

^ ^fr Rcnnel sajrf, It is uncqaivocally the highest region in

lliudo»l4n.

Deccan
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Deccan with grain; Chundery, a very targe

and antient city, in which is a stone fort ; and

indeed this city must have been one of the

largest in India, for it is said to have contained

** fourteen thousand stone houses, three hun-

dred and eighty-four markets, three hundred

and sixty caravanseras. and twelve thousand

mosques ;** and Mundoo, once the capital of

the soobah, wliose fortress is twelve cose in

circuit, and displays in the centre of it a mi-

naret eight stories in hight. This deserted

capital is said to abound in monuments of an-

tient magnificence, and to be honoured with

the tombs of the Kuljyan sultans. In its neigh-

bourhood a species of tamarind grows, as big

as the cocoa-nut. 1 omit the long account of

the PARis-stonc, said to have been discovered

in this soobah, which had the enviable property

of converting whatever metal it touched into

gold, as of kindred veracity with that of the

river whose current was milk.

Malwa at this time is divided among the

Paisbwah, the nominal head of the western

empire of Mahrattas, Madajee Sindia before-

mentioned, and Holker, a Mahratta chief,

whose capital is Indore, situated about thirty

miles on the west of Ougein.

Malwa
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Malwa contains twelve sircars, subdivided

into 301 pergunnahs. Its revenue is stated at

twenty-four crore, six lacks, ninety- five thou-

sand and fifty-two daums, or sicca-rupecs

<J,17,376—4— 15; its forces at 280,816 ca-

valry, 68,000 infantry, and 90 elephants.

KHANDEES.

This sodbah, which was by Akber denomi-

nated Dnndecs, in memory of his son, Sultan

Daniel, who died at its capital of Berhamporc,

is also situated in the second climate. It is in

length seventy-five cose, and in breadth fifty

cose ; being bounded on the north and west

by Malwa, on the south by Kalneh, on the

east by Berar, and on the north by a range of

lofty mountains. ** It abounds with rivers and

rivulets. Of these the principal is the Talcc,

frequently called the Poomy. The air of this

soobah is delightful and the winter is very

temperate. Jewary is the grain principally

cultivated in this soobah, and in several places

they have three crops of it in the year. Their

esculent plants are remarkably fine; the rice is

excellent ; and they have great plenty of flowers

and fruits, together with beetle-leaf in abun-

dance.

VoL. :. R Among
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Among the principal cities, towns, and fot‘tS|

enumerated, are Assecr, a castle where the go-

vernor of the province resides, situated upon

a lofty mountain, incomparably strong, and

encompassed with three other forts, at whose

top is a very large city :— Berhampore, the ca-

pital of Khandees, lying upon the river Tapty,

and three cose from Asseer, surrounded with

beautiful gardens, abounding with sandal-wood,

and inhabited by*^ people of all nations, but

particularly by handicraftsmen :— Adelabad, a

good town, which the Hindoos hold in great

YClieration r-rrChangdavy, a village near which

the rivers Tapty and Poorna unite their streams,

forming a confluence, held sacred by the Hin-

doos, and by them called Jiggerteerut, or the

liver of holy places:— Damerny, a populous

town, near which is a reservoir of boiling water

worshipped by the Hindoos:— Chowpurreh, a

large town, well inhabited:— and Thainy, a

fort, which, though situated upon a plain, is

nevertheless a place of great strength.

|n this soobah are thirty-two pergunnahs, all

in high cultivation. The husbandnien are ho-

nourably spoken of as dutiful subjects, as very

laborious, and some of them as remarkable for

their skill jn taming lions. Khandees, pr Can-

dpish, is the smallest pf the soobahs, and is at

present
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present divided among the Paisliwa, Sindia,

and Holkar. The fine city of Berhamporc

is in possession of Sindia. The amount of the

revenue is 12,64,762 Berary tungahs, and the

tungah is reckoned at twenty-four daums.

BERAR.

Tlie soobah of Berar is in length 200 cosc

and in breadth 180 cose. It is also situated in

the second climate. On the east it joins to

Beeragurgh, on the north lies Settarah, on the

south Hindiah, and on the west Telingana.

“ The air is very temperate and the soil is

highly cultivated.** The principal river is the

Godavery, which is a sacred stream, dedicated

to Kotum, as the Ganges is to Mahadeo, and

is holden in great veneration by the natives,

lu source is in the mountains of Sihya, near

Turneek, and die current passing through the

territory of Ahmednegur enters Berar, and

thence rolls into Telingana. The Talce and

the Tapty are also sacred streams.

Id this soobah are diamond-mines. The

learned reader will recollect, diat Ptolemy

speaks of die diamonds found on the banks of

the Sambulpopr river. In some parts are salt-

petre works, which yield a considerable reve-

R 2 nuc
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nue to the state : they have likewise manufac*

tiires of flowered stuffs. ** In Indore and

Neertnul are steel-mines. Those places are also

famous for very neat stone vessels. Their oxen

are very fine. The house-cocks w'hich are bred

there have black blood and bones.’*

Eletchpore is described as a large city* where

the governor of the soobah resides* and Knl-

lem as an antient city, famous for boflaloes.

Some very strong forts are enumern.ed, of

which the principal is Ramgurh* said by Abel

Fazil not to be at that time conquered l y Ak-

ber. Indeed* as only the western parts of

Berar were ever conquered by that empeior,

the account of this soobah is but very incom-

plete; nor* from their ignorance of the inter-

nal parts, has this defect been even yet sup-

plied by modern writers. In the mountains

of Berar, liberty seems to have made a bold

stand against the incursions of the Mogul arms.

The number, which is considerable, and the

strength* which is truly formidable* of the

antient rajahs and zemeendars of Berar, are par-

ticularised by the secretary of Akber. One of

them, by name Chatwa, is said to have com-

manded 2,000 cavalry* 50,000 infantry, and

100 elephants. As in Bahar tliere jjs a sacred

place called Gaya, dedicated to Brahma* so in

Berar
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Berar is there a Gaya, sacred to BLshen ; and

our author tells us of a third of tlie same name,

near Bijapoor, being a vast reservoir of water,

remarkable for a very deep spring. At these

three places, say the Brahmins, ifcharity be be-

stowed it obtains pardon for the deceased.

Berar contains 13 sircars, subdivided into

42 pergunnahs, the revenues of which are col-

lected byNussuck, that is, by a valuation of

the crops.

Not being a settled government, the total

amount of the forces it could raise is not speci-

fied, nor that of its. revenue clearly stated. The

principal part of this soobah belongs to a Mali-

ratta chief, called Moodajee Boonslah, a direct,

descendant of Sevagee, the original founder of

that empire in Hindostan, whose capital is Nag-

poor. The remainder of Berar is holden by

the Nizam, who pays a chout, or fourth part of

its clear revenue, to Moodajee.

GUZZURAT.

This soobah, situated in the second climate,

is in length 302 cose and in breadth 2€iO cose.

On the east lies Khandees, on the north Jalore

and Ider, on the south are the ports of Dum-
mun and Cambayet, and on the west Ju^et,

R 3 which
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wliich is situated on the sca>shore. I'he south'

cm parts of Guzzurat abound with mountains.

It is watered by the ocean and by the follow-

ing rivers; the Sabermutty, the Bateruck, the

Mehindcry, the Narbudda, the Tapty, and the

Sirsooty. The air of this soobah is temperate

;

the soil sandy. That species of grain called

jewary and bajero is said to be principally culti-

vated in Guzzurat; wheat, barley, and rice,

are imported from the neigiibouring provinces.

So great an abundance of mangoes, of which

some are uncommonly large and delicious, of

musk-melons, figs, and most other fruits, plants,

and flowers, natives of India, grow here, that

the whole soobah has the appearance of a per-

fect garden. All sorts of Indian manufactures

flourish in Guzzurat; many of the most curious

and costly kinds. Boxes inlaid with ivory and

pearl, gold and silver stuffs, velvets, cotton

cloths, excellent swords, bows and arrows, are

fabricated here. Therp is a considerable traffic

in precious stones, and silver is imported from

Room and Irak.

The capital of this rich, flourishing, and

extensive, soobah is Ahmedabad.* Thesitua-

* The reader is desired to notice, that a»ao alvrays. means

city, and POKE, place: thus, Ahmed.4diad tt tiiO city of Ahmed;
Tattrhpm, the place of victory.

tion
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mon is described as remjsirkably healthy. It

has two forts, and was once divided into 360

quarters.-, oi which only 84 are in a prosperous

condition. ‘*In these arc 1,000 mosques, each

having two large minarets and many wonderf

ful inscriptions.” Twelve cose from this city

is Mahmudabad, containing very many grand

edifices and surrounded with a wall set'en cose

square. The ports of Cambay and Ghogeh are

dependant upon sircar Ahmedabad. Ghogeh

(Goga) is a large port, well built, and inha-

bited by merchants of various kinds. The

cargoes of the ships arc put into imall vessels,

called Tahwery, whicli transport them to Cam-

bay. Siddahpoor and Beernagurh arc noticed

as places of great religious resort and inhabited

principally by Brahmins; the latter containing

300 idolatrous temples. Chumpancer is a fort

situated upon a lofty mountain, the road to

which for upwards of two cosc is extremely

difficult, and there are gates at several parts of

the defile. At one place they have excavated

near sixty ells in length, which space is covered

with planks that can be removed on the ap-

proach of an enemy, Sooret (Surat) is a great

emporium. The river Tapti runs past it, and,

at the distance of seven cose, joins the sea. The

followers of ^crdusht, when they fled from

R 4 Persia,
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Persia settled at Surat, where they practised the

doctrine inculcated by the Zend and its com-

mentary the Pazend. From the liberality of

his majesty’s disposition, says Abul Fazil, every

sect exercises its particular mode of worship

without interruption. Baroach is also a fine

fort and a grand emporium : it is washed by the

Neibuddah in its passage to the ocean. Sircar

Surat was formerly an independent territory;

the chief was of the Ghclote tribe, and com-

manded 50,000 cavalry and 100,000 infantry.

It is' now formed into nine principal divisions,

each inhabited by a different tribe.

Through the description of ail those divi-

sions it is not necessary for us to follow the

Ayeen Akbery: but, in the first division, called

New Surat, may be noticed the city and strong

stone fort of Chunahgurh, situated in the heart

of the Peninsula : and, in the second division,

Putten Sumnaut, a large town upon the shore

of the ocean, particularly challenges our atten-

tion, from its having been antiently a most

celebrated place of Hindoo worship, and de-

corated with a pagoda the most superb and

W'ealthy of any throughout Hindustan. The
source of the Nerbuddah, which is holden in

the most sacred veneration by the Hindoos, is

near Sumnaut. Those, who delight in prodi-

gies.
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gtcs, will find their taste tor the marvellous

gratified by reading farther the account of

this second division of Guzzurat. The third

division, it is said, contains the remains of a

large city in ruins, whose name is not speci-

fied, but of which the situation, at the foot of

the mountains of Sironj, appears very desirable.

The antient city Mr Rcnncl takc^ to have been

Nehlwarah, mentioned by Ferishtah as the

capital of this soobah, and by the Arabian

travellers of the ninth century as the residence

of the supreme Balhara, or monarch of Cam-

bay. “ The sixth division has such large

rivers, the mountains are so lofty, and the

country is in general so woody, as to be im-

pervious to an army. It is inhabited by the tribe

of Chetorc.” The ninth division is remark-

able for being the residence of the Charun

tribe, a race of people who seem to resemble

the antient bards ; for, we are told, that “ the

greatest part of them employ themselves in

singing hymns of celebration and in reciting

genealogies, and that in battle they repeat war-

like fables to animate the troops. They are

also famous for discovering secret things

:

throughout Hindustan there is hardly a great

man who hath not some of this tribe in his

service.” After the enumeration of these divi-

sions.
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fiions. Is described the wild and dreary region of

Cutch, lying to the west of Guzzurat, and ex>

tending in length 250 cose and in breadth

100 cose. The greatest part of Cutch i^

composed of woods and uncultivated sands;

but fine horses are bred in those woods, which

arc supposed to be of Arabian extraction.

They have also remarkably good camels and

goats. The men are tall and well-proportion*

ed and wear long beards. The capital city u
Tahej, which has two strong forts, called lharch

and Khundkote. The military force of this

country is stated at 10,000 cavalry and 50,000

infantry. A considerable tract of low fenny

country, on the west of Ahmedabad, at certain

seasons inundated by the sea, and, when dry,

famous for the manufacture of great quantities

of salt, is also particularly pointed out in the

Ayecn Akbcry: but our wonder is not a little

excited, that a river of such magnitude as the

Puddar, which passes through, and contributes

by its rising waters to overflow, that spot, is not

60 much as mentioned.

The soobah of Guzzurat contains nine

sircars, divided into 198 pergunnahs, of which

IS are ports. The amount of revenue in

sicca-rupces is 10,96,223—3—1 1. The forces

are rated as 67,375 cavalry and 8,900 infantry.

The
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The largest, as well as the most valuable

portion of Guzzurat is divided between the

Paishvva, or nominal head of the western

empire of the Mahrattas, and Futty Sing

G wicker, whose dominion extends chiefly

over the northern region. The English army,

under General Goddard, were once in poses-

sion of the finest part of this soobah, having

> educed the important fortresses of Bassein and

Ahmedabad, and penetrated the inland coun-

try to the very foot of the Gauts; but, in the

peace negotiated with the Mahrattas in 1783,

these splendid acquisitions were prudently rc<r

linquished, and they at this day remain invested

only with the sovereignty of Bombay, Salsettc,

and the adjoining isles.

AJMEER.

Tlie greatest length of Ajmeer is 168 cose

and the extreme breadth includes 150 cose.

On the east lies Agra ; pn the north, part of

Delhi; it has Guzzurat on the south; and

Deybalpore of Multan confines it on the west.

The soil of this soobah is represented as a

deep sand, and therefore the success of the

harvest depends entirely upon the periodical

rain?. Their winter is temperate, but the

summer
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summer is intensely hot. The revenue is in

general a seventh or an eighth of the produce

of the harvest, little being paid in ready

money. The common people are said to live

in houses with pitched roofs built of bambqo and

straw. To the south are mountains, and* the

whole of this soobah abounds with strong holds.

Ajmeer is composed of Maywar, Marwar,

and Hadowty. Maywar contains ten thousand

villages, and the whole of sircar Chitore is

dependent upon it. It is in length 40 cose

and in breadth SO cose, and it has three very

considerable forts: viz. Chitore, Cowmblere,

and Mandel. The governor resides at Chitore.

In Chowra is an iron-mine. In Jainpore and

some places dependent upon Mandel are cop-

per-mines. The present possessors of these

lands are native zemeendars, who antiently

were named Rawel, but for a long time past

are called Ranna. They are of the Ghelote

tribe, and consider themselves to be descen*

dants from Noorshirvan, king of Persia. This

circumstance is somewhat singular; but one

still more singular occurs in the same page

:

for, the elected rajah has the Keshkeh drawn

upon his forehead with human blood. This

custom alone seems to prove that they are not

of the true line of die blood-abhorring Hin-

doo.
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doo. Marwar is in length 100, and in

bn ..dth 6'0, cose. Sircars Ajmeer, Jewdeh*

pon*, Sirowhch, Nagore, and Beykaneer, are

dep^rndent upon it. The Rathore (Mahratta)

tri 'C h<iv«‘ inhabit d this division for ages past.

Tiury have many forts, of which the follow-

ing arc the most famous: Ajmeer, Jewdeh-

pore, Beykaneer, Jclmeer, Amerkote, and Jyu-
gnrh. Hadowtv. called also sircar Nagore, «
inh o i^ed by the fladeh tribe. This soobah is

entirely in the possession of Sindia and the

Mahrattas. It con‘:ains seven sircars, subdivided

into 1 .97 pergunnaha. Tiie amount of the re-

venue «• 2? 84,1507 daums, out of which

2d,2?3‘f6 are Seyurgal. It has 80,500 cavalry

and 347,000 Rajpoot infantry.

DELHI.

This soobah is situated in the third climate.

Its greatest length is stated at 165 cosc, its

extreme breadth at 140 cose. On the east lies

Agra; on the north are mountains; on the

south, the boundaries are Agra and Ajmeer;

and Lodyaneh confines it on the west. The

principal rivers are the Ganges and the Jumna:

among the inferior streams may be numbered

the Cagger. The climate is comparatively tem-

perate.
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perate, Most of the lands arc inundated

during the periodical rains. Some places arc

said to produce two harvests in a year. Here

grow most of the fruits of Persia, Tartary,

and Hindustan, with a great variety of dowers.

Throughout this soobah are many grand build-

ings of stone and brick, and it is stored with

the productions of every part of the globe.

A part of the northern mountains of this soobah

is called Kamaoon, where there are mines

of gold, lead, silver, iron, copper, orpiment,

and borax. Here are also found abundance of

musk-deer, silk-worms, falcons of various kinds,

and plenty of honey.

The city of Delhi has been already described

at large. Sembhel (Sambul) is the city next

deserving notice, in wdiich is a Brahmin place

of worship called Hurmundel, where it is

said the tenth Avatar will make his appear-

ance. Whenever he comes, and under what-

ever form, things will be found strangely

altered in these parts since the period of the

last Avatar, or the benevolent Boodh’s ap-

pearance among the Hindoos. In sircar Sembr

hel the rhinoceros is frequently hunted. Of
his skin they make shields, and his horn is

applied to the ends of bows where the string

is fastened. Sehrind is called a famous city;

it
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H Avas doubtless the Scrinda whence silk waa

br(>it;>ht in the time of Justinian; and, al*

th Lii^h Mr Rennel observes that no mention

is made a silk-manufacture at this place in

tlu* Ayeen Akbery, yet he must have noticed

ti nt, a fc w lint^s aboye, this ‘soobah is said

to abnud in silk-worms. Tanassar is held sa«

cred by the Hindoos. The river Sirsutty, to

which they pay profound adoration, runs near

it, and in its vicinity is the venerated lake

Koorkliet. 'I'his was the scene of the Ma-
habbarat, or the great, war. The city of

Hustnapore was the imperial residence of Ra-

jah Behrut, a prince renowned for justice and

love of his subjects ; of whom, and his capi-

tal of Hustnapore, or Hastinapore, much
more will be said hereafter.

This soobah contains eighty sircars, sub-

divided into 2S2 pergunnnhs. The revenue

is 60,16,15,555 daums; out of which

3,30,75,739 daums are Seyurghal.

The Seiks, that rising and powerful state

before-mentioned > connected together by a

strong federal union, are at this day in pos-

session of the western parts of Delhi. The

southern region, extending quite to the city

of Delhi, successively under the control of

the Jauts and Nudjuff Khan, has been of

late
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late years seised upon by Sindia, who permits

Shah Allium, his royal prisoner, to r^ign

king in name, but, in reality, a menial pen-

sioner upon his bounty, in the humbled me-

tropolis of the vast empire of his ancestors.

The north and eastern territories, to the moun-

tains of Sewalic, are governed by the grandson

of the late Nidjib Dowlab, the guardian of

the young prince, whom Abdallah, in 1761,

placed upon the imperial throne.

LAHOOR.

The length of this soobah measures 180,

the breadth 86, cose. It is situated in the

third climate. On the east lies Serhind, on

the north Cashmeer, on the south Bcykanecr

of Ajmeer, and Multan bounds it on the

west. Its rivers have been before enumerated.

Lahoor is described as very populous, highly

cultivated, and exceedingly healthy. The cul-

tivated lands are chiefly supplied with water

from wells. The winter b much severer here

than in any other part of Hindostan, although

considerably milder than in Persia and Tar-

tary. Through his niajesty’s (Akber’s) en-

couragement, here are to be procured the

choicest productions of Turan, Iran, and

Hindostan.
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tlindostan. Musk>melons are procurable here

all the year, either from the native soil or from

the neighbouring provinces. Ice, too, is brought

from the northern mountains and sold through-

out the year. Their horses resemble those of

Irak and are very fine. In some parts, by

sifting and washing the sands of the rivers, they

obtain gold, silver, copper, tin, brass, and lead*

From a mountain in thissodbah, rock-salt is dug

in great abundance. It is also famous for handi-

craftsmen.

OfLahoor, the capital of this soobah, enough

h^ been already said. Nagracaut is a city

situated upon a mountain, with a fort called

Kangcrah. In its neighbourhood is a most an-

tient and celebrated place of Hindoo devotion

and pilgrimage, where the blind enthusiast cuts

out his tongue as a sacrifice to the idol. La-

hoor contains five duabehs, or intcramnian re-

gions, subdivided into Q34f pergunnahs. The

revenue amounts to 55,94,58,423 daums. Its

forces are 54,480 cavalry and 42(J,080 in-

fantry.

MULTAN.

This soobah is situated in the first, second,

and third, climates. Its length from Feerooz-

VoL. I. S pore
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pore to Sewistan is 403 cose, its breadth from

Rhutporc to Jclmccr 108 cosc. If Tattah be

considered as included in it, which in fact it is by

Abitl Fazil, the additional length to Cutch and

Mocran will measure, the enormous line of 660

cose. On the east lies Serhind ; the pergunnah

of Shoor joins it on the north, on the south it

is bounded by the soobah of Ajmecr, on the

west arc situated Cutch and Mocran, both of

which are independent territories. Tattah is

watered by the rivers before-described in La-

hoor, which, passing through this soobah, unite

their streams, and form the Sind. Of this river,

and its mighty though remote rivals in fame,

the Ganges and Brahmapooter, the reader will

find a particular and ample account at the end

of this Geographical Dissertation. Mountains

extend along the north side of this soobah. It

resembles Lahoor in many respects, and its

fruits are delicious : it has, however, the bene-

fit but of little rain, which seldom falls here,

und the heat is excessive. Between Seewee

and Bhakor is a large desert, over which, du-

ring three of tlie summer months, there blows

the pernicious hot wind, called in Arabia Se*

rnoon,
‘

Only two cities of eminence are men-,

tioned in this soobih : the first is Multan, the

apital of one of the most antient cities of India,

having
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Slaving been, according to Mr Renncl, the me-

tropolis of the Main, and from them probably

deriving the name of Multan, or Malli-patan,

that is, the city of the Malli. It is described as

having a strong brick fort and a beautiful lofty

minaret. The second is Bhakor, which is said

to have a good fort, and in antient books to have

been called Munsoorah.

Multan contains three sircars, subdivided

into eight pergunnahs. The amount of its re-

revenue is stated at 15,14,03519 daums, of

its forces at 13,785 cavalry and 155,550 in-

fantry. This soobah, generally speaking, may
be said to be at this day in the hands of the

Seiks, as they are doubtless in possession of the

most fertile and cultivated regions of it.

Sircar Tattah, once an independent terri-

tory, but now included in Multan, is of such

considerable note, as to be honoured by the

secretary of Akber with a longer account than

that of the soobah to which it is annexed. Its

length, from Bhakor to Cutch and Mocran, is

257 cose, and its br^dth, from the town of

Budeyan to Bunder Lawry, is 100 cose. On
the east lies Guzzurat, on the the- north Bhakor

and Scewee, on the south the sea, and on the

west Cutch and Mocran. Tattah is situated in

the second climate ; and its capital of the same

S 2 name.
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name, according to our author, is in latitude 24“

10^ but according to MrRenncl in 24“ 50.

“ 1 he winter in tliis country is so temperate,

that tlicrc is no occasion for furs, and the heat

of tl’.c summer, except in Sewistan, is very

moderate. In Tattah are various fine fruits,

and tlie mangoes arc rcunarkably good. A
small kind of melon grows wild. Here are

also a great variety of flowers, and their ca-

mels arc much esteemed. The inhabitants

travel chiefly by water; they build boats of va-

rious constructions, and have not less than

40,000 in number. They hunt the wild ass,

hares, hogs, and the kotehpateheh, and they

are fond of fishing. The husbandman divides

his crops with the government, but is allowed

to keep two-thirds. Here are iron-mines and

salt-pits. The food of the natives is rice and

fish : the former is fine and in abundance ; of

the latter, a particular kind, called Pulwa, which

comes from the sea into the Indus, is exceed-

ingly delicious. They dry fish in the sun, and

make an advantageous trade of ir; they also

extract oil from fish, wdiich they use in build-

ing boats.” The mountains of this soobali are

numerous, and run in various- directions, nou-

tidiing on their lofty sides the savage and war-

like race of Builochcs,. or Balloges ; some tribes

of
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of which, since the rapid decline of the Mo-
guls, have seised upon a considerable territory

on the borders of Mewhat, and established

therhscives in the heart of the empire. They
brood. horses and camels upon these mountains.

One of these tribes is named Nomurdy by

Al ul Fiizil ; and, as this was part of the tract

called by the antients Indo-Scythia, Mr
Rennel seems inclined to think that they may
be the descendants of the Scytliian Nomades.

'I'his conjecture derives Ib.rcc from the preva-

lence of a custom which was pceuiiar to tlic

natives of antient Scythia, that of the gra-

siers who inhabit the villages on the banks of

the Indus occasionally changing their posi-

tion, and wandering with the deviations of the

stream.

In antient times tlie capital was Brahmln-

nbad, which was then a very populous city,

we may judge of its magnitude from that of

its fort, which b said to have had 1400 bastion?,

a tenah distant from each other ; and of tiiis

forfdication there arc at present considerable,

vestiges. Mr Rennel, in confirmation of this,

observes, that the ruins of a c.ity, supposed

to be Brahminabad, arc still visible within four

ntiles of Tattah : and ll;c reader v/ill lemcrnber

that Mr Rennel writes near ‘20.} years after

S 3 Ahiil
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Abul Fazil. Tattah, which is the Daibul of

the Persian tables of Sir William Jones, is now
the fourth sircar of the soobah of Multan, and

is said to contain five inferior sircars, subdivided

into fifty-three pergunnahs. The revenue a-

xnounts to daums.

CASHMERE.

Cashmere, the last of the soobahs in Akber's

division of Hindostan, is situated in the third

and partly in the fourth climate. It is said to be

composed of Cashmere, properly so called,

Pchkely, Bhembcr, Sewad, Bijore, Kandahar,

and Zabulistan. This soobah is stated by Abul

Fazil as extending 120 cose in length, and from

ten to twenty-five cose in breadth. Mr Rcn-

nel citing this passage, either by mistake or as a

correction, mentions the breadth as only fifteen

cose. He inclines to think the whole state-

ment e.vaggerated; and tells us, from Mr Fors-

ter’s route, that Cashmire is 80 miles in length,

40 in breadth, and of an oval form.

Of this ” delightful and extraordinary val-

ley of Cashmere,” as it is called by Sir W.
Jones in a passage quoted before, the descrip-

tion in the Ayeen Akbery abounds with such

ardent expressions of admiration, that vve arc

induced
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induced really to suppose it to be, wliat by

Eastern writers it is so often called, the paradise

of the Indies. It is represented “ as a garden in

perpetual spring, entirely surrounded with

mountains, the fortifications w'ilh which nature

has furnished it, of an astonishing height, so

that its grand and romantic appearance cannot

fail of delighting those w'ho arc fond of variety,

as well as those wlio take pleasure in retirement.

The water is remarkably good, and the cata-

racts are cnchantlngly magnificent. Violets,

roses, narcissuses, and innumerable other flowers,

grow wdld in Cashmere. Tin? spring and au-

tumn display scenes that at once delight and

astonish. It h.as plenty of excellent fruits, es-

pecially melons, apples, peaches, and apricots;

and the rain descends not in a deluge, as in

other parts of Hindostan, but in light and

genial slmwers.” Amidst these advantages,

however, thev are not free from the dreadful

calamity of frequent earthquakes ;
“ on which

account they do not build their houses w'iili

brick and stone, but of wood, with winch

the country abounds.” In Cashmere arc va-

rious manufactures of wool, particularly of

shawls, which arc carri<*d to all parts of the

globe ; and of silk, wliich occasions the gcncnjl

luhivatiau pf mulberry-trees, not so much for

S 4 the
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the fruity for the leaves, on which the silk^

worms feed. As the inhabitants arc extremely

happy, so we must suppose them to be remark-

ably industrious; for every town in this soobah

has as many handicraftsmen as are to be found

in the large cities of other countries. They

live chiefly upon rice, fish (either fried or dried),

and vegetables. Of animals, they have a spe-i

cies of sheep called Hundoo, whose flesh is

exceedingly delicious and wholesome. They
have horses, small but hardy, and cows, black

and ugly, but yielding plenty of good milk.

They breed neither elephants nor camels; and

they have neither snakes, scorpions, nor other

venomous reptiles.

Sirrynagur is mentioned as the capital of

Cashmere in Akber*s time, and it is said for

ages to have been in a flourishing state. The
name of Sirrynagur has since been exchanged

for that of the province, and the modern capi-

tal of Cashmere is described by Mr Forster, the

last English visitor, as a large city built on each

side of the Chelum, the ancient Plydaspcs,

which rolls through the centre of the valley,

whose whole extent, according to tradition, it

antientjy overspread in the form of a vast lake.

It is situated in latitude S3” 4cSf', its longitude is

73” 11. The account of tliis soobah, and of

tlic
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(he provinces included in It, is uncommonly

fiiinutc, and ffom an enumeration ot'inany abr

surd and supcriiitions practices, somewhat tCi-

dious. A general idea of its wealth, traffic, and

natural productions, has been given above; and

1 shall not attempt to follow Abul Fnzil through

all its various subdivisions, hut hasten on to the

two important sircars, as they arc here called,

of Candahar and Cabul. The antients divided

Cashmere into two parts only, calling the east-

ern division Meraj and the western division

Camraj. Its revenue, in the reign of Aurung-

zeb, Mr. Rcnnel states at no more than about

35,000/. sterling; a circumstance, he obsertes,

'

that seems to prove Cashmere to have been a

favoured proyiivce. The forces Abnl Fazil

states at 4892 cavalry and 92,400 infantry.

CANDAHAR.

Candahar is situated in the third climate. It

is in length 300 cose, and measures in breadth

2(50 cose. Its capital of the same name is

situated on the mountains, which the Greeks

called Paropamisus, and is suppo‘:ed to Inu'c

been built by Alexander, whose Eastern name

pf Sccander is easily traced in that name. It

|in<; been considered, from early antiq iity, as

the
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tiic gate of Hindostan towards Persia; and

through it every invading army from that quar-

ter has constantly passed. It is situated in lati-

tude 33% and in longitude 67* 05 . The heat

in summer at Candahar is extreme, while the

cold in winter is severe. It has two forts of un-

common strength and magnitude. There arc

fruits and flowers in abundance in this soobah,

and the wheat is remarkable for its whiteness.

CABUL.

Cabul is situated in the third and fourth cli-

mates. Its length from Attock Benares, on

the banks of the Sind, to Hindoo-Ko (the

Indian Caucasus) ir. 150 cose, and from

the river to Chaghanserai, the eastern boun-

dary, is 100 cose. It is impossible, Abul Fa-

2il observes, to give in w’riting an adequate

idea of the excellcnoc of the air and water of

this country. Although the winter is rather

severe, yet it never does any injury. The

temperate and the frozen regions of tliis very

incuntainous soobah so nearly join, that yon

may pass from heat to cold in the course of a

day. The country abounds with delicious

fruits. The melons, however* are an excep-

tion, being but indiflerent ; and the harvests are

not
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not very flouriliiiig. Hindoo-Ko lies in the

centre between Cabul, Badukslian, and Ualkh.

The inhabitants arc chiefly Afghans, who live

by ixjsturage, and breed, on its lofty mountains

and on its extensive plains, innumerable droves

of horses, camels, slieep, and goats.

The extensive, the celebrated, the coninter-

cial, capital of Cabul, once the imperial resi-

dence of Baber, is situated in latitude 3 36\
in longitude CS* 38\ According to Abul Fa-

zil, it is a very antient and beautiful city; and

Pusheng is said to have been its founder. It

is situated, Mr Rennel informs us, at the foot

of the Indian Caucasus, and not far from the

source of the Atlock river, which passes very

near or under it. Its situation, he adds, is

spoken of in terms of rapture by the Hindoo

historians, Cabul being less romantic than plea-

sant, enjoying a delightful air, and having

within its reach the fruits and other products

both of the temperate and the torrid zone. It is

the gate' of Hindostan towards Tartary, as Can-

dahar is towards Persia ; and, if both places be

properly guarded, that extensive empire is safe

from the irruption of foreigiu*rs. Similar to

this observation, which is taken from the Aycen

Akbery, is a remark in the Short Description

of Asia, p. 7,
** that according to the Indians,

110
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no man can be called the ruler ot' India who
has not taken possession ot’ Cabul.” Baber was

in possession of it, and soon became the Indian

sovereign, Abdallah, its late master, made
some rapid advances towards the conquest of

Upper India; and disposed at his will of the

crown of Delhi. In this soobah a pergunnab,

composed of villages and hamlets, is callc^

Tooman.

Tooman Bekram, commonly called Pcishorc,

enjoys a delightful spring-season. Its capiial,

called also Pelshorc, is a considerable city; and

is situated on the great road leading from Attock

to Cabnl. Tooman Ghuzneen (Gazna) de^

serves notice from the renown which in former

times its capital enjoyed, liaving been the im-

perial city of the Gaznavide sultans. Gazna

was formerly called Zabul ; whence the \vholc

province was called Zabulistan; and Candahar

was at that time only considered as a part of it.

This antient capital is placed by D’Anvillc in

the north-west extreme of the soobah ; but

Mr Rennel, guided by Mr Forster’s Journal,

lias placed it in a more probable situation, in

the very heart of the province. In the De-

scription of Asia, cited above, it is said to be

** an unpleasant city; and that the inhabitants

arc forced to send to Meimend for tlieir fruit

and
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and herbage/' The Aycen Akbery corrobo-

rates this account, by affirming, “ that the

husbandman undergoes great labour, from being

obliged to bring fresh mould from Cabul every

year; the natural soil of the country being too

poor for cultivation.” Ihe whole of Cabul

consists of twenty Toomans. Its revenue is

stated by Abul Fazil at 6 crorc, 73 lacks, and

6985 daums. The number of its forces is not

ascertained in the Aycen Akbery, but Ma-

r.uchi reckons thenr at 60,000 cavalry, and

12,000 infantry. This whole northern tract of

country, including generally Cabul, Canda-

liar, Gazna, I’cishorc, Gaur, Scistan, and Cho-

rasan, and extending in length not less than

650 Bengal miles from east to west, owns for

its potent sovereign Timur Shah Abdallah. lie

is the son of that Ahmed Abdallah, who, upon

the death of Nadir, seised upon these parts of his

vast empire, and erected them into an indepen-

dctit kingdom, differing little in limits and ex-

tent from the anticnt empire of Gazna.

Such were the particulars which seemed most

deserving of notice, and most illustrative of

the following pages in the Aycen Akbery.

Reserving the consideration of the geography

of the Peninsula for that period of the en-

suing history when it was first penetrated by

file
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tl'.c nnuf; of tlic Mohammedans, I shall con«

elude this Dissertation on the Geography of the

country, which is properly calldd Hindostan,
with an account of those three mighty rivers

which at once bound and adorn it.

I shall begin with the Indus, because wc
have been just describing the countries through

which it passes.

In the account of the river Indus, given by
Pliny,* that author observes, “ Indus ab in-

tolis Sand us appcllatur the river Indus is

hy the natives called Sandus. How very much
is it to be lamented that he and his brethren of

classical celebrity have not more frequently

given us the native appellation of Indian cities,

mountains, and rivers ! How much unavailing

solicitude would tliey have saved the geographer

and the historian ! Mr Wilkins, in a note to

his translation of the I-Ieetopades,*f’ informs us,

that the proper name of the river, which we
call the Indus, as w'ritten in Sanscrect charac-

ters, is Seendhoo, which by the vulgar is

pronounced Seend. The Ayeen AkberyJ
expresses doubt concerning the exact site of

* Plinii Nat. Hist. lib. vi. «ap. 20. Aldibdit. Tlitsediticn

fcads Sandus; all the others Sindua.

t Hectc^et, p. S?*. | A3'een Akberjr, vol. ii. p. IS2.
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it« source; for that book observes, tliaf, ac-

cording to some, it rises between Cashmerer

and Ctishgur, while others place its source in

Khatai, or Tartary. Major Rennel has found

no opportunity to decide the question; but

thinks it may possibly spring from the west side

of that ridge of Imaus, which, in the opinion

of the antients, separated the two Scythias, in

about the 33th degree of north latitude. The
first part of its course seems to lie through that

region of Cashgur* which is known to be a

desert of deep and black sand, particles of

which being washed away by the rapidity of

the stream, and mingling with its waters, give

them a black, or rather a blue, colour ; whenbe,

probably, in its early couree, it is called Nilab,

or the BLUE river. Sir W, Jones, speaking of

the probable connection that antiently existed

between India and Egypt* seems inclined to de*

rive even the name of the river Nile from the

Sanscreet root Nila, blue, and is confirmed

in that idea by the great geographer Dionysius

expressly calling the waters of that river an

azure streamf

.

• See the account of Cashgur, in Abulgazi Khan*.<i History of

tjbe Tartars, vol. ii. p. 476.

t Asiatic Researches, vol. i. p. 27 1.

.
Entering
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t!htering Hinddstan, nearly hi latitude 34r\

trasses through Kenofe and Puckely, and re-

cMvPs in its course the tribute of ten principal

streams, which descend from the Persian and

Tartarian mountains on the north-east and north-

west. From the city of Attock, do\vn\wrds

to Multan, it is called the river of Attock^
Below Multan, which is about the same distance

from the sea as Allahabad, that is, about 800

miles by the course of the river, the Seendhoo,

swollen with all the rivers of the Panjab, flows

majestically down toTattah, under the assumed

>iame of Soor, or Shoor. Near Tattah it di-

Tules itself into a number of channels, and

the principal branch rolls fapidly on to the

ocean, under the new appellation of Mem-
KAN.

The breadth of the Indus at Bazaar, a town

situated about twenty miles to the north-east of

Attock, according to Mr Forster, is three quar-

ters of a mile. He observed the stream to be

very rapid and turbulent, although nof agitated

by any wind ; and the water itself he found to

be extremely cold. Captain Hamilton, whose

account of this rwer is the most accurate and

extensive of any writer before bis time, repre-

sents its breadth at Tattah to be one mile, and

the same breadth is assigned it by Mr Rcnnel

at
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kt the! town 6f Ritchel, on the coast, where its

largest branch enters the ocean^ The former

of these gentlemen states the depth ofthe Indus

at six fathom, and its velocity at four miles per

hour in the drv season ; he adds that the inun-

dations prevail in April, May, and June; that

they leave a fat slime on the ground, which

they till easily before it dries, and which, when
sown and harrowed, never fails to produce a

good crop; that the internal commerce carried

on by means of the Indus is immense, and that

the river itself is navigable, for vessels of near

200 tons, as high up as to Cashmere. It is

in every respect, however, far inferior to the

Ganges*

The Delta of the Indus extends in length

about 150 miles along the sea-coast; and its

greatest depth, from the most prominent part of

the base to its apex, is 115 miles. The lower

region of this Delta is throughout intersected by

numerous creeks and rivers: it for the most

part consists of noisome swamps or muddy
lakes, and is totally destitute of trees. The
upper parts of the Delta, however, are well

cultivated, and yield abundance of rice. After

the rains, the Indus becomes exceedingly im-

petuous and turbid* and in the mouths of tlie

river, tl>at is. called the bore, or swell of

VoL. I. T the
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the current, occasioned by the sudden influx of

the tide, is dreadfulJy high and dangerous.

Two objects stHI more noble and magni~

ficent now present themselves for considera-

tion; the Ganges and the Brahm apooter;
of these two great rivers, of \thich the source

o'f the former, and the very name of the latter,

were unknown to antiquity, modern travellers

have at once explored the origin and traced the

progress.

The Ganges, in the language of Hfndostan,

is called Pudda, or Padda, a word in San-

screct signifying /bo/; because, as some Bra-

niins aflinn, it flons from the foot of the god

Veeshnu. According to the opinion of others,

however, as is asserted in the Ayeen Akbery,

it flows from the hair of Mahadco. But, whe-

ther the Ganges be allowed to flow from

the hair of one deity or from the foot of

another, the allegory simply imports, that the

grateful Hindoo acknowledges to receive the

blessing of its waters from the immediate bounty

of the great Creator. It is also denominated

Burra Gonga, ihe great rivet\ and Gonga,

the river; whence are derived its native appella-

tion of Gong and its Kuropoan name of the

Ganges.
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The real sources of the Ganges, I hare ob-

served, were unexplored by the autients. The
river itself was totally unknown to the great his-

torian of antiquity, Herodotus, from whose

declaration* it is evident, tliat, ** the sandy de-

serts beyond the Indus** were the utmost limit

of his knowledge of India. In the time of

Strabo, who flourished in the reign of Tibe-

rius, near five centuries after, the Ganges had

been sailed up as high as Palibothra or Patna

;

'and, in the geography of that writer,
-f it is said

to run southward iVom the mountains of Emo-

dus. In reality, the springs of this celebratc'd

river are ascertained, by modern discoveries, to

lie in the vast mounLaius of Tibet, about the

thirty-third degree of north latitude. From

the western side of Kentaisse, one of those

mountains, it takes its course in tvv’o branches

for three hundred miles westward, but inclining

to the north : at that distance from their foun-

tain, meeting the great chain or ridge of mount

I-Iimmaleh, the antient Imaus, the two streams

arc compelled to take a southern direction, apd

in this course, uniting their currents, form what

is properly cpiled the Ganges, Amidst the

* Herouotij lib. Hi. p. 2. Edit. Stephani, 1

t Straboius Gnograpli. lib. xv. p. GS3.

'V 54 njgged
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rugged valleys and steep defiles of that remote

and mountainous region, the Ganges continues

to wind, until it pours the collected body of

its waters through a rocky cavity of the moun-*

tain into a vast bason, scooped out by their vio-

lent precipitation at its foot. To this rocky ca-

vity, the blind superstition of the natives has

attached the idea of some resemblance to the

head of the animal, which, like the Apis for-

merly in Egypt, is holdcn sacred throughout

Hindostan; and the cavern, through which the

Ganges rushes at Gangotri, is called tht

mouth of the cotv. From every inquiry of the

few Europeans who have visited this remote

spot no real resemblance can be traced; but the

same superstition, which originally fabricated,

perseveres in believing and propagating, the

error. Both Sheriffedin, and Mr Orme after

him, place the cow-head rock at the Straits of

Cupele, and affirm that Timur attacked the In-

dians, who were there assembled in great multi-

tudes to purify themselves in the sacred stream,

and adore the fancied similitude of their fa-

vourite quadruped. Afler its passage through

the rock of Gangotri, the Ganges takes an

easterly direction for near three hundred miles,

amidst the inhospitable deserts of Sirinagiir;

and at Hurdwar ' again forces itself a passage

through
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throiigii the chain of mountains called Sewa-

lick, inferior indeed to Imaus in grandeur and

altitude, hut still of a most sublime elevation

and most majestic appearance. From the

mountains of Sewalick, that form the iiuine*

diate boundary of the provinces lying north of

Delhi, the Ganges descends, with little less im-

jKfiiosity than from Ganootri, into the level

and cultivated region of Hiiidostan; then flow-

irg on through delightful plains, and diffusing

riches and verdure in its progress, at Allahabad

receives a rich tribute to its stream in the waters

of the lumna. If we may believe the Brah"

mins, another sacred river, called, the Scras-

watty, joins these rivers under-ground ; and

therefore this spot, consecrated by the three-

fold junction of their waves, has ever been the

resort of devout pilgrims from every province

of Hindostan, and is denominated, in the Aycen

Akbery, the kixi" of worshipped places. In its

course from Allahabad to the ocean, a course

of eight hundrci|l and twenty miles, the Gan-

ges, rolling oTi through the centre of Bahar and

Bengal, among innumerable cities that proudly

lift their heads on its hanks, is swollen with the

influx of many other considerable rivers; some

ofwhich, Hr Rcnucl informs us, arc equal to the

Rhino, and none smaller than the Thames.

About
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Aljout two hundred and twenty miles from the

sea, th&t is. about thirty miles below Rajahmal,

commences the head of the Delta of die Gan-

ges, which there, dividing into two great bran-

ches, seeks the ocean by two different and re-

mote channels.

The western branch, or, to speak more accu-

rately, the two westernmost branches, called

the Cossimbazar and Jellinghy jrivers, united

into one stream, descend by the city of Hoogly,

whose name jn passing they assume; and,

washing the walls of Chandernagore and of

Calcutta, rush in a broad and deep stream into

the Gulph of Bengal, at the distance of one

hundred and eighty miles from the grand East-

ern Ocean. This is the only navigable branch

of the Ganges for large ships ; the other nume-

rous channels of this river being choaked up by

bars of sand and banks of mud, thrown up by

the violence of the current and the strong

southerly winds. The eastern branch, or rather

the main stream of the Ganges, flows on to-

wards Dacca, once the capital of Bengal, which

is watered by a noble arm of that river; and,

about sixty miles below that city, mingling its

waters with those of the Megna, rolls in one

united and maiestic stream into the ocean.

The
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The breadth of the Ganges varies in di(Ic-

rent places, and according to the difTerent sea-

sons, from one mile and a quarter to three miles.

At five hundred miles from the sea, Mr Kennel

informs us that the channel is thirty feet deep,

when the river is at its lowest, and that it con-

tinues at least that depth to the ocean. The
velocity of the current likewise varies according

to the wet or dry seasons. In the dry months

the medium rate of motion is less than three

miles an hour; but, at the period of the inun-

dations, that motion is often increased to five

and six miles; Mr Kennel records an instance

of his own boat being carried at the astonishing

rate of fifty-six miles in eight hours.

An object equally novel and grand now
claims our attention; so novel as not to have

been known to Europeans in the real extent of

its magnificence before the year 1765, and so

awfully grand, that the astonished geographer.

Major Kennel, thinking the language of prose

inadequate to convey his conceptions, has had

recourse to the more expressive and energetic

language of poetry ; but

• Scarce the Muse hprself

Dare stretch her wing o*er this enormous mats

OF rushing waters; to whose dread expanse.

Continuous depth* and wond'rous length of course*

Oar flotxls are rills.

This
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This stupendous object is the Brahmafoo<<

TF.R, a word which in Sanscreet signifies the

son of Brahma'i for no meaner origin could

be assigned to so wonderful a progeny. 1'his

supreme monarch of Indian rivers derives its

source from the opposite side of the same

mountains from which the Ganges springs } and,

taking a bold sweep tow'ards the east, in a line

directly opposite to the course of that river,

washes the vast country of Tibet, where, by

way of distinction, it is denominated Sanpoo,

or the river. Winding with a rapid current

through Tibet, and, for many a league, amidst

dreary deserts and regions, remote from the ha->

bitations of men, it waters the borders of the

territory of Lassa, the residence of the grand

I.ama; and then deviating, with a cometary

irregularity, from an cast to a soutli>east course,

the MIGHTY WANDERER approaches within

two hundred miles of the western frontiers of

the vast empire of China. From this point its

more direct path to the ocean lay through the

Gulph of Siam ; but, with a desultory course

peculiar to itself, it suddenly turns to the west

through Assam, and enters Bengal on the north-

east q arter. Circling round the western point

of the Garrow mountains, the Brahmapooter

now takes a southern direction; and, for sixty

miles
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miles before it. meets the Ganges, its sister in

point of origin, but not its rival in point of

magnitude, glides majestically along in a stream

which is regularly from four to five miles wide,

and, but for its freshness, Mr Renncl say-c,

might pass for an arm of the sea. About forty

miles from the ocean these mighty rivers unite

their streams: but that gentleman is of opinion

that their junction was formerly higher up, and

that the accumulation of two such vast bodies

of water scooped out the amazing bed of the

Megna Lake.* Their present conflux is below

Luckipoor, and, by that confluence, a body of

fresh running water is produced, hardly equal-

led, and not exceeded, either in the old or»tlic

new hemisphere. So stupendous is Jiat body

of water, it has formed a gul|)h of such extciit

as to contain islands that rival our Me of AVigiit

in size and fertility; and with such resistless

violence does it rush into the ocean, (hat, in the

rainy season, the sea itself, or at legist its .surlVtcc,

is perfectly fresh for many leagues out.

The Deltii, formed by the Ganges, exhibits

an appearance widely different from that formed

* Megna and Brahmapooter are namex belonging to 'ic samt;

river in different parts of its course. Tbc Megna falU .nlo Ihe

Brahmapooter, and, though a much smaller river, cominuiiicales

its name to the other during the rest of its coui.sc.

VoL. 1. U hy
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by the Indus, and is considerably more than

twice the area of that of the Nile. It is at the

base near two hundred miles broad, and has,

Mr Rennel informs us, no less than eight con-

siderable openings into the sea, each of which

we pronounce without hesitation to have pro-

bably been, in its turn, the principal mouth of

the Ganges. This whole extent is one vast

forest; from that circumstance denominated the

woods, or suNDEjiBVNDs, whose dangerous re-

cesses the fortitude and industry of man have

never yet completely explored, and which,

from their forming an impenetrable barrier on

that side, as well as from their affording an in-

exhaustible supply of timber for boat-building,

the policy of tlie English has not yet attempted

to clear. These woods are the gloomy haunts

of every species of savage animals, but parti-

cularly of that formidable race of tigers called

the Royal or Bengal tiger, so celebrated through*

out the world. The fierceness and intrepidity

of these animals are so great, that they* have

been known to swim, in quest of prey, to the

boats that lie at anchor in the rii'er, and often

make havoc among the wood-cutters and salt-

makers, who carry on ** their dreadful trade**

u{)on the shore. Besides those principal open-

ings above-mentioned, the whole coast of the

Delta,
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DoU«, bordering on the sca> is indented with

innumerable rivers and creeks, while the inter-

nal parts of the Sunderbunds are intersected in

every direction with a thousand streams, which

form a complete inland navigation, and which,

according to a description given me by the

late Colonel Charles Ironside, who had

frequently sailed through these woody solitudes,

abound with scenes so romantic and beautiful,

that they alternately excite in the mind the

most rapturous admiration and impress it witli

the most awful astonishment.

END OF VOLUME THE FIRST.
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